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The new V-epps pre-plumbed system.
Engineered with ingenuity.
There are lots of obvious benefits of V-epps, the industry’s first fully precision engineered, pre-plumbed panel system. It’s fast and inexpensive to
install for a start. But the ingenious engineering, well that’s much less apparent; in fact it’s completely hidden from view. High strength linear-bearing
hinges provide smooth movement and allow panels to be positioned at different heights, with no gaps between panels. The innovative dowel-dock
is designed for perfect panel alignment, while the adjustable zinc plated steel tie backs provide a bracing system for easier installation.
Order your brochure on 01474 353333 or visit www.venesta.co.uk
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From the President

Keep the Heid
Brexit is a huge issue. It will impact on

all of our many businesses. Design matters

financial means available to the Schools of

many unforeseen aspects of our home and

and is a key driver of growth across our

Architecture, there is a greater and greater

business lives. Now is not the time to pick

manufacturing, retail, hospitality, digital and

pressure to recruit students from beyond

over that in detail, because it is quite clear

development sectors.

these shores. Yet visa restrictions mean that,

that the political situation needs to develop

But Scotland’s education sector (in its

once trained, those students cannot work in

much further. That said, I think we need to be

widest sense) must also learn from industry.

this country. Furthermore across Scotland

calm, we need to remain optimistic, yet pay

Whilst it is easy to talk about Scotland’s

students, lecturers and architects are pointing

careful attention to the skilful management of

educational sector and the country’s

to a situation where students may get as little

our practices. After all, I sense that politicians

gold standard, I am aware that Scotland’s

as 18 to 20 minutes staff contact time per

and the media could talk us into a recession,

vocational courses and in particular

week.

but at this stage the country does not appear

architectural education have become an ever

This is a toxic mix of pressures.

to be following suit. Long may that continue!

more pressing subject. Intuitively architectural

Architecture is vitally important to our

education feels like it is enduring a huge

economy, society, our cities and our

challenges ahead. It raises the question as to

burden. It is a Scotland wide issue and it is a

communities. Our architectural education

how we will deal with a myriad of subjects. So

point the RIAS and its Education Convenor,

system is impoverished. That will ultimately

for the time being I will comment on just two.

Gordon Smith FRIAS, wish to tackle.

affect all business sectors so it must change

Brexit also highlights that there will be

For those of you who read the last

Fewer Scots can study architecture. The

for the better.
After all, recessions are intrinsically

edition of the Quarterly, you will realise

funding of architecture courses is too low,

that I believe that public procurement and

staff contact time is too low, the prescription

caused by booms and booms are caused

architectural education are placing huge

of course content is becoming ever more

by a lack of supply. Scotland’s architectural

pressures on the future of the profession.

detailed, the technical demands on students

education system can only be stretched

From that perspective I was recently invited

are increasing and student debt is climbing.

so far. The present scenario will lead to

by the Dundee and Angus Chamber of

Looking at that in a little more detail, the

a reduction in suitably qualified Scottish

Commerce to applaud the fine work of

Scottish Higher Education Funding Council

students and that will increasingly impact on

Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art, its

allocate funds to all of Scotland’s universities

our profession.

many schools, dedicated staff and of course

via a grant per student. The value of that

talented students, but also to comment on

grant varies depending upon the course

and cities will become less vibrant and

the state of architectural education and how

being studied. There are five funding bands

ultimately Scotland will become much more

it will affect every business in Scotland.

and architecture inhabits the lowest band –

reliant on skills from outwith this country

band five. Other courses which architecture

and the financial pressures that will impose.

Scotland are an enormous opportunity for us

can be benchmarked against, such as

Architectural education is vital to Scotland’s

in the industry to engage with the education

engineering or art and design, inhabit band

economy and its funding needs to be

sector, for us to collectively learn, perhaps

three.

reappraised.

The degree shows happening around

witness technological advances for the first

Architectural education is therefore

If practices cannot recruit, our towns

That though brings us back onto the

time or to see how the many disciplines

impoverished whilst its lecturers must deliver

subject of Europe and indeed procurement.

within these creative hot houses can benefit

more and more content. Given the restricted

Returning firstly to education, it is far from
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certain how the Brexit vote will impact upon
the intake of students (many of whom are
from Europe) and secondly how that will
impact on their wish or indeed ability to work
here in Scotland. We obviously need to keep
a very close eye on that developing situation.
Allied to that though is the fear that, here
we are pointing out a major problem which
requires political time and effort to resolve,
when the only subject our politicians will
be obsessed with is Brexit. Unfortunately,
that will probably also be the case for many
and varied topics such as funding, inward
investment, CDM 2015, availability of skills,
regulations and indeed procurement, as well

© Malcolm Cochrane

as many others.
And there is the rub, because the
problems around issues such as procurement

Therefore, the Incorporation must

have too easily been blamed on Europe. I

redouble our efforts. We need to work extra

simply don’t buy that.

hard to be heard and seek to deliver positive

These issues have quite emphatically

reform. There will be challenges ahead, but

been created in the UK and indeed right here

we can make a positive contribution and

in Scotland. Indeed, the manner in which

continue to take the lead for the construction

Scotland recently adopted the European

industry – towards improving at least that

Single Procurement Document is exactly the

aspect of the future.

type of action which has given Europe a bad
name. It is awful and unfortunately it is a
home-grown problem.
So, in the inevitable unpicking of
European law, there may be opportunities.
Unfortunately, perhaps the greater risk is
that our politicians of all colours are perfectly
able to create bad laws and bad procedures
right here and that the flood of work Brexit
imposes will all too easily distract them.

Willie Watt PRIAS
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®
Engineered Pre-Plumbed System

The secret behind V-epps.
V-epps features 7 ingenious engineering
secrets, including:

Panel Lock
We understand the need for added
safety without compromised aesthetics.
In stainless steel with a tamper proof
security key opening, our panel locks
are discreet and ensure maximum
security.
Patent pending

We know washrooms.
Call 01474 353333 www.venesta.co.uk
10-year guarantee
@venestawashroom

We know washrooms.

LOWER THE LAMBDA
LOWER THE HEAT LOSS

®
Kingspan, Kooltherm and the Lion Device are Registered Trademarks
of the Kingspan Group plc in the UK and other countries. All rights reserved.
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From Our Archive with Ian Stuart Campbell hon frias
70 years ago architects and students returned from war to address new urgent domestic and social priorities. RIAS
Quarterly no. 65 (August 1946), reported the re-convened RIAS Annual Convention energetically promoting ‘good
architecture’ as the route to the ‘good life’ for all. Disillusionment with government, increasing beaurocracy and restrictions
were expressed and raised concerns about the rightful place of the Architect and how best to achieve this…

70 years ago

25 years ago

RIAS Quarterly
August 1946

Prospect 44
Summer 1991
as they were condemnatory, and doubtless
selected as a lawyer should with due regard
to the possibility of his being called upon
to justify their truth, and innocence in a
court of law. It is regretted that those who
believe that the completion of many forms
and the imposition of restrictions, help the
community, had not been present…
Mr Macbean was confident that
notwithstanding this first taste of “the horrors
of peace” the professions would maintain
their rightful place in the community.
In his reply to “the toast to the
Architectural Profession” Mr T Cecil Howitt
on behalf of the RIBA noted: “…the nation
needs good, well planned buildings. It
needs good homes, schools for the young,
recreation for the adolescent and the adult,
and good health facilities for all. The people
deserve these things. Architecture is the

In 1991 a more perceptive prediction of their

science of building. Good architecture is

future, lead to adoption of a “planning for

… Friday and Saturday 14 and 15 June, in

the result of well planned, well designed

change” strategy at the New Leith Academy

good weather, saw our Annual Convention

buildings. It is not merely making pretty

which acknowledged the need and value

resumed on its peace-time shape in

decorative buildings, it is the framework,

of design flexibility in an ever changing

Inverness. A few members found that their

the setting, the necessary machine for the

construction climate…

basic petrol ration was sufficient to enable

good life. Not the good life for a few; not bits

them to travel by road, but a number arrived

of good architecture here and there; not a

… Much of our existing school stock,

by train on the Thursday night, with the result

few housing estates we are proud to show

however, has been closely tailored in planning

that there were many pleasant informal

foreigners. But good architecture for every

and design to a narrow view of specialist

meetings between friends who had not

man, woman and child in the British Isles.

requirements based on past perceptions. This

met since before the war and many new

With good architecture we may have a good

degree of tailoring has made this stock very

friendships were made.

life; without it we cannot.

difficult to modify …

“The Toast of the Architectural

It is not so much a matter of money,

So faced with the conventional shopping

Profession” was honoured on the call of Mr

though money is important. The cost of a

list of a brief which describes in minute detail

John Macbean. Mr Macbean devoted his

few weeks’ war would go a long way towards

to the nearest fraction of a square metre,

remarks to the “activities” (or inactivities) of

giving us “the good life”. Rather it is a matter

and power point how each dedicated room

government departments which hampered

of brains and experience, of using the right

should be, and fired with a concept of the

the profession.

kinds of expert.

future which renders such a building obsolete

His views were eloquently and fluidly
couched in words which were as humorous
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now, never mind when it’s built, – what does
one do?
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1 year ago
RIAS Quarterly Issue 22
Summer 2015
The new Leith Academy design … has

Architecture students can expect to

attempted to provide the kind of building

accumulate a student debt of £80k-£100k

that will be responsive to the radical changes

in the duration of their course. This is

in education and society that are already

compounded by the current average of 9.8

starting to happen …

years taken by students to complete P3 which

The building is starting out as a 900 pupil

is to the detriment of both academe and the

school, but what might it be by 2010?

profession, as well as the student themselves.

The “planning for change strategy” has

Under the current Educational Framework

already paid off in two ways: a radical replan

the conversion of UK architectural students

of a part of the building following cuts in

into registered architects is around 7% of

the community provision by the central

entrants.

government education department; and,

The final overarching reason why

in the running up to moving in, teachers

architectural education needs to change

inevitably want things changed from what

is that the nature of the profession has

was asked for three years ago at briefing

dramatically altered in the last ten years.

stage.

Changes in the global economic terrain

… maybe in the brave new world of

and in the UK political landscape dictate

20 or 30 years’ time, when schools as we

that we must change and adapt rapidly or

know them have ceased to exist, people

be left floundering. Public funded project

will be popping in to the Leith Community

A compelling article on ‘Current Developments

procurement methods are excluding large

Resource Centre for a swim, or a cup of tea,

in Architectural Education’ (Summer 2015) by

sections of the profession and the future is

or to give themselves an interactive medical

RIAS Education Convener, A Gordon Smith

hard to predict.

examination, or to try out the latest virtual

FRIAS, hints at just how unsettled is the current

If the Edge Debate Report into the Future

reality software where Grandma can live out

status of the profession, and anticipates

of the Professions is to be believed, the RIBA

her obsession to be a star fighter pilot.

radical change in the Parts 1 2 & 3 architectural

and RIAS have less than a decade to address

education structure…

the challenges imposed by a changing

Lothian Regional Council
Dept. Of Architectural Services,
Director T R Hughes RIBA
Project Architect: Laura Ross B Arch.

construction industry, or face irrelevance.
… The current system of architectural
education has been in existence since the
1958 Oxford Conference….and it has become
clear that the….structure no longer “fits” the
broader European Directive Framework, nor
current academic teaching methods. The
profession as always has been ambivalent
on graduate quality. The revised proposals
therefore replace the outdated Part1; Part2;
and Part3 and the consequential prospect
of partial qualification and the perception of
failure.
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above
The Mound, Edinburgh
below
Old Town, Edinburgh
opposite
Victoria Street, Edinburgh
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Ian Stuart Campbell hon frias offers some sketches and personal reflections…

Impressions of Edinburgh
Colonising southwards of the Old Town,

Old-ish New Town / New-ish Old Town.

layout. Peppered with fine buildings:

Edinburgh’s ‘yin and yang.’ Pre-1544 the

the Royal College of Physicians (1775); St

early University expansion further stimulated

city, built of wood and clay, burned easily

Andrew’s and St George’s West Church (1785)

Edinburgh’s unique inhabited bridge-scape.

during conflicts. Consequently only very

and Assembly Rooms (1787), the New Town

Destroying several historic closes, 19 stone

few ancient parts of the Castle, St Giles and

quickly became a worthy home for Scotland’s

arches spanned across Cowgate (1785) offering

Holyrood pre-date late 16th century houses

“Enlightenment”.

retail along what became South Bridge. Tall

for: John Knox, Moubray, and Huntly on High

In 1772 the first North Bridge structure

tenements were soon built along both sides

Street; and Brodie’s, North Gray’s Closes and

precariously linked Old and New Towns, but

of these arches, leaving only the Cowgate

Gladstones Land. 17th century tenements

early public anxieties favoured a safer new

arch visible. Later, inserted floors and ceilings

are better represented and carry forward

‘earth bridge’ (1781) using soil excavated from

formed dark, airless, vaulted chambers, as

Scottish vernacular in a pleasing organic

New Town construction sites. “The Mound”

workshops, storage and even slum dwellings.

historicism.

now proudly accommodates the National

In 1985 Edinburgh Vaults were excavated

Gallery of Scotland, the Royal Scottish

revealing 120 compartments, now primarily

Town emerged as a single sophisticated

Academy, the spires of New College, the

visited for ghost tours and Festival events.

“grand project”, requiring vision and

General Assembly Hall, and the extended

commitment to realise James Craig’s winning

Bank of Scotland HQ.

By contrast, Edinburgh’s Georgian New

The parallel George IV Bridge later
crossed Cowgate, accommodating the

15
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St Cuthbert’s Church
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Impressions of…

above
Calton Hill, Edinburgh
below
Festival City
below right
The Lums of Auld Reekie

National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh

formed a classical New Town entrance from

contemporary ‘grande projetes’. Unfulfilled

Central Library, Courts and the former

the east. Triumphal arched screens link

waterfront ambitions, peripheral business

Martyrs’ Free Church, now a pub. The

facades on Waterloo Place and span the 50

parks and many central gap sites signify

southern end of this inhabited bridge joins

foot deep ravine above Calton Road.

underlying uncertainty as to how Edinburgh’s

Candlemaker Row and Chambers Street, at
the National Museum of Scotland.

Edinburgh retains fabulous architectural
quality and interest. However since the

new future can co-exist with its celebrated
‘old futures’.

East/west approaches to the New Town

Enlightenment, erudite critics have leapt to

Happily, however, even while Edinburgh’s

also challenged access. The tall, four-arched,

challenge change. Robert Louis Stevenson

contemporary major developments may take

Dean Bridge by Thomas Telford (1833)

wrote scathingly on the arrival of villas.

decades to materialise, an exciting, innovative

crossed Dean Gorge at the West End and,

Scotland’s luminary ‘modernists’ who

and elegant third Forth crossing is emerging

though narrow, still carries busy traffic from

designed post-war university expansion and

to complement neighbouring iconic emblems

the west and north. Regent Bridge’s Greek

updated Princes Street, continue to be widely

from two preceding centuries.

Revival design by Archibald Elliot (1819)

vilified, leaving anxious planners quashing

Ian Stuart Campbell Hon FRIAS
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Building beautiful family homes across Scotland

CREATING SPACES
TO CALL HOME
We are proud sponsors of Making Space 2016
For more information about new homes across Scotland

visit taylorwimpey.co.uk
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Green Room - North Uist
© John Maher

Events and Exhibitions
A&DS continues to Say Hello to Architecture as part of the Year of Innovation, Architecture and
Design and the Festival of Architecture 2016 – including an exploration of the Best of the Best
(Award winning projects), traditional building materials and the best student work in Scotland.

www.ads.org.uk @ArcDesSco #hello2arch
Oban Festival of Architecture
Prospect North: 30 July – 21 August,
Rockfield Centre, Oban
Scotstyle and Best of the Best: 30 July – 7
August, Rockfield Centre, Oban

architectural education and ensure that both

living on the Isle of Harris. His sublime and

professionals and the public can enjoy the

haunting photo series Nobody’s Home

creativity and vision of Scotland’s future

documents the deserted croft houses in

architects.

the Outer Hebrides which lie scattered
throughout the isles in suspended animation.

North exhibition, first shown at the Venice

Scotland + Venice: Prospect North –
Scottish tour
First venue – open from 30 July: Oban
Rockfield Centre, Soroba Rd, Oban PA34
4SB

Architecture Biennale.

Prospect North exhibition will be at The

From the 30 July the Rockfield Centre Oban
will welcome three exhibitions, including
the Scottish Premiere of the Prospect

The Rockfield Centre has organised a
programme of events in conjunction with the

Lighthouse in October – see website for further

They contain traces of people who used to
live there many decades ago, their identities
often consigned to oblivion.

Doors Open Day: Say Hello to
Traditional Building Materials
17- 18 September, Level 2, The Lighthouse

details.
Glasgow Traditional Building Forum and

Festival of Architecture and will include talks
and workshops with an architectural theme

Scotland’s contribution to La Biennale

Architecture and Design Scotland invite you

as well as a heritage trail looking at the stories

Architettura 2016 is Prospect North. The

to a special Doors Open Day featuring a

behind significant buildings in Oban.

exhibition - which ran in Venice between 26

packed day of Traditional Skills Workshops

May – 26 June - explores Scotland in relation

with the Glasgow Traditional Building Forum

exhibition the Rockfield Centre will also host

to its northern neighbours through narratives

and discover the A&DS Library of sustainable

two national touring exhibitions: Scotstyle

and evocative imagery and highlights

and innovative materials. You can also

and Best of the Best.

Scotland’s place and identity within an

collect a Say Hello to Architecture pack with

economically emerging northern region.

activities to help you explore you local area.

In conjunction with the Prospect North

The exhibition was created by Lateral

The A&DS and RIAS Scottish Student
Awards for Architecture
15 July – 25 September 2016
Level 2, The Lighthouse, 11 Mitchell Lane,
Glasgow, G1 3NU

North with Soluis and Dualchas Architects,
co-curated by Architecture and Design
Scotland and commissioned by the Scotland

Halfway through the Festival of Architecture

+ Venice partnership – Scottish Government,

2016 over 90 events have joined us to Say

Architecture and Design Scotland, Creative

Hello to Architecture. A&DS has asked people

Scotland and the British Council Scotland.

and communities from across Scotland to
create their own events under the banner.

A&DS and RIAS jointly promote the
Scottish Student Awards for Architecture.
2016 will be the 14th year of these awards

Say Hello to Architecture: Local events

Nobody’s Home
22 July – 31 August

Architecture and Design Scotland will provide
support and promotion. Events can range
from a walk in the park to a major conference.

which recognise the achievement of
individual students from Scotland’s five

John Maher (b. 1960) is best known as the

It’s not too late to join! Get in touch on www.

schools of architecture. They are a mark of

former drummer of the English punk band

ads.org.uk/say-hello-to-architecture-events/

the continuing high standards of Scottish

Buzzcocks. Since 2002, Maher has been

or email 2016@ads.org.uk.

for more information:
www.ads.org.uk | exhibitions@ads.org.uk | @ArcDesSco
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WOOD.
NATURE’S
MOST
VERSATILE
BUILDING
MATERIAL.

Wood for Good is the timber industry’s
campaign to promote use of wood in design
and construction. Fast build times and
off-site fabrication methods make timber
the ideal material to help solve the housing
crisis, offering significant environmental
benefits like carbon storage and delivering
low-energy buildings. And great designs.

Beach House, Dualchas Architects, R Andrew Lee

Maggie’s Lanarkshire, Reiach and Hall Architects, Broad Daylight

Arcadia Nursery, Malcolm Fraser Architects, Angus Bremner

www.woodforgood.com
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another fantastic list of winners…

The RIAS Awards 2016

Now in their fifth year, the combined RIAS/

Scotland’s architecture continues to be of

wee house extension to massive education

RIBA Awards continue to demonstrate the

exemplary quality. The eleven winners of this

provision. Our architects are among the best

quality and breadth of current architectural

year’s RIAS Awards represent the very best of

in Europe - long may they remain so.

endeavour in Scotland. This year’s winners

urban and rural projects. The split between

include a number of major new-build

public and private projects demonstrates

projects, alongside bold adaptations and

that Scottish architects continue to excel in

extensions of existing properties.

both. And again the scale extends from a

21
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RIAS Awards 2016

castle maclellan foods
kirkcudbright

Ryder Architecture

A449 LTD

Taylor Architecture Practice Ltd (T.A.P.)

More of Glasgow Developments Ltd

Anna Karczewska

Castle MacLellan Foods

© Matthew Johnson

© David Barbour

blakeburn
roxburghshire

© Neale Smith

1 west regent street
glasgow

“

The challenge was providing 135,000
sq ft of offices while preserving a listed
building and integrating this with an

“

A complete overhaul of a nondescript,
mid-20th century, dwelling to create a
unique and elegant countryside home.

“

This project aimed to create a welldesigned, industrial building that was a
pleasurable working environment with

innovative new design that blended

The footprint was extended to the east

a welcoming frontage in a riverside

with its surroundings and added to the

and west of the existing building, with

setting. A new reception block on the

cityscape. Clad in a bronzed metallic

the entire building then over-clad, in

street edge provides a point of arrival

curtain wall system, the interior spaces

scorched larch, to blend in with nearby

while rising up to become a bridge,

are virtually column free and offer 360

woodland.

spanning the main goods-in area and

degree views of the city.

linking to the upper level of the existing

Awards photos © Malcolm Cochrane

factory.

David Maciver (Ryder Architecture), Stacey Phillips
(Ryder Architecture), Willie Watt PRIAS and Andy
Howland (GEZE – presenter)
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Matthew Johnson (A449 LTD), Anna Karczewska
(client), Carah Johnson with Alan Jones
PPRSUA Hon FRIAS (presenter)

Sally Mackay (Taylor Architecture Practice), Neil
Taylor (Taylor Architecture Practice) and Andy
Howland (GEZE –presenter)
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city of glasgow college,
riverside campus
glasgow

forsinard lookout tower
sutherland

helensburgh town centre
public realm
helensburgh

Icosis Architects

Austin-Smith:Lord LLP

The Peatland Partnership (RSPB, SNH, Forestry

Argyll & Bute Council

City of Glasgow College

Commission, Highland Council)

of the River Clyde, the site marks
a gateway in the city and projects

“

This tower was created to give visitors
an elevated and striking look-out over
the Flow Country and its blanket peat

“

The design ethos was to create a
town centre with attractive, usable
and flexible public spaces to support

the College’s importance as a civic

bogs and associated pools. To minimise

community events, festivals and

institution as well as creating a new

disruption to the peat, the construction

markets. The scheme ingeniously

landmark. New buildings are organised

is similar to that of an oil rig, built off

incorporates an outdoor museum. The

around two civic spaces - a cloistered

150mm diameter hollow piles driven

walkways, soft landscaped areas, tree

garden and a grand hall - which

to a solid base around 4m below the

lines and lighting columns are set out

encourage students to mix and realise

surface.

on a simple grid, which enhances and

opportunities for learning across

frames the several high-quality, listed

disciplines.

buildings within Colquhoun Square.

Awards photos © Malcolm Cochrane

“

Located at the edge of a major crossing

© Keith Hunter

© Gordon Mackie

© Edmund Sumner

Michael Laird Architects/
Reiach and Hall Architects

Iain Marley (City of Glasgow College) Lyle Chrystie
(Reiach and Hall Architects) David Hoskens (Sir
Robert McAlpine) Adam Frickleton (Michael Laird
Architects) Stuart Watters (Michael Laird Architects)
Denise Bennetts (RIBA – presenter) Ross Hunter
(Graven)

Sarah Sutherland (Icosis Architects), Euan Millar
(Icosis Architects), Willie Watt PRIAS (presenter), Bill
Robertson (SAS)

George Reynolds, Dorothy Robertson, Stephen
Lynas (Hadden Construction – presenter), Iain Wylie,
Alex Sneddon, Tommy Johnston, Councillor Ellen
Morton, Lesley Samuel, Helen Ford, Siobhan Vernon,
Pete McCaughey, Graham Ross
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“it’s bigger on the inside”
edinburgh

lairdsland primary school
kirkintilloch

the pyramid viewpoint
dunbartonshire

David Blaikie Architects

Walters & Cohen Architects

BTE Architecture

Richard and Elaine Austin

East Dunbartonshire Council,

© Andrew Lee

© Dennis Gilbert

© Paul Zanre

led by development partner Hub West Scotland

“

This “glass box” extension and
remodelling of the ground floor rear
rooms allows the new kitchen and

“

This 280-pupil school is designed to
deliver the new Scottish Curriculum
for Excellence, to be a beacon in its

“

This peninsula viewpoint overlooking
Loch Lomond, taking the shape of a
triangular platform at the end of a long,

dining spaces of this, Category B listed,

community and provide a quality

curved path is first seen as a narrow,

Victorian townhouse to “spill out” into

learning environment. The canal-

vertical stack amongst the trees. Only a

a south-facing garden. The remodelling

side location was the inspiration for

glimpse of the loch is visible through a

of the rear rooms and modest

construction parallel to the water with

long tunnel, marking the entrance.

extension is integrated with the overall

semi-open plan learning spaces and

refurbishment of the whole house.

double-height glazing to provide views

Awards photos © Malcolm Cochrane

and a light and spacious environment.

Ryan Duthie (David Blaikie Architects), Michael
Nelson (David Blaikie Architects) and Mark Nevin
(Nevin of Edinburgh – presenter)
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Gordon Currie (E. Dunbartonshire Council), Grant
Robertson (SFT), Jan Pollock (E. Dunbartonshire
Council), Councillor Alan Moir, Jim Wilson (Morgan
Sindall), Councillor Rhondda Geekie, Anna
Pemberton and Michál Cohen (Walters and Cohen),
Kevin Doyle (hub West Scotland) and Denise
Bennetts (RIBA – presenter)

Stéphane Toussaint (BTE Architecture), Gordon
Watson (client), Daniel Bär (BTE Architecture), Sean
Edwards (BTE Architecture), Willie Watt PRIAS
(presenter) and Bill Robertson (SAS – presenter)
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zinc-house
angus

Page \ Park Architects

LJR+H Chartered Architects

The Glasgow Academy

Richard and Jackie Callison

© Andrew Lee

© Mark O’Connor

saunders centre, science &
technology building
glasgow

“

This facility at the Glasgow Academy

“

rias andrew doolan
best building in
scotland award
A collection of abandoned farm sheds
on the site provided the inspiration for

The shortlist for the

the built form. The house is articulated

RIAS Andrew Doolan

that wraps around the sculptural

and unified by a continuous roof. Built

Best Building in Scotland

elliptical form. On each upper floor,

over one-and-a-half storeys the whole

Award, supported by the

four general teaching labs, together

is divided into four tied elements - car

Doolan family and the

with a sixth year lab, are arranged along

port, garage/office, entrance/court, and

Scottish Government (to

a glazed break out and bay-windowed

house.

be presented in November

includes a new 178-seat auditorium,
complemented by a generous foyer

passage overlooking the historic main

at the National Museum of

school.

Scotland) consists of all 11
of the RIAS Awards 2016

Awards photos © Malcolm Cochrane

winners.

George Young (Dunne Group), Peter Brodie (The
Glasgow Academy), Bryan Duncan ( The Glasgow
Academy), Marianne Keating (Page\Park), Sarah
Jane Storrie (Page\Park), Denise Bennetts (RIBA –
presenter)

Mark Nevin (Nevin of Edinburgh – presenter),
Graeme Hutton (LJRH Architects) and Mark
O’Connor (LJRH Architects)
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Special Category Awards
wood for good /
forestry commission
scotland award for the
best use of timber

historic environment
scotland award for
conservation and climate
change

Blakeburn, Roxburghshire

High Mill & Preparing Rooms, Verdant
Works, Dundee

A449 LTD

zero waste scotland
award for
resource efficiency
Tigh na Croit, Gorstan
HLM Architects

© Keith Hunter

© Erika Stevenson

© Matthew Johnson

James F Stephen Architects

Jo O’Hara, Head of Forestry Commission

David Mitchell, Acting Chief Executive for

Petra Biberbach, Board Member of Zero

Scotland said:

Historic Environment Scotland said:

Waste Scotland said:

“FC Scotland is delighted to work in

“The High Mill, dating from 1833, was the

“Zero Waste Scotland works to create a

partnership with Wood for Good in offering

unused part of the wider Category A-listed

society where resources are valued and

this award to celebrate how architects

Verdant Works, a surviving Dundee mill

nothing is wasted. We support projects in a

complex incorporating Scotland’s award-

range of sectors which exemplify and help to

winning Jute Museum. Before the project the

bring important resource efficiency principles

High Mill, and the glazed-roofed preparing

to life.

in Scotland make best use of wood as
a sustainable material in design and
construction, whilst providing carbon storage
and delivering low carbon buildings.”

room, had deteriorated so badly they were

Tigh-na-Croit is an outstanding example

facing demolition. We have been impressed

of the level of resource efficiency that can

by the Trust’s vision. The project itself which

be achieved in residential housing. As a fully

has been achieved for less than the cost

certified European ‘PassivHaus’, it meets

of an equivalent new-build museum. The

a rigorous, voluntary standard for energy

innovative approach has concentrated on the

efficiency, and requires very little energy for

reuse of original components and salvaged

space heating or cooling.”

materials maximising embodied energy.”

Matthew Johnson (A449 LTD), Anna Karczewska
(client), Andy Leitch (Forestry Commission Scotland
– presenter)
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Doug Reid (James F Stephen Architects), Gill Poulter
(Heritage and Exhibitions Director, Dundee Industrial
Heritage Ltd), David Mitchell (Historic Environment
Scotland – presenter)

HLM Architects and Petra Biberbach (Zero Waste
Scotland – presenter)
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riba award for scotland

Glasgow Women’s Library

Sarah Jane Storrie

From the 11 RIAS Awards 2016 winners, 2

Collective Architecture

Page\Park Architects for The Saunders Centre,

projects won an RIBA Award for Scotland.

Glasgow

These are:

© Andrew Lee

© Andrew Lee

© Keith Hunter

saint-gobain award for
emerging architect

© Keith Hunter

scottish government
award for
scotland’s client of the year

Fiona Hyslop, Cabinet Secretary for Culture,

Stuart McKill, Sustainable Habitat Leader in

City of Glasgow College, Riverside Campus

Tourism and External Affairs, said:

Scotland, said:

by Michael Laird Architects/Reiach and Hall

“The client for The Glasgow Women’s Library

“Saint-Gobain, represented by its 22 Brands

has delivered a facility that is inclusive and

operating in Scotland, is delighted to be

greatly valued by the local community as well

involved with this award which represents

as visitors from all over the world.

our ambition to support the delivery of

Saunders Centre, Science & Technology

sustainable buildings that deliver comfort,

Building, Glasgow by Page\Park Architects

Architects

The views of the local community were

and

important to many aspects of the architect’s

health and wellbeing whilst helping to

proposals. It is refreshing to see that local

improve daily life. In addition the award

A separate RIBA Award for Scotland was

people have been involved in decisions

recognises the consideration of the Thermal,

made to Murphy House, Hart Street,

about the design of the building. It is a worthy

Audio, Visual and Indoor Air Comfort through

Edinburgh by Richard Murphy Architects

winner of the Client Award in the Year of

its design and use of appropriate products all

“This house is as intricately crafted as a

Innovation, Architecture and Design.”

helping to create a great place to learn and

precision watch. It boldly challenges its

educate the users.

context in Edinburgh’s douce New Town

Sarah Jane, through her energy,
enthusiasm and skill, is an exemplary young

and is a unique one-off, designed with
consummate skill.”

architect.”

Collective Architecture: Adele Patrick (client), Steven
Byrne (Collective Architecture), Cathy Houston
(Collective Architecture), Sue John (client) and Ian
Gilzean (Scottish Government – presenter)

Sarah Jane Storrie (Page\Park Architects) with Stuart
McKill (Saint-Gobain – presenter)

Steve Evans (Inscape Joinery), Gareth Jones (Richard
Murphy Architects), Richard Murphy (Richard
Murphy Architects), Alan Jones PPRSUA (presenter)
and Mark Nevin (Nevin of Edinburgh – presenter)
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© Arup

© Transport Scotland

© McAteer Photography

© Arup

engineering excellence
an award-winning range of services supporting architecture in Scotland
Edinburgh
0131-331-1999
elliot.wishlade@arup.com
martin.surridge@arup.com

Glasgow
0141-332-8534
alan.richmond@arup.com
alistair.murray@arup.com

© McAteer Photography

We don’t just build houses
we create exceptional homes…

The Spence Showhome at Castle Grove South, Newton Mearns

Mactaggart & Mickel Homes
Proud to sponsor

The Festival of Architecture
The Lorimer at Castle Grove, Newton Mearns

Find us in Ayr, Troon, Uplawmoor, Newton Mearns, Eaglesham,
Howwood, Milngavie, Barnton, Craiglockhart, Dollar and Dalkeith
Please visit website for full details

macmic.co.uk
The images are of Mactaggart & Mickel Homes house styles at Castle Grove Newton Mearns.
Any furnishings, upgraded fixtures or fittings are not included.
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Centenary Convention(al) Wisdom
Friday, 13 May 2016: is it an auspicious day

chairs, and variations on classical columns,

Lighthouse, where Page took Isi Metzstein’s

for the RIAS Centenary Convention? Certainly,

to show that details are just as important

advice to use the ‘dead space’ in the middle,

as far as the venue is concerned, it couldn’t

as complete buildings. Then come country

and the Maggie’s Centre in Inverness, where

be better, for this is the former Catholic

big houses, one echoing Schinkel (‘if anyone

fluid open spaces reflect the battle against

Apostolic Church in Edinburgh, designed by

knows who he is’) and another ‘dangerously

cancer in a building that has no right angles.

Sir Robert Rowand Anderson in whose house

insane’ house that consists of a series of

Page also described how delays in working

the RIAS resides. The church is the setting

pavilions, before Adam turns to masterplans.

on Glasgow’s Theatre Royal led to a design

for a vast series of Arts & Crafts murals by

One is for 4,000 residential units that

that avoided internal columns and created

Phoebe Anna Traquair that include a host of

form an extension to a Somerset village,

a wonderful spiral staircase ‘that makes

celestial angels blowing unbelievably long

where it is difficult to control poor design by

everyone coming in to the theatre feel very

trumpets. Are they welcoming the arrival of

speculative builders who see the site ‘as a car

special.’ Today, the practice is reconstructing

the Convention?

showroom.’ And another is for the western

Mackintosh’s Glasgow School of Art - ‘the

harbour in Leith, which was virtually killed

most daunting challenge imaginable’.

Funnily enough, Donald Canavan,
President of the Edinburgh Chapter, opens

off in 2008. In a masterplan, Adam says, it is

How to be a sensitive architect in

the proceedings with photographs that could

important to look at small- and large-scale

Scotland, ‘working in the space between

only be taken by architects. Entitled Inspiring

design at the same time.

art and life’ and ‘noticing the differences

Spaces, they show streets, bridges, buildings,

The next speaker was David Page, who

between light and dark.’ was demonstrated

architectural details and coastlines in and

said that ‘Scotland has always been a good

by Neil Gillespie of Reiach & Hall. His Maggie’s

around Edinburgh, nearly all of which are

place to think about and practice architecture,

Centre in Airdrie was inspired by the walled

devoid of people and movement. The only

even though architects are often held back

garden in Culzean Castle, while the Pier

surprise was an emotional closing poem

by fear and lack of ambition.’ He also noted

Arts Centre in Stromness has an addition

about Edinburgh by Norman MacCaig.

how wrong they can be, citing Page & Park’s

behind an old warehouse designed ‘so that

successful 1980s Italian Quarter in Glasgow

it did not upstage the original building.’ And

as disproving the expected death of the city.

an extension to a bothy in the Borders ‘was

Other projects included the conversion

designed to look like a wooden shadow of

Being Edinburgh, home of the Classical
Revival, it is fitting that the next presentation
was by Robert Adam. His theme is ‘upsizing
and downsizing,’ beginning with clocks and

30

of Mackintosh’s Herald building into The

the bothy itself.’
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All photos © Malcolm Cochrane

Convention

Alison Brooks also showed how to
match additions to existing buildings by
creating two quads for Exeter College,

by columns with a thrust stage and seating

couldn’t tell him but that American technical

around its sides.

information provided the answer, which

The Bennetts’ use of engineering is

was to give the treads an acrylic base. Since

Oxford behind the former Ruskin College

strikingly different from Benedetta Tagliabue’s

then Macfarlane has created a roof for a

in Walton Street. The quads are formed by

love of crafts, and she described how the

conservatory in London using self-supporting

two staggered buildings, one in concrete,

form of her Spanish pavilion for the Expo in

laminated glass and glass spacers; a box in

the other in timber. Together, they provide

Shanghai was inspired by basket weaves -

Saudi Arabia made out of stacked glass; a

a library, lecture room and study rooms on

and how the Chinese builders understood

glass canopy in Japan that can withstand

two floors, above which is accommodation

this craft perfectly. Then same inspiration can

earthquakes; and a 30m high spiral glass

for 90 undergraduates. And in Cambridge,

be seen in her new, sculptuiral staircases for

fountain in Azerbaijan.

using crystalline and organic geometry, she

the Paris Metro. And another craft - making

has built 84 flats and houses, where the

shoe lasts - inspired her design for a Camper

work in France opened with Docks en Seine,

latter have downstairs offices that recognise

shoe shop in Mallorca. The result is very

where he saved a 1907 warehouse that was

that the suburb has changed from being a

surreal!

one of the country’s first reinforced concrete

Brendan MacFarlane’s presentation of his

When it came to Eva Jiricna, it soon

buildings (hated by Parisiennes) from being

became clear that she is obsessed by glass

demolished by converting it into exhibition

emphasising the role of engineering in

staircases, which she created for Joseph

spaces, cafes and a nightclub. And then, by

architecture. Rab and Denise Bennetts

shops in London and Tiffany in New York.

adding another storey, he provided suites

described how a fly tower for Shaftsbury

She also used glass for the roof of Prague

of offices that are topped by a rippling roof

Theatre in London was constructed in the

Castle’s orangerie and for a bath in London’s

made of steel, green glass and wood. This

form of a serrated steel box supported on

docklands!

acts as a solar break.

dormitory to being a workspace.
There were a number of presentations

independent columns that go through the

The versatility of glass was described by

Even more extraordinary are his Orange

building to piles in the ground. And, in the

the engineer, Tim Macfarlane, in Saturday’s

and Green Cubes built on the derelict Quai

Royal Shakespeare Theatre in Stratford-

session. When Jiricna asked him about

Rambaud in Lyon. Both have enormous,

upon-Avon, a post-beam structure turns the

the tensile strength of glass treads on a

partite cones carved out of their geometric

theatre into a single space uninterrupted

stainless steel frame, he found that Pilkington

shape that bring light and ventilation into the
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Investing in
Scotland’s future
SFT is proud to sponsor Out of their
Heads, an exhibition taking place at
the Scottish National Portrait Gallery
in Edinburgh as part of the Festival
of Architecture 2016, which is an
integral element of Scotland’s Year
of Innovation, Architecture and Design.

Scottish Futures Trust
11-15 Thistle Street
Edinburgh
EH2 1DF
T
T:
W:
W:
E::
E

0131 510 0800
scottishfuturestrust.org.uk
mailbox@scottishfuturestrust.org.uk
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Convention

huge structures. Externally, they have two

by putting it at an angle to the traditional

underlines training about the environment,

metal skins, the outer one being perforated.

east-west configuration. Offices and

and designing buildings takes into account

There are public spaces at ground level and

classrooms are wrapped around the religious

their deconstruction.

public walkways between the metal skins

core of the church and the church itself

along the offices above.

is paid for by providing a site for a nearly

Ritchie noted developments in glass

supermarket!

technology that include double-planer glass,

Architecture abroad was also the subject

Recalling Macfarlane’s presentation,

When RIAS conventions took place in

photo-reactive glass, the ability to make

with the Roman Amphitheatre Museum

the 1980s, speakers were allotted 10 minutes

inclined glass doors and the introduction

in Cartagena, Spain. Following the recent

each but now that they have been given

of robots as glass cleaners. And (perhaps

excavation of the Roman amphitheatre,

30-40 minutes each, elaboration of ideas can

recalling Tagliabue), he also mentioned the

Moneo’s adjacent museum takes the form of

blossom! This time also allowed John McAslan

soft woven skins now used in architecture,

a modern version of the basilica, with soaring

to show 100 images of his practice’s work.

fibre optics using stainless steel and French

brown brick arches, exhibition spaces in

And it also gave Ian Ritchie plenty of time to

pylons with high performance lamps. And

clerestory balconies and light filtering down

sum-up.

the transmission of light was a major part

of Rafael Moneo’s presentation, which began

from the roof to an enormous nave below.

Opening with references to the Scottish

of his practice’s design of the recently-

He also built a retain ing wall around the

Enlightenment and universal education, he

completed Sainsbuury Wellcome Centre for

amphitheatre to provide wonderful views of

said that this crossed Scottish inventiveness

Neural Circuits & Behaviour at University

the city, and a tunnel connecting the museum

with the heart of a chartered accountant.

College, London, which has rippling walls of

to the town’s cathedral and town hall.

Today, Ritchie said, we live in turbulent

translucent cut glass that also incorporate

times – but turbulence is also the primary

windows.

Completely different in style is Moneo’s

Ritchie’s concluding thoughts were that

church in San Sebastian, Spain, a largely

source of creativity. But, unfortunately,

windowless white cube with a much smaller

we have fallen into a star system in which

design based on neurology will become more

cube attached on one side to provide an

architects haven’t thought enough about

important in the future and that, as ever,

entrance. Inside, because Moneo says

touch. The haptic world could provide a

creativity is a process that sees connections

that ‘the usual concept of a church is now

new departure for architectural education in

between apparently unrelated things.

outdated,’ he plays games with the cross-plan

which, recognising that a scarcity of means

Richard Carr Hon FRIAS
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Crawford Priory
little.scottish.one

Inspiring Spaces Photography Competition
Stood outside Crawford Priory, a derelict

pinnacles, effecting the look of a priory,

sinuous and elegant stair now strewn with

country house situated a couple miles from

although it had had no religious history.

debris, a tree sprouting up from its steps

Cupar in Fife, @little.scottish.one (Instagram

Crawford Priory was unrivalled among

and day light cast down upon stair from the

alias) contemplated whether to be content

early neo-gothic mansions in Scotland due to

disintegrated tracery window and collapsed

to snap some external views of the 18th

the lavishness of its interior, with its great hall

roof.

century neo-gothic mansion or to ignore

decorated with fan vaulting & canopied gothic

the ‘dangerous building, keep out’ sign and

niches, of which only a small section remains

photographs and accompanying stories

venture in.

in situ, the rest being lost with the collapse

exhibited in the Scottish Story Telling Centre

of the upper floors. There are no significant

from the 13th of May to the 4th of June as

Crawford Lodge by the 21st Earl of Crawford

remains of the internal gothic design, except

part of the Inspiring Spaces Photography

in 1758. It was substantially enlarged and

for a cast iron balustrade in the D-shaped

Competition run by the Edinburgh

extended in the early nineteenth century by

main stair hall in the east side of the building.

Architectural Association.

a sister of the 22nd Earl, Lady Mary Lindsay

As she contemplated whether to enter or

The Priory was originally built as

This is just one of eighteen enchanting

The exhibition was the conclusion of

Crawford. Lady Mary engaged architects

not, a young family bustled by and through

four months of competition open to both

David Hamilton, and then James Gillespie

the gates. Buoyed by the family’s bravado

architecture professionals and the general

Graham, to redesign the building in the

and armed with her camera @little.scottish.

public. The aim of the competition was

gothic style, adding buttresses, turrets and

one followed them in to discover the once

to encourage people to consider the built
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Festival of Architecture
top left
Forth Road Bridge

top right
Centre for Regenerative Medicine

craigbuchan7

jimmyreidphotography

bottom left
Newhaven Harbour

bottom right
Calton Hill

rossnicholson

hcollub

environment in which they live, work and

Monan’s Pier was taken by @howden_j and

socialise, determine their favourite spaces

winning photograph of a misty Forth Road

and capture a photograph of these spaces

Bridge was taken by @buchan_7.

to share on Instagram. It was hoped that

As the Crawford Priory story illustrates

this would create a visual library of inspiring

the competition seems to have elicited more

spaces and places throughout the Edinburgh

than a nostalgic response to well and already

chapter area which could be viewed by

known spaces but also an encouragement

searching #eaainspiringspaces.

to explore and find new spaces, or at least a

The competition was split in to 4 monthly
runs and all submitted photographs were

photographers and popular Instragrammers.
All submitted photographs including
the 18 winners can be viewed by searching
#eaainspiringspaces on Instagram.

Mark Butler RIAS

different view of well known spaces.
The Inspiring Spaces Photography

reviewed and discussed at EAA council

Competition was one of a number of events

meetings. Through a rigorous voting process

organised by the EAA during the month of

4-5 winners were chosen each month. The

May as part of the Festival of Architecture.

competition culminated in an awards event

The competition and exhibition were curated

to which all the winners were invited and an

by Mark Butler and Grant Bulloch and

overall winner and runner up photographs

judging assistance was provided by the EAA

were announced. The runner up photo of St

Council and a select group of professional

Note: the Incorporation does not endorse or
approve entering derelict premises without
permission – however the action described
in this article was central to the narrative
which we opted to print. Please ask first –
Ed.
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My Architect

Festival of Architecture

Architecture and Film
The Festival of Architecture has seen a

If slow disintegration of relationships

and eventually died bankrupt. But by then,

number of films shown across Scotland that

are at the core of Le Mepris, the slow and

Kahn had established himself as one of

have particular reference to architecture. For

steady disintegration of an enormous block

America’s greatest architects, notable for

example, Gregory’s Girl, Bill Forsyth’s 1981 film

of flats dominates in High Rise. Based on the

Yale University Art Gallery in New Haven,

about awkward teenage love and optimism, is

dystopian novel by J.G. Ballard and made by

Connecticut of 1951-3; the Performing Arts

set in Cumbernauld where the young cast of

Ben Wheatley in 2015, it tells the story of what

Centre in Fort Wayne, Indiana of 1961-73;

John Gordon Sinclair, Claire Grogan and Dee

happened after Dr Laing (T0m Hiddleston)

the Salk Institute for Biological Studies in

Hepburn shine in the concrete architecture of

moves into a lower flat of the tower building

La jolle, California of 1955-65; and Sher-

the new town, the Cumby Fields and even the

where its mad architect and owner, Royal

e-Bangla Nagar (the parliament building)

red ash of the football field. “Even the trees

(Jeremy Irons) hopes to run everything,

in Dhaka, Bangladesh that was hand-built

are adolescents”, was Forsyth’s comment on

including the tenants, who are allocated

across 23 years. The film is both bittersweet

his choice of location.

floors according to their marital status and

and stunning in its depictions of Kahn’s

class. As all the amenities, including the

architecture. And, as one commentator has

film in Michelangelo Antonioni’s trilogy that

supermarket and swimming pool, begin to

said, ‘when was the last time you cried over

included L’Aventurra and La Notte. All depict

fail, so we discover that not all the tenants

an architectural documentary?’

their protagonists, principally Monica Vitti

are what they seem to be. High Rise is a social

and Anton Dolan, trying to make contact in an

experiment doomed to failure.

How different from L’Eclisse, the third

increasingly hostile environment depicted in

Failure - but of a different kind - marks

Finally, one film that was not included
in the Festival of Architecture: Disney’s
cartoon, Zootropolis. Released this year, it

L’Eclisse by a final, six-minute long, montage

Nathaniel Kahn’s marvellous film about

features a whole cast of animals that have

of empty buildings in and around Rome.

his father, Louis Kahn, in Nathaniel’s film,

very human characteristics and live in a

My Architect, made in 2004. The film arose

wonderful city whose different quarters cater

a story about a French novelist, played by

because, after Louis Kahn’s sad death from a

for different animal needs. There are brilliant

Michel Piccoli, who is re-writing The Odyssey

heart attack in a lavatory in Penn Station, New

comments on such things as town planning

for a monstrous American producer, played

York in 1974, his son realised that he knew

and transport, not to mention the Police

by Jack Palance. In many ways the film is

very little about his father. Indeed, Nathaniel

Department where a new recruit, Judy Hopps

about film-making and the breakdown of

was not even among the mourners at his

(a rabbit) is following the disappearance of

the marriage between the writer and his

father’s funeral.

an otter. But what the film did not make clear

In Le Mepris (1963), Jean-Luc Goddard tells

wife, played by Brigit Bardot. The film is

What the search revealed was that Louis

rigorous in its writing and realisation and is

Kahn had three families, all of whom knew

memorable for sumptuous scenes set in the

something about the others, but couldn’t

Villa Malaparte in Capri. It is also memorable

commit to any of them. Instead, he devoted

for the brief appearance of Fritz Lang.

himself uncompromisingly to architecture -

was whether all the animals had become
vegetarian!

Richard Carr Hon FRIAS
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Cities Expo
© Malcolm Cochrane
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The Ideal Hut Show, Glasgow

Out of Their Heads

© Malcolm Cochrane

© Malcolm Cochrane

Scotstyle on Tour

Cities Expo

© Liz Baillie

© Gordon Carswell

With over 25,000 visitors per week at

the first building in the UK by V&A architect,

competition organised by the Edinburgh

Mound Square, the Cities Expo is by far the

Kengo Kuma. Radically different from the

Architectural Association for the City of

most ambitious and successful, public event

Bergen pavilion in its approach, the building,

Edinburgh Council. Like the pavilions from

ever mounted by the Incorporation. The five

whose executive architect was James F

Dundee and Rotterdam, this structure is

cities who generously paid for their own

Stephen Architects, has the appearance of

designed to have an afterlife, with various

participation have done us proud. Bergen’s

a careful stack of logs, fresh from the forest.

options being considered for its next location.

pavilion, by a team including the renowned

It provides the most powerful, olfactory

timber designer, Petter Bergerud, arrived on

sensation likely to be found in any exhibition

of the five structures in the Cities Expo are

site as ten huge bails of Norwegian spruce

this summer.

timber buildings. The sponsor of the event,

It seems entirely appropriate that three

Wood For Good, promotes timber as the

two by twos and forty kilos of screws. Visitors

Inspired by origami, the Japanese

have commented that what the Bergen team

influence is again to the fore with Konishi

default option for all contemporary buildings

subsequently produced has a distinctly

Gaffney Architects’ design for Edinburgh.

and the material choice with far the best

Japanese quality, its elegant simplicity a

Appropriate enough for a practice which

sustainability credentials.

testament to the consummate skill of the

originated in Japan and where one half of the

team which built it.

partnership is Japanese. Again, predominantly

pavilion, an extraordinary construction of

timber, this layered collection of pyramidal

angled PVC tubes and the rest of our Pop-up

forms was the deserving winner of a

Expo, could hardly be more pronounced.

Dundee and Edinburgh too reference
contemporary Japanese forms. The former is

The contrast between the Rotterdam
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The Festival has been
generously sponsored
by:
Building Sights – Alison Watt
© Tricia Malley Ross Gillespie www.broaddaylightltd.co.uk

Build-it
© Neil Hanna

Again a competition winner (Doepel Strijkers

buildings is touring Scotland for the whole

beat off 23 other teams) Its grass roof and

year in three separate versions (each with

planted walls soften the form of what is the

their own sponsor – Clyde & Co, Forestry

most interactive of the five pavilions on show.

Commission Scotland and Lockton). Already,

Open at both ends, its interior is a shallow

over 1,000 copies of the accompanying 240

pond with stepping stones, much to the

page, full colour, book of the same name have

delight of the children who visit and the child

been sold or distributed to retailers. Our 1979

in most adult visitors too. The Rotterdam

VW Camper Van is proving a great attraction

pavilion easily wins the competition against

in itself and confirming the deserved

Bergen for “selfie central” for the Expo. It also

reputation of these iconic vehicles as reliable

rains indoors when it rains outside.

beasts of burden.

Finally, only because this tour is

month of July, the third of its four originally

part in our Cities Expo, Vilnius. The Lithuanian

planned venues. However, the tour of these

capital’s pavilion, organised by the Architects

18 architect/artist/designer pimped up garden

Association of Lithuania and curated by Ruta

sheds has already been extended to Perth

Leitanaite, is a restrained white cube with a

and there is interest from Paisley for the

cutaway corner entrance. Photographs of

month of October. Again, visitor numbers for

buildings and people within, celebrate the

this playful take on what architects do have

vigour and ambition of Lithuania itself and

already numbered in the tens of thousands.

the very special urban qualities of Vilnius.

The last two shows among the RIAS’ own

The Cities Expo is one of five headline

curated content are more traditional, gallery-

events, curated by the Royal Incorporation

based, displays. At the Scottish National

as our contribution to the year-long Festival

Portrait Gallery, Edinburgh, Out of Their

which marks the Incorporation’s centenary.

Heads (generously sponsored by the Scottish

For a brief moment this July, all five will be

Futures Trust) celebrates the simple thesis

available to view.

that buildings, like any other work of art,

Scotstyle was the start. Launched in the
spring, this exhibition of Scotland’s best 100
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The Ideal Hut Show is in Dundee for the

alphabetical, is the first city to sign up to take

originate in the creative imagination of the
architect. Twelve renowned architects, from
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The Festival has been
generously supported by
architectural practices
across Scotland:
1st Architects · 7N Architects · A449 Ltd
· ADF Architects · Anderson Anderson
· Anderson Bayne Architects · Arch
Henderson · Austin-Smith: Lord LLP ·
BC Design · BDP · Bennetts Associates
Architects · BMJ Architects · BSP
Architects · Collective Architecture ·
Cooper Cromar · Crichton Lang, Willis &
Galloway · Dallman Johnstone Architects
An illustration from Adventures in Space – The Fifth Element (1997)
Drawing by Ian Stuart Campbell, tinting by Jon Jardine

· David Blaikie Architects · Denis E
Forrest Chartered Architect · Design

Sir William Bruce in the 17th century right up

floor gallery at Glasgow’s Lighthouse, where

Ark · Dualchas Architects · Elder and

to Kathryn Findlay who only died in 2014, are

Stuart was the founding Director.

Cannon Architects · Foster + Partners ·

seen in the context of their creative output.

Brilliantly curated by RIAS graphic

Out of Their Heads features twelve

designer and self-confessed science fiction

GCA+D Ltd · GGS Architect · GLM · GPA
Humphries Architects · Groves-Raines

reproductions of drawings by Ian Stuart

geek, Jon Jardine, this extraordinary show

Campbell Hon FRIAS, a tremendous

features over 180 newly commissioned

supporter of the Incorporation through

drawings. In addition to a group of

his endeavours for this journal and to the

spectacular large scale works, again by Ian

Hoskins Architects · Ian Rodger Architects

profession as a whole through his work

Stuart Campbell, a group of young artists

· Jack Powell Architect · jmarchitects ·

for the Society of Architect Artists. Stuart’s

were commissioned to illustrate the key

John McAslan & Partners · Keppie Design

drawings are exhibited at perhaps the

science fiction novels, comics and particularly

Ltd · Kettle Collective · LDN Architects ·

largest scale ever seen in an architectural

films, which provide the exhibition’s detailed

exhibition. They undoubtedly contribute

timeline.

the proverbial “wow factor” to this show.

Many acknowledge Mary Shelley’s

Architects · Hazel Smith Chartered
Architect · Honeyman Jack & Robertson ·

Leslie Hutt Architect · Macmon Chartered
Architects · MAST Architects · McInnes
Gardner Architects · Morgan McDonnell

Alongside this exhibition the Portrait Gallery

Frankenstein from 1818 as the start of the

is also generously hosting Building Sights, six

science fiction genre. Given that the last of

Architecture · Moxon · Neil Dall Architect

superb portraits of renowned Scots and their

the movies cited is The Martian (Dir. Ridley

Ltd · Neil Ferguson Chartered Architect ·

favourite buildings by the hugely talented

Scott) from 2015, close to 200 years is

Nicoll Russell Studios · Norr Consultants

photographic duo, broad daylight.

catalogued in the show. Specific architectural

Ltd · Oberlanders Architects LLP · Page\

When the late and much lamented,

connections are drawn with the works of the

Professor Stuart MacDonald OBE produced

Italian Futurists, Le Corbusier, Frank Lloyd

the strategy for the Festival of Architecture

Wright and John Lautner.

Park Architects · Quigley Architects ·
Reiach and Hall Architects · Robin Baker

Perhaps the single most significant

Architects · Ross Smith & Jameson · Ryder

FRIAS) one of his many inspired ideas was

influence upon the architecture of sci-fi is

Architecture · Shauna Cameron Architect

a celebration of the architecture of science

the mid/late 20th century American genius,

Ltd · Stallan-Brand · Stewart Associates

fiction films. Stuart thought it could be a

Buckminster Fuller. A collection of his work,
recently gifted to the Incorporation, is on

· The Voigt Partnership Limited · Tod

blockbuster. It is all the more appropriate that
Adventures in Space is to be found in the first

public show for the first time, including a

2016 (along with Eleanor McAllister OBE Hon

& Taylor Architects · wb_arc · William
Nimmo & Partners
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On Now:
Pop-up Cities Expo
Mound Square, Edinburgh
21st June to 17th July 2016

Scotstyle
Touring throughout Scotland until the
end of October 2016.

Ideal Hut Show
Dundee – July
Perth – August
Inverness – September

Out of Their Heads
Scottish National Portrait Gallery,
Queen Street, Edinburgh
11th June 2016 to 5th February 2017
Cities Expo
© Malcolm Cochrane

number of signed first editions and other

in 1844. That historic edifice was dynamited

early printed works. The form of the show

to make way for the Tay Bridge in 1964. Its

itself pays elegant homage to ‘Bucky’.

poignant recreation, for one day only, out of

The above touches upon five substantial
highlights within this year’s Festival.

And whether visitors have enjoyed the
Lego Build-it at the National Museum; drunk

150 contributing partners, all of whom are

their full of Architect’s Ales; participated in

involved in creating and supporting the

the buzz round the GIA’s little touring Eolas

content of this extraordinary, year-long,

pavilion (which made a return appearance

Scotland-wide Festival. Our original target of

as the staff accommodation for the Cities

over 400 events will easily be exceeded, given

Expo) or taken a selfie in front of the Mirrored

the lively content of the many community-

Pavilion in Aberdeen’s Castlegate, there is

based mini festivals and celebrations which

no question that, at its half-way mark, this

have been spawned through the endeavours

Festival has got people talking. It has already

of the six RIAS Chapters and others.

attracted close to half a million visitors and

that, prompted by the Festival of Architecture
and the focus year of Innovation, Architecture

11th June to 25th September 2016

Adventures in Space
The Lighthouse, Mitchell Lane, Glasgow
7th July to 2nd October 2016

cardboard boxes, galvanised the city.

However, the Incorporation now has over

Who would have thought, for example,

Building Sights

engaged and enthused audiences throughout
Scotland.
It has to be stressed, of course, that

and Design, not one but two weekend

the main goal of all this endeavour is to

architecture festivals would be celebrated

enhance the standing of architecture and,

on the Roseneath peninsula this year? Or

by association, the architectural profession,

that quite so much would be happening in

within this little nation of ours. Let’s hope

Shetland or Skye?

that such enthusiastic public engagement is

The Dundee community turned out in

a catalyst to public demand for an improved

large numbers for the first event in the newly

built environment – that will serve us all well

landscaped Slessor Gardens, set between the

into the future.

Future Highlights:
Festival of Politics
Scottish Parliament, Edinburgh
18th to 20th August 2016

Cakefest
Stirling
11th September 2016

Festival Grand Finale
Dundee
18th November 2016

city and the Tay. The Dundee People’s Tower
recreated, at full scale, the arch originally built
for a visit by Queen Victoria and Prince Albert

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS
Secretary & Treasurer
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Dick Cannon FRIAS and Tom Elder FRIAS
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Lifetime Achievement

Writing in 2005, the architectural critic

The presentation to Tom Elder and Dick

subsequently spread both south and east,

Cannon came at the end of the RIAS Centenary

helping to generate a vibrant new community.

and educationalist, Penny Lewis, commented

and Awards Dinner in Glasgow on 15th June.

While Ingram Square was careful in its scale

that “Elder and Cannon’s work is clever, they

After the citation was read Tom and Dick’s

and articulation to respect the immediate

could even be described as the architect’s

presentation from RIAS President Willie Watt,

and wider historic contexts, it also made a

architect; their work exudes lateral moves

was deservedly greeted by an exuberant

number of radical moves, including the use of

and attention to detail.” She quotes Dick

standing ovation. The citation, read by the

brick, which helped re-write the rule book for

Cannon, who characteristically comments

Secretary, was as follows:

city centre projects in Glasgow. Elsewhere in

that architecture is a collaborative process,

the city and as far afield as Clydebank, Elder

complimenting the client, the whole design

Tom Elder and Dick Cannon, as well as being

and Cannon’s contribution, for enlightened

team and other specialists for everything the

two of the most profoundly decent human

clients, was considerable and enduring.

practice has achieved. In the same interview,

For Reidvale and New Gorbals, among

when challenged as to why the practice’s

also extraordinarily talented architects. The

other housing associations, Elder and Cannon

work is a predominantly West of Scotland

practice which bears their name, not only

produced a whole series of inspired projects,

phenomenon he comments, with his habitual

contributed many buildings of the highest

each one different and distinctive and each

humour, that this is due to “circumstances

quality to the architectural landscape of the

one influencing numerous developments

– and a lack of marketing!” It is a typically

West of Scotland, but has also helped to

which have followed. Their housing

self-deprecating comment which could have

transform attitudes and approaches in urban

association clients demanded enhanced

come from either Tom or Dick, emphasising

design, public housing and education. Under

space standards and the highest quality for

as it does their humour, modesty and that

new management it continues to do so.

their tenants, a challenge to which Elder and

shared quality of decency alluded to at the

Cannon responded very willingly, within the

outset of this citation.

beings you could ever hope to meet, are

Both Tom and Dick were born in 1943.
Dick Cannon undertook his studies at the
Duncan of Jordanstone School and Tom

constraints of very rigorous budgets.
In their housing association work and also

As architects, educators and innovators,
Tom Elder and Dick Cannon have helped

Elder studied on the part-time course at

subsequently at the Homes for the Future

transform the West of Scotland and have

the Mackintosh School. They met when

development beside Glasgow Green, Elder

fundamentally influenced architecture

they were both apprentices at Wright and

and Cannon helped re-write the rule book

much further afield. They are quite rightly

Kirkwood in the 1960s. They co-founded

for the contemporary tenement. In education

recognised by their peers as among the most

Elder and Cannon Architects in 1980.

too, Dick Cannon and Tom Elder have worked

talented and inspiring Scottish architects

within the historic urban context to produce

from the latter part of the last century and the

immediately to public attention and

works for St Aloysius School in particular,

beginning of this.

architectural acclaim. The D&D warehouse,

but also elsewhere, which redefined the

just south of the Clyde in central Glasgow,

norm. The Junior School, The Clavius Building

the Church of the Holy Name in Mansewood

and subsequent work for St Aloysius have,

and the National Bank of Pakistan on

undoubtedly, contributed to St Aloysius’

this evening I am particularly delighted that

Sauchiehall Street were rigorous, distinctive

continuing extremely high standard and

Tom and Dick’s colleagues in the practice

and appropriate, all contemporary but

reflect the school’s forward-looking ethos.

they founded have asked that we should also

Their first projects brought them

each respecting its historic context. These

The practice founded by Elder and

Following the formal citation the
Secretary concluded:
“In addition to the usual presentation

present two RIAS Founders medals. They

attributes have continuously defined all of

Cannon has received over 70 awards. In 1991

commissioned these specially from us to

Elder and Cannon’s undertakings.

it won the RSA Gold Medal for Architecture

commemorate the practice’s success in the

and in 2004, 2008 and 2010, the RIAS Andrew

Doolan Award for which it is given and as an

development was for the hugely innovative,

Doolan Best Building in Scotland Award. In

additional unique momento to mark their

architect-lead, developer Kantel. The

2007 it received the Lighthouse Achievement

love and respect for these two very special

reconfiguration of 14 buildings in Ingram

Award. Both Elder and Cannon have made

individuals.

Square, combined new-build, conversion and

notable contributions to tertiary education.

façade retention, to provide 240 flats and

The continuing success of the practice they

Tom Elder and Dick Cannon to receive the

shops. More than any other development,

nurtured, still run by long-term colleagues,

Incorporation’s Lifetime Achievement Award

this significant urban regeneration project

is a further credit to their talents and the

in this, our Centenary year. Tom and Dick…”

kick-started the process of revitalising

architectural ethos they established.

The practice’s first major mixed urban

Glasgow’s Merchant City, a process which has

Ladies and Gentlemen, please welcome

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS
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Centenary

Rowand Anderson Centenary Cycle
Sunday 14th August 2016

The Royal Incorporation would
like to invite our members, along
with their families and friends,

Events on the day include:

14:45

07:00

Sir Robert Rowand Anderson: Life, Work
and Legacy

The Robert Rowand Anderson 100

Public lecture by RIAS Secretary Neil Baxter.
The Crypt, Mount Stuart

to the Isle of Bute for a day of

A select group of our members will be cycling

centenary celebrations on Sunday

Rowand Anderson’s masterpieces, Glasgow

16:00-18:00

Grand Central Hotel and Mount Stuart.

Refreshments in the Courtyard

14th August.

the 100 miles between two of Sir Robert

Places for this ride are now fully booked
but please join us to welcome the 100

Cycle round the Isle of Bute finishing at
Mount Stuart - The Bute Challenge
Or just

Go straight to Mount Stuart and enjoy a
relaxing day with friends and families.
The day will be centred on Mount Stuart, the
Gothic Revival masterpiece designed by our
founder Sir Robert Rowand Anderson.
Mount Stuart has kindly offered a 20%
discount to all RIAS members attending on
the 14th of August. This is being topped up
by a further 10% from the RIAS. To get the
discount, please request a voucher, details
below, or take your Quarterly with you
and show this page at the ticket office (The
discount applies to all entry categories except

milers to great fanfare at Mount Start in late
afternoon.

Mount Stuart has café facilities at both its visitor
centre and in Mount Stuart itself for those who
want to make a day of it. From 16.00 onwards,
the RIAS will have sole access to the Mount
Stuart courtyard where food and drink will be

14:00

served and the architecture, our centenary and

The Bute Challenge supported by Bute
Fabrics

our members will be celebrated.

Cycle the quiet scenic roads between two of

16:30-18:00

Scotland’s top buildings: Rothesay Pavilion

Mount Stuart Access

(start 14.00) to Mount Stuart. The distance is
approximately 16 miles (but remember you
will have to cycle back for the ferry at the end
of the day – c. 2 miles).
It will cost £10 to participate. Places are
limited so please register soon at events@rias.
org.uk.
The entry fee will give you free access to
Mount Stuart and its grounds on the day.

group bookings or membership. ).

The House will be closed to the public at 16.00
and will reopen at 16.30 to 18.00 for exclusive
access to RIAS members. (Mount Stuart has a
regular architectural tour at 11.00-12.00).

18:00-18:30
Back to the Ferry:
The event will finish at 6pm with buses from
West Coast Motors taking folk back to the
ferry, scheduled to leave at 7pm.

www.calmac.co.uk/wemyssbay-rothesay-bute-ferry-summer-timetable · www.mountstuart.com/visiting · Registration and Voucher requests
to: Emma Lucas on 0131 229 7545 or at events@rias.org.uk

Mount Stuart on the Beautiful Isle of Bute
Bute Fabrics is a contemporary fabric designer and manufacturer
of wool and wool-rich upholstery fabrics, based on the isle of
Bute, off the west coast of Scotland www.butefabrics.co.uk.
Bute Fabrics is delighted to help the RIAS members celebrate
their Centenary on our wonderful home base, the Isle of Bute.

www.mountstuart.com
A triumph of the imagination, an architectural masterpiece. Mount
Stuart is Britain’s most astounding Victorian Gothic mansion and
one of the world’s great houses.
Mount Stuart is delighted to welcome RIAS members and their
families as part of the Centenary Celebrations on the 14th of August.
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Q. Is it a smoke vent or is it roof access?
A. Yes.
Don’t forget that Bilco CE-marked smoke vents can also be used for access onto a flat roof,
eliminating the need for additional roof penetration.
Just add a fixed vertical ladder to the side of the vent (opposite the actuator), and your
smoke vent becomes dual purpose.

• Saves space on the roof
• Motorised operation for access
• Reduces cost of having separate access hatch

BIM | CAD
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Students
Reflections on the Festival / International Endeavours

Presentation model
© Felix Yates
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Flat is back

Christina
Sales Team

Products developed
in partnership.
It’s just our style.
Our new flat roofing solutions have been tested
by our customers over 18 months to ensure they
meet the standards of integrity and performance
you’ve been demanding. Christina has made sure
of that. Plus, like all Celotex products, they come
with online tools, support and aftercare.

#flatisback

celotex.co.uk

Flat Roofing
… by Celotex
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Students

© Martin Parker

Mirrored Pavilion
In collaboration with the Festival of

form that became an iconic shiny box in

the guesses from members of the public as to

Architecture 2016 Aberdeen, the Look Again

its own right before revealing more in the

what it was, which ranged from a David Blane

Festival Directors challenged architecture

reflection. The reflection varies from panel to

magic trick to a one way glazed toilet!

students at the Scott Sutherland School with

panel which adds to the intrigue; some panels

a competition to design an information centre

have a slight distortion with an abstract

pavilion was the most photographed object

for the coinciding festivals.

reflection whilst others give a true image.

in Aberdeen with the public taking to social

For a week or so I think it is fair to say the

The pavilion measures 7m x 5m and

media using the #mirroredpavilion hashtag to

Castlegate, which is surrounded by a vast

reaches 4m in height. It is constructed using

share their beautiful and unusual pictures of

array of historic buildings such as the Citadel,

a structurally insulated panel system (SIPs)

the building.

the Grade ‘A’ listed Aberdeen Sheriff Court

with a Swift Plinth base to create a levelled

It has had a really positive impact on

and the 17th Century Mercat Cross, while also

finish on the uneven cobbled surface of the

the city’s festivals with great feedback from

being situated at the bottom of the mile long

Castlegate site. Over 80 mirrored panels

the Lord Provost, councillors and citizens

Union Street.

are used to clad the pavilion, which is fully

alike. There are now plans to make the

covered, including the roof, to provide a

once temporary structure a more long-term

the Festival’s name itself - ‘Look Again’. I

complete reflection from every possible

feature, hopefully remaining in place until the

wanted to use mirrored cladding panels to

vantage point.

end of the year. I really enjoyed working on

The location was to be in Aberdeen’s

The inspiration for my design came from

reflect the cultural heritage of the site. The

As the building is intended as a

concept therefore follows the notion of the

temporary structure the pavilion is designed

Festival ‘to become a tourist in your own city’

to be demountable. It took approximately two

and encourage the passer-by to see the old

weeks to complete and I particularly enjoyed

architecture within the new.

the hype just before the launch where no one

As the design developed, the ‘Mirrored
Pavilion’ established a simple contemporary

knew what the pavilion was or why it was
there. It was extremely entertaining reading

this project and can’t wait for the next one!

Lucy Fisher
Stage 3 Architecture Student
Scott Sutherland School of Architecture and Built
Environment
Robert Gordon University
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Finland: an Alvar Aalto pilgrimage
In March of this year, fourth and fifth Year

Aalto (1955) a brilliant marriage of material,

with the building intended to blur the line

students from the University of Strathclyde

colour and form.

between indoors and outdoors. Steel

embarked on a study trip to Finland to

Our Aalto pilgrimage continued north to

columns wrapped in rattan to mimic the

experience the works of Finnish architect

Jyväskylä. Amongst a trove of Aalto treasures

texture of tree bark and Aalto’s bentwood

Alvar Aalto (1898-1976). Aalto is one of the

were the impressive Administrative and

furniture contributed to the visionary organic

great masters of modern architecture and

Cultural Centre (1964), Museum of Central

interior. It became increasingly clear as this

his prolific career, spanning from the 1920s

Finland (1961) and Alvar Aalto Museum

journey progressed that Aalto’s expression

to the 1970s, is testament to the breadth and

(1973). We scrutinised light fittings, staircases

through form, materiality and detail was

diversity of his talents. Devised by Year Four

and skylights. After exploring the Jyväskylä

unique.

Director and fervent Aalto enthusiast David

University (1952) it was straight back to the

Reat, the five day coach trip saw the cohort

hotel sauna where the day ended in true

Sanatorium (1933), an early work by Aalto.

sample Aalto’s humanistic small-scaled

Finnish style. It provided an impromptu

Built for tuberculosis sufferers, its interior,

interiors, iconic furnishings and an array of

platform for discussion and debate about the

designed by the architect, incorporated

sensational public buildings. Tracing thirty

built works we had experienced.

details such as movable and fixed furniture,

Aalto buildings across five cities proved to be

The third day began with absorbing the

Next stop was the acclaimed Paimio

access to the outdoors and calming colour

red brick Säynätsalo Town Hall (1952). When

schemes. The signature Paimio armchair was

opening the front door, the intrinsically tactile

appreciated by all for its considered design

a walking tour led by academic staff where

bronze handle wrapped in leather gave a

and sculptural presence. The trip came to an

no Aalto building was left unexplored. The

feeling of privilege. Once inside the council

end with a sense of fulfilment in Otaniemi

Academic Bookstore (1969) was a particular

chamber with its delicate butterfly trusses,

as we were given a tour of the Helsinki

highlight with its formal copper façade

the light and chill of a March visit enabled

University of Technology (1976).

standing in austere contrast to the atrium,

Aalto’s fine blend of artificial and natural light

generously lit by geometric skylights. The

to be experienced at its most atmospheric.

experience of Aalto’s environments and

city is home to two of Aalto’s concert halls.

The day ended at the Seinäjoki Administrative

buildings. David Reat certainly inspired us

The House of Culture (1958) demonstrated

and Cultural Centre (1988) comprising six

to join the growing ranks of Aalto fanatics.

the pinnacle of his work with red brick in

timeless buildings.

We came back recharged and full of

an exhilarating pilgrimage.
Our introduction to Helsinki began with

We felt privileged to have first-hand

enthusiasm to resume focus on our studio

an undulating form, while the monumental

In Noormarkku, the long awaited visit

Finlandia Hall (1975) was appreciated for its

to Villa Mairea (1939) began with a sketch

projects, having learned that an architectural

striking white marble exterior. Fittingly, the

exercise which captured our individual

pilgrimage is more than simply seeking out

day ended with a guided tour of the detail-

interpretations of the exterior. Aalto utilised

masterworks.

orientated Aalto House (1936) and Studio

the natural environment to its full advantage
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Initial Massing Model and Interative Concept Model (inset)
© Felix Yates

Iterative Modelling
The Metropolitan Government of Seoul

The freedom afforded by the flexible

became laser cutter and foam became acrylic.

recently announced ‘The 2030 Seoul Plan’

brief allowed us to explore a multitude

As we modelled ideas physically, problems

which prescribes a series of actions to

of approaches to the project. What was

arose that we hadn’t, nor were able to have,

modernise and ensure the continued global

initially exciting quickly became daunting as

foreseen.

competitiveness of the city for the next 15

I realised the magnitude of the project I had

I found the process to be similar to

years.

undertaken. However, by following the same

an expedited university project. However,

processes as I would in any other project,

the inability to directly present the project

ideas quickly began to materialise.

to those that judge it makes the process

A primary objective of the scheme
involves transforming the existing Olympic
site into a business and exhibition hub for

The immense scale of the project was

decidedly more opaque. One must rely on

Asia and beyond. Currently consisting of

completely new to me and so model making

the drawings and visualisations even more

sporadically placed sports stadia, surrounded

became an essential tool in ensuring that

in order to effectively communicate without

by car parking and overhead highways

our design remained constantly relative to

being present.

that snake alongside the waterfront, the

the human scale. Blue foam massing models

site requires drastic remodelling in order

allowed us to quickly iterate on the general

of our visualisations for the presentation. By

to initiate the commercial rejuvenation of

programme for the site. Speed played a

investing a large amount of time in building

greater Seoul. The authorities decided that

vital role in allowing us to continue our

the object, we were able to describe our

the most effective solution would be found

momentum when we were brainstorming.

project effectively and realistically. It became

through an international ideas competition.

A model could be presented in the morning,

a living version of our imagined city, being

discussed and decided upon and remodelled

constantly updated and revised until the final

with either working practice or competitive

at midday and by the evening we could

moments.

submission, albeit accompanied by a well

iterate once more. The impermanence of

experienced teammate. The novelty quickly

the models was freeing and encouraged

Felix’s work and other writing can be found at

subsided as a feeling of familiarity surfaced

experimentation.

briefsimplicity.com.

I entered the competition inexperienced

and I fell into the rhythm of working on a

Ultimately, the model provided a majority

The physical model evolved to become

university project. The techniques that I had

our primary means of design. We increased

practiced to the point of routine allowed me

the precision of our modelling techniques

to engage in this entirely new project with a

and used more permanent materials to

degree of assurance.

depict our proposal in higher fidelity. Scalpel

Felix Yates
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© Justina Jakubkaite

TSL Panamá 2016 Workshop
I first heard about the TSL Panamá 2016

provide the city with fresh water. At the

architecture and participatory design,

workshop (XIII Taller Social Latinoamericano)

heart of Lake Alajuela, which regulates the

given by highly experienced names from

through EASA (European Architecture

level of Lake Gatún, sits Quebrada Ancha,

academia and architecture who also lead the

Student Assembly). I took part in a two-

a settlement of 150 small agricultural and

workshops, including: Ivan Cartes (Chile),

week summer workshop, EASA Malta

livestock subsistence farms, founded in the

Patrick Dillon, junior tutor Héctor Ayarza

2015 as a member of Team Scotland and

1960s. Running through the dense jungles

(Panamá), Alejandro Vallejos (Costa Rica) and

then volunteered as a helper at INCM

surrounding Quebrada Ancha is a substantial

Juan Pablo Astudillo (Ecuador).

ALBA 2015 held in Glasgow. It was here

portion of the Camino Real, a Spanish-built

that Oscar Zetina, a national contact for

cobblestone road winding 50 miles across

taken around Panamá City to see cultural

CLEA (Coordinadora Latinoamericano de

the Central American isthmus, once used to

and architectural sights: Panamá Viejo, Cinta

Estudiantes de Arquitectura) in Europe, gave

transport Inca gold from the Pacific to the

Costera, Casco Viejo, The Panamá Canal and

a presentation on TSL that was to take place

Caribbean, centuries before construction

Biomuseo by Frank Gehry.

in March.

began on the Panamá Canal. The three

During the busy week we were also

Lectures were followed by three days

distinct workshops sought to reinforce the

of intensive design workshops and reviews

students predominately from Central and

community’s identity within the Chagres

at the University of Panamá, concluding

South America, constructing a series of

National Park and promote ecotourism

with just over four days of construction at

small-scale architectural interventions in

through celebration of the historical path

Quebrada Ancha on sites allocated by the

three workshops – Agua (Water), Tierra

and natural beauty of Lake Alhajuela. It

community.

(Earth) and Aire (Air) for the rural community

seemed like too good an opportunity to

of Quebrada Ancha based in the Chagres

miss, so, despite having very little knowledge

us to design and construct an observation

National Park, 40 miles north of Panamá City.

of Spanish, I applied to be part of TSL and

point, which took advantage of its site on the

booked two weeks off work.

peninsula of Lake Alhajuela at the threshold

The workshop involved 120 architecture

The park consists of tropical rain
forests around a series of rivers that supply

TSL commenced with two days of

I chose Agua workshop. Our brief asked

of the settlement. Careful appraisal of the

sufficient water to Lake Gatún to maintain

lectures on the history of the Camino

water levels was key to the design process,

the operation of the Panamá Canal and

Real and Panamá Canal, as well as social

as although during the workshop the lake
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Students

was completely dry, during the rainy season

fun. The locals took us out to the jungle to cut

which ensured the workshops were a great

the water rises by 3-4m. The site felt very

down durable reeds, Caña Brava and remove

success and lifelong friendships were formed.

exposed, yet sheltered on the side thanks

its spikes, branches of Palma Real trees as

I would encourage students to spend their

to a long stretch of mango trees, providing

well as bamboo. They also showed us to

summer differently and get involved with

generous shadows. We designed an elevated

how make ropes from branches, tie knots

EASA!

vantage point framed in-between two

and fix Palma Real branches to Caña Brava to

acacias, at an arrival point to the settlement,

form the roof covering. We used bolts and

which magnifies the experience of the

nails to secure the main structure made from

scenic view of Lake Alhajuela and its natural

tropical hardwoods Pinotea and Nispero, as

surroundings. The viewpoint also provides a

well as for the viewing deck constructed from

glimpse towards the Camino Real across the

Pinotea.

other side of the lake.
As there was no electricity on site we

We engaged very closely with the locals
from design and construction matters to

worked from the early hours to sunset. The

helping them with communal cooking and

work was challenging yet very rewarding and

chores. We really felt part of the community,

Justina Jakubkaite
Justina is student at the Mackintosh School of
Architecture, currently on Part 1 placement at xsite
architecture in Newcastle upon Tyne.
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Image from Hidden Urbanism
© Alexander Popov
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Hidden Urbanism: Architecture and Design of the Moscow Metro, 1935-2015
Edited by Philipp Meuser & Anna Martovitskaya
DOM Publishers, Berlin; 98€

It seems that we live in a world of paradoxes.

Paris and the retro-futurism of Budapest’s

an official history and a picture book, the

During the quarter century since the fall

metro, say a great deal about civic values,

photography is spectacular, with many super-

of the Berlin Wall, politics in the West has

attitudes to public service and artistic

wide angle shots and stitched panoramas, but

swung further and further to the right,

sensibilities in their respective countries. Yet

they do serve the subject matter.

yet our fascination with Soviet Russia and

it turns out that Mayakovskaya and other

Communism has grown. Lenin’s command

Moscow stations from the 1930’s make an

overshadow the stations Stalin built during

economy may have been discredited by

even stronger statement.

his reign – it’s as if the people behind

the Square Mile and Wall Street but its

The Metro offers Baroque grandeur

Mind you, it would be difficult to

St Petersburg’s Winter Palace had been

architectural legacy seems to get stronger as

to everyone who has a few roubles to

transported to the 1950’s, given an unlimited

the years pass.

get themselves through the pay gate. The

budget and asked to show Carl Fabergé

city centre stations are palatial in scale

how it should be done. By the 1980’s, the

how austere life was behind the Iron Curtain.

and materials, quite literally intended to

Metro had taken on a Space Age aesthetic

Yet I recall being intrigued by a photo of a

be people’s palaces. The outer stations,

and the final chapters show that Moscow’s

Moscow tube station in a magazine: a marble-

dozens of which were built to serve new

post-Soviet stations are equal to their pre-

lined vault, dripping with gilded ornament

“microrayon” suburbs, adopt a standard

Perestroika forebears: this time as set-pieces

and frescoes. In the editorial, the station’s

type which is closer to stations on the Berlin

of parametric design.

extravagance was dismissed as some kind of

U-Bahn than Frank Pick and Charles Holden’s

grandiose folly for the Soviet élite.

projects for the Tube in London.

During the 1980’s, we heard rumours of

Today, Moscow’s underground network

Hidden Urbanism is a hefty volume,

Churchill summed up Russia as a riddle
wrapped in a mystery inside an enigma and it
continues to intrigue the West. Russia seems

vies with London, Paris, Berlin and New

exploring the history, design and construction

exotic and different. This book certainly won’t

York as the most extensive in the world.

of Moscow’s network. It’s an 80th birthday

be the last attempt to unravel the paradox.

It is certainly the grandest and most

present to Muscovites and the first book

architecturally-ambitious. The exuberance

to present the Moscow Metro system to

of Guimard’s Art Nouveau stations in central

a Western audience. Halfway between
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© Barnabas Calder

Raw Concrete: The Beauty of
Brutalism
Barnabas Calder
William Heinemann; £17.00

In the halcyon days of 1970s Brutalism, J.G

within which these buildings were procured.

educate architects unaware of what was

Ballard wrote his critical ‘urban disaster’

More importantly he shares with us, in his

going on behind the scenes, and it will benefit

trilogy Crash (1973), Concrete Island (1974)

relentless pursuit of re-examination and

those still suspicious of these buildings to

concluding with High Rise (1975). This was

debasing myths, the significance of these

understand why architects devised them in

a critique on the car, the car’s interaction

structures.

the first place.

with the built environment and the buildings

The author’s odyssey, spanning the spine

The prodigious research can intimidate

themselves; quintessentially an autopsy of

of Britain, is at once an accessible anthology

at times and the opinions within can be (by

‘Jellicoean’ communities like Cumbernauld.

of some of the most remarkable buildings

his own admission) very subjective. It would

Copcutt’s New Town and its concrete

to have appeared in the post-war period

perhaps have helped to include a chapter on

cousins, represented a new world order

and is concurrently an endearing, almost

the vast concrete townscapes, from central

for Generation X, who would recalcitrantly

autobiographical, account of his formation in

Cumbernauld to Thamesmead South, which

spend their formative years disavowing all

becoming one of our foremost architectural

were also constructed during this era. That

knowledge of these places, such was the

historians.

said, as more and more of these concrete

From the child-like wonder of playing

buildings are targeted for destruction, Raw

Concrete, like other materials in

in a concrete castle at Achmelvich “for the

Concrete is a crucial text in restoring some

architecture, enjoys a cycle of popularity.

love of concrete”, he leads us through the

parity to the debate on the Brutalist phase

It has recently (at least, in the architecture

adolescent awe of the two terrific towers

of British architecture. Calder must be

schools up and down Britain) become de

of Trellick & Balfron with their “pleasurable

commended on his ability to admit to the

rigueur once more. The discredit associated

aesthetic frission” to the tectonic terraces

flaws of these buildings, whilst attempting

with this material, however, may yet confine

(or jungle gyms) of academic buildings such

to debunk the mischievous myth-making

these designs to portfolios. It is time for a

as Cambridge’s “concrete masterpiece”, New

attributed to them too.

second opinion.

Court. His magisterial reflections of the

stigma.

It is a current dialectic, in which

National Theatre are tempered by his humility

generations Y & Z now happily listen to their

of Brutalist buildings came about, in

in openly admitting his devotion for this and

ironically proud forebears reminisce of their

addition to ‘how’ they were erected, Calder

the other buildings. He admits “it smoulders

yesterdays - playing in their concrete jungles,

contributes to the account of this age with

in (him)”, though he is not afraid to expose

citing the inspiration these constructions

a book accessible to whoever holds a

any of its shortcomings.

have given to today’s architects for the

In carefully explaining ‘why’ this era

genuine interest in this period. He discusses

The prose is a mixture of academic

the architecture explicitly well and also

rigour and charming wit, which combine to

contextualises the socio-political backdrop

make the book very readable. It will help

designs of tomorrow.

David Charles Reat RIAS
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Homes for the Future –The Green
© Keith Hunter

Scotstyle, 100 Years of Scottish Architecture 1916-2015
Editors Neil Baxter and Fiona Sinclair
RIAS; £25.00 (on ‘special offer’ during 2016 – £10!)
Festival of Architecture celebrations

will be particularly pleased to welcome this

public buildings which display exceptional

inevitably, and intentionally, promote the

2016 reprise of the title in sumptuous colour.

design quality: Dundee Contemporary Arts,

‘Mother of the Arts’ as a focus for public

The shared period in both books (1916-

the Scottish Poetry Library, Edinburgh and

attention. Unfortunately ill-informed opinions

1984) unsurprisingly repeats many selected

the Lighthouse, Glasgow, along with two

of new architecture too easily become febrile

projects. Rothesay Pavilion; Cour House,

of Scotland’s most recent, internationally

conversations, nourishing a perception of

Mull of Kintyre; St Conan’s Kirk, Loch Awe,

celebrated, projects: the National Museum of

architects as insensitive servants assisting

however are among many that particularly

Scotland and the Scottish Parliament, both in

incompetent and self-serving developers.

benefit from the bright, clear, contemporary

Edinburgh.

In 1984 the RIBA’s 150th anniversary

layouts designed by Jon Jardine.

The final section, 2006-15, by Helen

Enchanting early additions include the

Kendrick reintroduces private houses - a

Prince Charles’ ‘carbuncle’ deliberations. Even

unique Dutch Village at Mount Melville estate

genre which appeared frequently in the

more enduring were his acid observations

near St Andrews. This picturesque ‘folly’ in its

first half of the century. Architects designing

on a profession “trained to tear down and

own man-made Loch and even marked Dutch

bespoke rural houses of all sizes are now

rebuild” with disregard to end users and little

engineering by setting the island ‘village’

addressing environmental, landscape and

interest in rehabilitation. Damage from these

below water level.

context issues with unprecedented success.

celebrations became wildly derailed by

assertions lingered over three decades, vastly

The newer sections appear to disprove

Stylish and individual dwellings on Skye, Tiree

outliving any positive messages advanced by

earlier Royal observations. Projects in Sarah

and in Castle Douglas, represent Scotland’s

the RIBA. The antidote to such negativity is

Pierce’s chapter, 1986-95, include inspirational

growing international reputation in rural

knowledge. Woolly opinions and apocryphal

restoration and rehabilitation projects where

design.

tales collapse if confronted with clear factual

popular new sustainable uses are designed

information and positive achievements.

for old buildings, as at Fruitmarket Gallery,

and Fiona Sinclair FRIAS is a ‘tour de force’.

Scotstyle edited by Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS

Edinburgh, the Italian Centre and Princes

Revisions up until 1984, in themselves, make

Architecture, published by the RIAS, in

Square, Glasgow. Sensitive infill projects at

this publication a very worthwhile purchase

support of the Incorporation’s own centenary

Brunswick Hotel and 180 Ingram Street set

for anyone interested in architecture in

celebrations, offers commendably clear

high standards for the ongoing rehabilitation

Scotland. The more modern sections from

factual information on 100 fascinating

of Glasgow’s Merchant City. Meanwhile,

1984 onwards, ensure Scotstyle is a “must

Scottish projects.

innovative new build design at Carrick Quay,

have” book. The vibrancy of the architecture

Scotstyle, 100 years of Scottish

Glasgow and Grianan building, Dundee,

illustrated, belies Scotland’s oscillating

Walker OBE, Andrew PK Wright OBE PPRIAS

became seminal catalysts for subsequent

economic climate, while also confirming the

and Ranald MacInnes, introduce projects

domestic and industrial developments

commitment, energy and ability of architects

from decades throughout the century since

around Scotland.

in building a new Scotland with sensitivity to

Ten renowned writers, including Frank

the RIAS was founded in 1916. Their essays

Ruairidh Moir’s chapter, 1996-2005,

explain and animate projects, people and

outlines dynamic rural architectural

practices in authoritative and well informed

interventions at Mount Stuart on Bute and

voices. Happily no advertorial text here.

the National Museum of Rural Life, East

Those who can recall Scotstyle (1984)
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The Anatomy of the Architectural Book
Andre Tavares
Lars Müller Publishers; 40€

The title alone is enough to whet one’s

Wright, and makes a telling contrast with

that architects are adept in manipulating

appetite. Given that the publisher is Lars

contemporaneous editions from Wasmuth

the physical qualities of the book to convey

Müller, you can be assured that The Anatomy

(1910) and de Fries (1926).

an idea and, in ‘constructing’ a book, they

of the Architectural Book will be a welcome

The author has benefitted from several

often eschew typographical protocols

addition to any architect’s personal library.

months cocooned in the archive of the

and publishing conventions. This talent

Tavares opens with some general thoughts

Canadian Centre for Architecture (CCA) and

comes from the architects’ training which

on the supposed ‘death’ of the book due

presents a fascinating insight into the rarified

prioritises themes such as texture, surface,

to the digital revolution but marshals the

world of antiquarian books (but fortunately

rhythm, structure and scale (and mirrors the

subsequent 400 pages to bury any such

no ‘white gloves’ are required). Certainly

essentials of book design). So the choice

wayward speculation.

any casual reader dipping into this book will

of paper, the grade of ink, the physical

be beguiled but any aspiring architectural

dimensions, the cover, etc. all coalesce to

a simple book on architecture and an

bibliophile risks abject intoxication and an

communicate the architects’ agenda.

architectural book. He focuses his academic

overwhelming need to invest heavily in

rigour on the latter and documents a select

antique books. Tavares showcases a diverse

of many seminal tomes, including Pugin’s

group of polemical architects such as Robert

array of hefty leather bound volumes,

Contrasts (1836), Viollet-le-Duc’s Dictionnaire

Adam, Le Corbusier and Rem Koolhaas.

including Sebastiano Serlio’s Quarto libro

(1859) and Mendelsohn’s Amerika (1926)

He overlooks their tendency to self-

(1537), Claude Perrault’s Architecture generale

and likens architectural books to “…

aggrandizement and posits that “… architects

de Vitruve (1681) and Giambattista Nolli’s

imaginary buildings that meet on a reading

who make books often think of them as

Nuovo pianta di Roma (1748). The scale of

table”. He also cites Victor Hugo’s famous

spatially equivalent to buildings”.

many of these books (classified as elephant

aphorism: “This will kill that. The book will

He dissects the subtleties between

Tavares offers us an erudite analysis

folio or even larger) is daunting and demand

kill the edifice” but this beautifully designed

(1890-1941) who considered himself a ‘book

a sizable refectory table (rather than the

publication refutes any such assertion and

constructor’ and forged a pronounced,

humble coffee table).

affirms architecture’s ability to prosper, in

A key figure in this thesis is El Lissitzky

asymmetrical approach in his graphic

Tavares examines the synergy between

part, by exploiting the book as a promotional

output. His Constructivist inspired cover for

book culture and building culture, noting

vehicle and declaration of enduring artistic

the influential Dutch magazine Wendingen

that both professions require considerable

intent.

(1921) proved a striking introduction to this

input from a variety of specialists, and both

celebrated monograph on Frank Lloyd

embody material knowledge. He argues

Mark Cousins RIAS
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ideal for both new build and refurbishment applications.
Available in an extensive choice of colours and finishes, cradle to
cradle recyclable and integrating with other Senior products including
the PURe® window range, PURe® door systems provide the next generation
of evolved products, to exceed current and meet future legislation.
Get ahead of the curve at www.seniorarchitectural.co.uk/puredoor

Tel: 01709 772 600
E-mail: info@sasmail.co.uk
Innovative window, door and curtain wall systems

0
4
people

C H A RT E R E D AC C O U N TA N T S

EH22 3FB

Edinburgh 0131 440 5000

5 partners
EH54 7GA

FK1 1LL

Falkirk 01324 227 606

Livingston 01506 242 002

client

dedicated account manager

1=1

If we don’t add value, we
don’t deserve the business

we do much more
than you expect

three
offices

BEYOND THE NUMBERS
Edinburgh: 0131 440 5000 • Falkirk: 01324 227 606 • Livingston: 01506 242 002
Email: mail@springfords.com

www.springfords.com
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Technical
The latest news and information from RIAS Practice

If you have issues you would
like to discuss please do not
hesitate to contact us.
Maryse Richardson
Senior Manager: Practice
0131 229 7545
mrichardson@rias.org.uk
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Practice Update
Chartered
Practice

Contracts Update

Preparing a
Sustainability Policy

Historic Environment
Scotland

A framework has been prepared

Historic Environment Scotland

© Malcolm Cochrane

SBCC Update

Historic
Environment

CWa/P&T/Scot

CWa/F/Scot

Contractor Collateral Warranty
for a Purchaser or Tenant

Contractor Collateral Warranty
for a Funder

for use in Scotland

for use in Scotland

2015 Edition

Collateral Warranties

2015 Edition

Consult:

by the RIAS in order to assist

has recently completed

FI1435 Collateral Warranties –

Chartered Practices to provide

a number of interesting

choosing the right form

a structured response to those

publications on matters of

FI164 Requests for Collateral

sections of PQQs that require

technical conservation. These

Warranties

Practices are advised that
SBCC Collateral Warranties (2015

•

Editions) are now available from
RIAS Bookshop, replacing the

•

information on the commitment,

case studies, technical papers

The following contracts

skills and resources available to

and inform guides are an

can now be purchased in print

address sustainability. This will

excellent resource for individuals

be available as a free download

working within the historic built

from the Practice Services’

environment. Practice Services

website. At the same time

has sifted through to pull out

the RIAS is updating its policy

the latest additions to the

statement and implementation

Historic Environment Scotland

strategy The Role of the Built

publication library. Practice

Environment in Creating Social,

Services members can see this

Economic and Environmentally

list and a synopsis, by referring

Sustainable Places.

to Practice Note SC164.

2007 editions.

format:
•

Contractor Collateral
Warranty for a Purchaser or
Tenant

•

Contractor Collateral
Warranty for a Funder

•

Sub-Contractor Collateral
Warranty for a Purchaser or
Tenant

•
•

Sub-Contractor Collateral

Public Sector Supplement
SBCC updated the Public
Sector Supplement in March
2016 to take account of minor
JCT changes made in March
2012 and to include Schedules
of Modifications for the
Measured Term Contract and the
Constructing Excellence Contract.
Please visit the SBCC website to

A Conservation CPD

download the revised version.

Seminar will be organised for

Warranty for a Funder

later in the year. Keep an eye on

Sub-Contractor Collateral

the ‘Dates for your Diary’ section

Warranty for Employer

of your Practice bulletin for more
information.

A typical construction project
will often require collateral
warranties to be put in place.

General enquiries

Accreditation

Maryse Richardson

Elaine Dobie

available in the RIAS Practice

Senior Manager: Practice

Practice Administrator

Notes.

0131 229 7545

0131 229 7545

mrichardson@rias.org.uk

edobie@rias.org.uk

There is a wealth of information
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Building Standards

Planning Update

Householder Permitted
Development Rights

Information Update
SCOTTISH STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS

‘Root and branch’
Planning Review
FORWARD | CONTENTS | CLOSE

(b) after sub-paragraph (b) insert—
“; and
(c) it is a nearly zero-energy building”; and
(c) at the end insert—

2016 No. 71

“Interpretation of this standard

BUILDING AND BUILDINGS
The Building (Energy Performance of Buildings) (Scotland)
Amendment Regulations 2016
Made

-

-

-

-

2nd February 2016

Laid before the Scottish Parliament
Coming into force -

-

4th February 2016

In this standard—
“energy from renewable sources” means energy from renewable non-fossil sources,
namely wind, solar, aero-thermal, geothermal, hydrothermal and ocean energy,
hydropower, biomass, landfill gas, sewage treatment plant gas and biogases; and
“nearly zero-energy building” means a building that has a very high energy
performance, as determined in accordance with a methodology approved under
regulation 7 of the Energy Performance of Buildings (Scotland) Regulations 2008(a),
where the nearly zero or very low amount of energy required should be covered to a
very significant extent by energy from renewable sources, including energy from
renewable sources produced on site or nearby.”.

GUIDANCE ON
HOUSEHOLDER PERMITTED
DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS

Circular 1/2012

13th March 2016

The Scottish Ministers make the following Regulations in exercise of the powers conferred by
section 2(2) of the European Communities Act 1972(a) and all other powers enabling them to do
so.
Citation, application and commencement
1.—(1) These Regulations may be cited as the Building (Energy Performance of Buildings)
(Scotland) Amendment Regulations 2016.

MARCO BIAGI
Authorised to sign by the Scottish Ministers
St Andrew’s House,
Edinburgh
2nd February 2016

(2) Regulation 2(3) applies—
(a) in the case of buildings occupied and owned by public authorities, from 1st January 2019;
and
(b) in the case of all other buildings, from 31st December 2020.
(3) These Regulations come into force on 13th March 2016.
Amendment of the Building (Scotland) Regulations 2004
2.—(1) The Building (Scotland) Regulations 2004(b) are amended in accordance with
paragraphs (2) and (3).
(2) For regulation 17(1)(a) (continuing requirements)(c) substitute—
“(a) accessible parts of every air-conditioning system within a building are inspected at
regular intervals not exceeding five years; and”.
(3) In paragraph 6.1 (carbon dioxide emissions)(d) of Schedule 5 (building standards applicable
to design and construction)(e)—
(a) omit “and” after sub-paragraph (a);
(a) 1972 c.68. Section 2(2) was amended by the Scotland Act 1998 (c.46) (“the 1998 Act), Schedule 8, paragraph 15(3) (which
was amended by section 27(4) of the Legislative and Regulatory Reform Act 2006 (c.51) (“the 2006 Act”)). Section 2(2)
was also amended by section 27(1)(a) of the 2006 Act and by the European Union (Amendment) Act 2008 (c.7), Schedule,
Part 1. The functions conferred upon the Minister of the Crown under section 2(2), insofar as within devolved competence,
were transferred to the Scottish Ministers by virtue of section 53 of the 1998 Act.
(b) S.S.I. 2004/406.
(c) Regulation 17 was amended by S.S.I. 2006/534 and S.S.I. 2012/209.
(d) Paragraph 6.1 was amended by S.S.I. 2006/534, S.S.I. 2010/32 and S.S.I. 2014/219.
(e) Schedule 5 was substituted by S.S.I. 2006/534.

The Building (Energy
Performance of Buildings)
(Scotland) Amendment
Regulations 2016

years). Both issues were

Guidance on Householder

The Scottish Government

previously identified in guidance

Permitted Development

commissioned a report for the

and supporting documentation

Rights has been updated to

independent panel analysing

(TM44). There is no change to

reflect changes in domestic

the written evidence received in

Amendments to Regulation 17

the responsibility of building

permitted development rights

relation to the ‘Root and Branch’

(continuing requirements) and

owners, nor to the process of

for air source heat pumps. The

planning review. The report can

Standard 6.1 (carbon dioxide

inspection required from this

Town and Country Planning

be viewed via the following link.

emissions) have been introduced

amendment.

(General Permitted Development)

(a) S.S.I. 2008/309. Regulation 7 was substituted by S.S.I. 2012/315.

2

(Scotland) Amendment

www.gov.scot/

the European Commission that

the amendment recognises

Order 2016 amends Class

Resource/0049/00497228.pdf

certain information relevant to

and records the EU timetable

6H of the Town and Country

the transposition of Directive

for ‘nearly zero energy’ new

Planning (General Permitted

2010/31/EU on the Energy

buildings set out by Article 9(1)

Development) (Scotland) Order

Performance of Buildings was

of Directive 2010/31/EU. Whilst

1992 to provide for additional

identified in published guidance

this amendment identifies a

permitted development rights

and supporting documentation

timetable for future action

for the installation, alteration or

but was not cited in regulations.

beginning in 2019, there is no

replacement of an air source heat

change to the current means of

pump on, or within, the curtilage

no additional action by parties

demonstrating compliance with

of a dwelling. The changes and

who work to the regulations,

standard 6.1.

new provisions required by the

following concern expressed by

These amendments require

but the Scottish Government

In relation to standard 6.1,

Further information can be

Building Standards Division

found at www.legislation.gov.uk/

wanted to raise awareness of the

ssi/2016/71/contents/made

Order are outlined and explained
in Circular 1/2012.

amendment.
In relation to air conditioning
inspections, Regulation 17 is
amended to note the extent of
an inspection (accessible parts
of a system) and the maximum
period between reports (five
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General Practice

The Fees Bureau survey
of architects’ earnings

ARB Proposed 2016
Code Changes

Architects Fees

Implementing the new
procurement legislation

Guidance under the
Procurement Reform
(Scotland) Act 2014

Procurement Reform
(Scotland) Act 2014

A Survey of the Fees Charged by
Private Architectural Practices

2016 edition

Guidance under the Procurement
Reform (Scotland) Act 2014

2014 asp 12
Architects Fees - Minor Works
M&E Services Engineers Fees

Construction Futures (quarterly)

Explanatory Notes have been produced to assist in the
understanding of this Act and are available separately

The Fees Bureau is a division of

£6.00

The annual RIBA/The Fees

In March 2016 the RIAS

The Procurement Reform

A suite of statutory guidance

Bureau survey of architects’

responded to the ARB on

(Scotland) Act 2014 (“the Act”)

provides advice on what a

earnings will be undertaken again

proposed changes to the

and the Procurement (Scotland)

contracting authority should do

this year with the assistance

Architects Code of Conduct and

Regulations 2016 (“the Scottish

to comply with the Act, The Public

of the RIAS. This co-operation

Practice. The revised wording

Regulations”) came into force

Contracts (Scotland) Regulations

allows the survey to include a far

was considered by the RIAS

on 18 April 2016. The Act places

2015 (which transpose the

larger response from Scottish

Contracts Committee. A Practice

new procurement duties on

public procurement Directive)

architects. As a result, Scottish

Note will be issued to advise

contracting authorities and

and The Procurement (Scotland)

earnings figures are more

practitioners on the implications

introduces new remedies for

Regulations 2016 (which were

statistically robust. An analysis

of the changes, once the new

contractors in respect of works

made under the Act).

of the figures for Scotland will

ARB Code is officially released.

procurements with a value of

For direct access to the

be published in RIAS Practice

more than £2,000,000 and

guidance go to: www.gov.scot/

Information and RIAS Bulletins in

other procurements with a

Resource/0049/00496919.pdf

the Autumn.

value of more than £50,000.
These are known as “Regulated
Procurements”. The Scottish
Regulations provide further
detail on how the new duties
will work. Guidance has now
been issued on the Scottish
Government website.
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General Practice

Brief Outline of the Key Changes to Procurement

RIAS Practice Library
processes for another stage

to Scotland, and apply

of the life cycle of what is

on goods/services and

being provided, this applies

construction contracts of

if the considerations are

over £50,000 and £2 million

non-material (i.e. are not part

respectively, this will have

of the direct substance of the

the effect of increasing the

requirements),

Huw Heywood is an architect
with over 25 years’
experience in practice and
teaching internationally. He
has taught at undergraduate
and postgraduate levels,
most recently as Principal
Lecturer at Portsmouth
School of Architecture in the
UK, where his particular
teaching and research focus
was environmental and
sustainable design.

bureaucracy for the public
Cover photo by Jack Foster

•

The narrative bibliography is overall outstanding
and the author’s discipline to draw out the
main issues from key texts for the reader is
to be applauded.

the minimum level of annual
Sofie Pelsmakers,
Sheffield School of Architecture

For Sustainable Buildings and Cities HUW HEYWOOD

Working out how to be
sustainable is complicated.
Find out where to start,
what to focus on and
what works with these
101 Rules of Thumb for
Sustainable Buildings
and Cities.

HUW HEYWOOD

10

101 RULES OF THUMB

body (these are unique

For Sust

Following t
predecesso
Architectur
focuses ou
sustainabili
buildings a

101
RULES
HUW HEYWOOD

With ever-i
ecosystem
urbanisatio
the world a
for the citie
sustainable
sustainable
means – ca

OF
THUMB

Fortunately
complex ar
guidance, t
to sustaina
which are c
constructio
Universally
the world, t
for student
experience

sector, but may mean that

turnover which a contracting

tenderers will get more

authority can require a

feedback),

business to have in order

the minimum time limits for

to bid will now be limited

procurement exercises have

to no more than two times

been reduced, meaning that

the value of the contract,

Colin Templeton, member of the

contracts can be put in place

apart from in exceptional

One of the benefits of becoming

RIAS Contracts Committee and

more quickly,

circumstances, this should

an RIAS Chartered Practice is

•

specialist in procurement has

Very accessible and refreshing for the initiated
as well as those who are less familiar. A good
present too.
Lynne Sullivan OBE, sustainableBYdesign

For Sustainable
Buildings and Cities

All illustration

a potentially interesting

have the effect of making it

access to the Practice Library

written a Practice Note entitled

change for architects is that

easier for smaller businesses

which contains a small but

Procurement Changes – an

of “Innovation Partnerships”

to bid for public work and

relevant number of recent

Architect’s Perspective, available

- in theory this increases the

interestingly from the point

books and publications. So why

to Practice Services subscribers.

ability of public procurement

of view of local authorities

not come into the Members’

to develop new solutions to

who wish to exclude poor

room and borrow a book for an

meet requirements,

contractors, a failure to

hour? A list of available titles is

there is greater clarity that

meet tax or social security

published in the Practice Bulletin
on a regular basis.

•

The following is an extract from
Colin’s note:

•

•

contracting authorities

obligations now becomes

There are a number of key

may engage in pre-market

a mandatory ground for

changes, briefly:

consultation to inform

excluding a business from

the following titles from RIBA

how they approach a

bidding - there are a number

publishing for the Practice

the reach of the regulations

procurement exercise,

of tests to establish this,

Library:

is now wider. Smaller public

in effect market testing

but generally, this should be

sector organisations which

/ research has been

welcome.

were previously exempt (e.g.

sanctioned,

David Shepherd; Light in

another worthwhile change

Architecture: The Intangible

the requirements,

is that Life Cycle Costing

Material Elisa Valero RAMOS; 101

bodies must now publish

should be easier, as the

Rules of Thumbs for Sustainable

a contracts register and

technical specifications may

Buildings and Cities Huw

more interestingly, provide

now refer to any stage of

Heywood; RIBA Plan of Work

a proposed pipeline of new

the life cycle of what is being

2013 Guide – Sustainability Sandy

projects,

bought,

Halliday and Richard Atkins;

evaluators may now consider

Building Condition Surveys

- these procedures give

a wide range of factors

3rd Edition Mike Hoxley; Financial

values which are sub-OJEU

involved in the specific

Management – Creative Business

but will now require greater

process of production,

Essentials Brian Pinder-Ayres

attention from the letting

provision or trading, or other

•

small RSL’s) must now meet
•

•

regulated procurements

•

•

We have recently obtained

BIM Management Handbook
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Insurance
Tougher New European Data Protection Law to Have Lasting Effects
This article was written before the European Referendum. Whether the legislation it advises upon will apply in Scotland (or the UK) remains to
be seen. However, on the principle of ‘better to be forewarned’ it is included here – we will keep members posted.
Data protection laws in Europe just got a lot

Impacts on Your Business

tougher. The European Parliament’s recent

To meet its obligations concerning the

to a data breach, the expenses associated

approval of the new General Data Protection

processing of personal data under the GDPR,

with handling a data breach including any

Regulation (GDPR), a landmark law four

your company will need to:

investigation by a supervisory authority,

years in the making, significantly strengthens
individuals’ rights and expands organisations’

•

consider ways to manage your exposure

and any legally insurable fines that may
provide greater transparency and

be imposed by a supervisory authority,

privacy obligations. The GDPR also grants

more information about why and how

including by purchasing cyber insurance.

supervisory authorities power to impose

individuals’ personal data is used or

•

significant fines where companies violate the
law.

processed,
•

There is a two-year implementation
period before the GDPR becomes directly
applicable in EU member states which will

The ways in which data is collected and

demonstrate that any consent relied

used over the past few decades has evolved

upon was obtained through the “clear

with new technology. The need for more

affirmative action” of individuals,

up-to-date rules has become apparent. The

create ways to allow individuals to

changes are set to bring the exposure profiles

allow member states’ supervisory authorities

exercise their “right to be forgotten” and

of European organisations more in line with

and the entities that will be subject to the

data portability,

US firms, which have been dealing with

conduct privacy impact assessments,

breach notification obligations and associated

where required,

privacy litigation for nearly a decade. As

appoint a data protection officer where

with the US, the new rules will help build

your company meets the relevant criteria,

greater trust in the online environment and

where necessary, notify a data breach to

guarantee individuals’ right of protection of

be assessing the implications of the GDPR for

the supervisory authority within 72 hours

personal data.

their businesses sooner rather than later.

and notify a data breach to the data

GDPR time to prepare their organisations for

•

•

the changes in practice that the regulation will
require.

•

Given that the penalties for noncompliance can be high, companies should

•

subjects “without undue delay” and

Key Changes

•

demonstrate compliance with the GDPR
through documented controls and audits.

The GDPR becomes effective on 25 May 2018
and its obligations will apply to any company

Call to Action

processing activities relate to the offering of

The good news is that if your company

goods or services or monitoring of behaviour

handles European personal information, you

within the EU. The GDPR:

have two years to prepare.
Some steps to consider as you prepare

strengthens and expands individuals’

your organisation for the GDPR include:

personal information rights,
•

expands the territorial scope and

•

application of EU privacy law,
•
•

increases organisations’ compliance

•

products and services,
•

changes and how the law may affect your
operations,

not be relied upon as legal, tax or accounting advice, which we are
not authorised to provide.
The information contained herein is based on sources
we believe reliable and should be understood to be general risk
management and insurance information only. The information is
not intended to be taken as advice with respect to any individual
situation and cannot be relied upon as such.

review your current data protection

At RIASIS we pride ourselves in providing a
market leading policy wording, an integral
support service and fast turnover of
documentation. For further information,
please contact:

expands regulators’ enforcement and

framework and identify changes

sanction powers, including fines of up to

necessary to comply with the GDPR, for

RIAS Insurance Services

EUR20 million or 4% of a company’s total

example changes to your privacy policy,

Orchard Brae House

identify resource or capability gaps, and

30 Queensferry Road

worldwide annual turnover, whichever is

•

the greater and
•

alert senior leaders of the coming

imposes obligations directly on data
•

experience as insurance brokers and risk consultants and should

review the GDPR’s impact on your

obligations,
processors,

Statements concerning legal, tax or accounting matters should
be understood to be general observations based solely on our

handling European personal data where the

•

Grant Lister and David Bathgate

introduces strict data breach notification
rules.

start budgeting to close them,
•

assess your ability to handle data
breaches, including any breach
notifications and
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Edinburgh eh4 2hs
Telephone 0131 311 413
Fax 0131 311 4280
david.bathgate@marsh.com

RIAS Insurance Services is a trading name of Marsh Ltd. Marsh Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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Finance

© Malcolm Cochrane

Life’s Better When You Have a Plan
Over the course of your life,

Crunching the numbers

you’re likely to have a lot of

Once we understand all your goals and

different financial objectives

savings, investments and policies, along

the order of priority, we’ll look at all your

and face some money-based

with your regular income and outgoings, to

conundrums. Developing a long

If this analysis suggests that you won’t be

term plan with a financial adviser

create a personalised financial projection.
able to achieve your goals, we’ll explore
what options there are for getting a better

can help you stay on track and

outcome, such as changing your investment

reach your goals.

If it looks like you’re already making great

choices or reducing particular expenses.

naturally change over time and you may have
to contend with unexpected events. Changes
in the market and legislation can also impact
on your progress towards your goals. So it’s
important to regularly review your plan with
your adviser, who can help you make any
changes, keep you on track and ensure you’re
being as tax-efficient as possible.

Frame Broadfoot
RIAS PFS

progress, we can look at bringing forward

Putting together a plan
At Towry, our first priority is to understand
what you want to achieve – your financial
objectives. Your adviser will listen carefully
to what you want to do and help you come
up with a plan for achieving it. Really getting
to know you and understand your goals is
crucial and so is prioritising your objectives.
Some of us will not be able to achieve
everything we want in life, so knowing what’s
a ‘must have’ and what’s a ‘nice to have’ early
on is a good idea. We’ll also talk to you about
how different levels of risk can affect your

your goals or reducing the amount you save.
These financial projections are also useful
for planning for later life. It can give you a
sense of what kind of income your retirement
savings might produce and how major life
events such as sudden illness, selling a home
or needing long-term care can impact your

If you would like more information on the
details of this article please contact:

finances. Lots of people also use it to help
them work out how much money they can

Frame Broadfoot

afford to gift to their loved ones, without

Financial Planner & Wealth Manager

risking their own financial security.

Towry
220 St Vincent Street

Keeping your plan on track

finances, as well as unexpected events such

A financial plan should never be set in stone.

as family illness or major job changes.

Your goals, circumstances and priorities will

Glasgow g2 5sg
Telephone 0141 227 8000
Mobile 07771 516276
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NEVIN
of EDINBURGH
DECORATORS OF DISTINCTION

Nevin of Edinburgh has been providing the highest
standards of skill, customer service and excellence
since 1977. We are a multi-award winning company
and the decorator of choice for organisations such as
The National Galleries of Scotland, Historic Scotland
and The National Trust for Scotland. We can help you
decorate, renovate and transform the interior and
exterior of your property no matter what the size or
difficulty. We pride ourselves on fine attention to
detail and ensuring of your 100% satisfaction.
Specialists in Microscopy
paint anaylsis, conservation
and restoration

‘Edinburgh City Chambers’

‘The Assembly Room’s, Edinburgh’

‘Taymouth Castle, Kenmore’

Nine times winner of the Johnstone’s Painter of the Year Award
Johnstone’s Supreme Decorator of the Year Award 2010
WorldSkills Double Gold Medal Winner
8 Swanfield, Leith,
www.nevinofedinburgh.co.uk
Edinburgh EH6 5RX enquiries@nevinofedinburgh.co.uk

tel: 01315541711
fax: 01738623228
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Chapters
The latest news from your local Chapter
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www.aberdeenarchitects.org

Aberdeen
The Aberdeen Chapter is still riding high on the crest of its Festival
tidal wave. April was a complete whirlwind of Festival events. So
many activities I hardly know where to begin. There were times during
the preparations over the past year that it felt like we were scaling
Everest. But we did it and I’m so proud of the work of our festival subcommittee! Congratulations and thank you to all involved! There is an
overwhelming sense that we achieved what we set out to do, which
was to engage with the public.
So April has come and gone, however there are more events to
come. These include a PechaKucha evening, and a seminar on ‘The

© Richard Slater

© Richard Slater

© Richard Slater

© Richard Slater

© Martin Parker Photography

© Richard Slater

Future of Aberdeen’s Past’, both in partnership with the University
of Aberdeen as part of their annual MayFest activities. Our hashtag
photography competitions are still to be judged, after which we will
be exhibiting the winning entries. We are also planning a social event
towards the end of the year to celebrate all the successes of 2016.
Looking back we kicked off our Festival events in style with a
launch party in the Pentland Fine Art Gallery, 88 Holburn Street,
Aberdeen, owned by local Artist Shelagh Swanson on Thursday 24th
March. Our programme which followed was a full one with activities
to suit everyone. We held an Architectural Film Festival in the Belmont
film house over four consecutive evenings. These were free, but
ticketed and proved popular with most selling out. The documentary
on Charles and Ray Eames, along with local filmmaker Mark Bremner’s
film Beyond the Haar being particular highlights. Running in parallel
were weekly talks by internationally renowned Architects at the
Scott Sutherland School of Architecture in partnership with student
group 57-10. These culminated in a full house on the last week with
the acclaimed Turner prize winners Assemble Architects presenting
an absolutely fascinating and refreshing insight into their unique
methodologies.
The Mirrored Pavilion or ‘selfie box’, as it became known locally,
was even bigger and better than we could ever have imagined. We
partnered with LookAgain Visual Art & Design Festival on the pavilion
which was designed by local architecture student, Lucy Fisher. It

actively engaged with the public and cultural activities within the city.
We have hundreds of pictures documenting all our Festival events,

was officially launched on Friday 15th April by the Lord Provost of

there’s simply not enough space here to do each event justice or

Aberdeen, George Adam, and Professor Ferdinand von Prondzynski,

demonstrate quite how much fun it was. Please do visit our Festival

Principal and Vice-Chancellor of Robert Gordon University. It almost

Facebook page www.facebook.com/FestivalofArchitecture2016-

broke the internet! Facebook, Instagram and Twitter were full of

Aberdeen to see for yourself and follow us on Twitter @AberdeenSA

images of the public posing with the selfie box. It wasn’t just the
reflective mirrored panels that were a hit. The design workshops
inside proved equally successful. We even had an architectural cake
competition which proved beyond doubt that architecture can be fun.
It is our hope that the impact of the pavilion and the design
education toolkit prepared by IceCream Architecture, the ASA and
Aberdeen City Council’s Creative Learning Department, launched

On behalf of the ASA I would like to thank all sponsors and
partners involved in our Festival activities.
The Aberdeen Chapter is now looking forward to welcoming the
national events that will be touring each Chapter. I would encourage
members of each Chapter to get involved in your local Festival events
and experience it for yourself!
Until next time, thank you.

to local teachers last week, will become the legacy of the success of
the 2016 Festival of Architecture locally. The Festival has opened new
doors for the Chapter and helped us look forward to being more
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Dundee

© Alastair Fitchet

This has been an incredibly busy quarter for DIA, even by our usual

© Christine Palmer

© Christine Palmer

© Christine Palmer

© Aircraft Carriers Alliance

DIA also again judged the best final year architecture student

standards! On the 24th March we held our AGM at Taypark House,

award, ahead of the opening of the degree show at the University

Dundee. I am privileged to have been re-elected as President with

of Dundee. This year the majority of the students had worked in

Diarmid McLachlan as Vice-President and Treasurer. Rodger Brunton

small groups. For the first time a joint award was made to Stephen

retired as Secretary after many years of service, recognised with a

O’Loughlin and Peter Garrett-Munnoch for their work in the Macro

presentation and our hearty thanks. Whilst Fraser Middleton takes

Micro unit which this year considered flexible housing typologies for

over as Secretary, Rodger hasn’t been allowed to escape Council

sites on the Isle of Eigg. The work on display was excellent and we

duties entirely! Sindhu Menon, Sandy McAllister and Pete Gunning had

wish all graduating students every success.

completed their terms on Council. Thanks were noted to all of them.

Last we (working with Claire Dow, a freelance theatre producer)

Four vacancies on Council were filled by Kerry Smith, Rodger Brunton,

had our first Festival of Architecture 2016 event with the extremely

Joe Narsapur and Ben Scrimgeour.

successful People’s Tower: Dundee’s Royal Arch. Hundreds of people

The AGM was followed by CPD presented by Dr Neil Burford on

joined us to help build a 16m high cardboard representation of the

the work of the Macro Micro research unit he leads at the University of

Royal Arch in Slessor Gardens, the new open space at the heart

Dundee and by Robert Campbell on Risk Management. Other recent

of Dundee’s reinvigorated waterfront. Thanks to all those who got

presentations have included BAM Construction talking about the V&A,

involved and especially our sponsors and those who joined the

Professor Fiona McLachlan discussing colour strategies, Ian Stewart

crowdfunding campaign. The feedback from the event was fantastic

on washroom design and practice presentations from Wil Tunnell and

with people commenting on the community spirit and the hands on

Kerry Smith Architects, both winners at last year’s DIA Awards. We also

nature of the event.

had a very interesting visit to Rosyth to hear about the construction

Preparations are now underway for our focal month of festival

of the new aircraft carriers. CPD has finished for the summer but

activities in October – look out for more information nearer the time.

plans are underway for the next season – please get in touch with

Please also note that to fit in with Festival activities our annual awards

suggestions for speakers and topics.

dinner will be six weeks earlier than usual on the 6th October. Award

DIA was again pleased to be involved with the annual Creative

submissions will therefore also be required earlier than usual – look

Spaces event supplying trophies and providing support on the day.

out for the forms at the beginning of July. In the meantime I hope that

This year 22 secondary schools were paired with the 22 UNESCO

the beautiful weather that we are enjoying as I write this continues and

Cities of Design and asked to design and create a model of a health

that we all get a chance to enjoy it!

and well-being expo pavilion. The winning team were from Carnoustie
High School with the runners up representing Monifieth High School,
Perth Grammar School and Breadalbane Academy. The designs really
reflected the effort the pupils put in to the challenge – well done to all
who took part.

Christine Palmer RIAS
President DIA
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Edinburgh
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I was tempted to begin with a joke that little has happened in the last

hosted by two talented artists. These have focussed on understanding

quarter…

Edinburgh and envisioning its future. We have seen thought-provoking

The EAA has been building up towards Edinburgh’s focus month of
May. Even more exciting, the RIAS Centenary Convention on the 13th
and 14th of May was outstanding, even for the RIAS.

visions!
Useful A4 tri-fold leaflets have self-guided tours of architectural
sites and projects of note, as well as those included in the Scotstyle

At the same time, the EAA launched a flurry of Festival events.

exhibition, within the chapter area; available free of charge at venues

The Unbuilt Edinburgh Exhibition at Architecture & Design

and at RIAS bookshop.

Scotland; examples from the last 200 years of what might have been in
Edinburgh, was well received and reported.
Two night time film shows held outdoors in the baltic’ haar at the

Last but not least, 7pm on Sunday 29th of May, the Great Debate
- at which the issue of ‘Traditionalism-the Edinburgh dilemma’ was
discussed, beginning with short presentations by four excellent

City of Edinburgh Council Chambers were spectacular. Brave souls

speakers – Jimmy Simpson FRIAS, Robert Adam Hon FRIAS, Malcolm

attending were not disappointed as Murray Grigor, the film-maker, flew

Fraser RIAS and Jude Barber RIAS, all chaired by the incomparable

in from Moscow to present his award winning documentary The Hand

Lesley Riddoch. It was held at the Royal High School, Edinburgh, itself

of Adam in the Adam-designed Quad; and Space and Light Revisited

the subject of much debate.

the deeply moving and thought-provoking comparison of St Peter’s
Seminary in its busy hey-day, with the snow-dripping abandoned ruin
it became.
The #eaainspiringspaces photography competition winners were

I also assisted in judging the City Council competition for the
Edinburgh pop-up pavilion entry for the Pop-up Cities Expo in June.
All events have been made possible by generous assistance from
special people and organisations - in particular Peter and Barbara at

unveiled at the Scottish Story Telling Centre on 14th of May. It attracted

Bright3D, the design consultancy, whose graphic design work was

790 entries!

the visual glue and Jon Huffer at Copyshop in St Mary’s Street, whose

The Crafts in Architecture Exhibition, involving specialist

printing presses never got a chance to cool down! MCL Audio Visual

craftspeople from around the Chapter, all of whom have experience

made sure people were heard and seen and Core Services made

of contributing exquisite craft skills to architecture, came together at

temporary structures safe.

Gayfield Creative Spaces with a display of five specially-produced

Throughout the last six months, the dedication and

examples of the crafts people’s art, complemented by a stunning video

professionalism of the EAA Council member’s team in developing and

presentation of their production, created by Media Education in Dalry,

delivering the Festival events has been un-wavering and inspiring.

using a film crew who were only 16 years old. The aim was to illustrate

As I said at my welcome to Edinburgh to the delegates at the RIAS

crafts which bring humanity to architecture and to show the size and

Centenary Convention, they deserve more praise than I can give them.

varied nature of the Edinburgh Chapter.

Apart from that, it’s been a quiet quarter!

The Filmhouse cinema had an intense week of classic films about
architecture. I saw the 1949 classic Fountainhead.
The City Art Centre ran weekday workshops on Architecture
for Schoolchildren, with family workshops at weekends - brilliantly
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Glasgow
This is my first column for the Quarterly and it is with some
trepidation that I step into the role of GIA President because of the
calibre of my predecessor. Michael Dougall was the youngest GIA
President and the youngest ever recipient of an RIAS Fellowship.
His dynamism and energy have driven forward the Chapter’s events
over the past two years, culminating in our month of the Festival of
Architecture.
The Festival has provided me with a great opportunity to become
more involved in the wider activities of the Council and get to know
its members in more relaxed circumstances, away from the relatively
formal meetings.
One such event was the launch of the Architect IPA in the Drygate
Brewery, a sell-out, which celebrated six of Glasgow’s most notable
architects of the past on informative wraps, designed by Graphical
House, enclosing a limited edition ale. We are now looking to brew
our second batch for a summer garden party at Alexander Thomson’s
Holmwood House.
Another sell-out was the screening of Chris Leslie’s short film
(Re)Imagining Glasgow. This was moved from a small screen in the

Architects IPA

Glasgow Film Theatre to the much larger auditorium of Screen One

© Ross Campbell

and included a lively panel discussion afterwards, debating the relative
success or otherwise of Glasgow’s urban renewal.
The Eolas travelling pavilion has now returned home to Glasgow
after traversing the Chapter, from Dumfries in the south to Kilcreggan
on the Roseneath Peninsula in the north, creating community
engagement and discussion about the built environment.
Although our official month is over we still have other activities
associated with the Festival to come in the summer, including the 37
Years pop-up exhibition, celebrating 37 years of the GIA’s Architecture
and Design Awards and the Talking Buildings trail.
One of my favourite events of the Festival so far was when I was
invited to speak at the opening of Haiku the Noo at Greyfriars Gardens,
a ‘stalled space’ project in the city centre of Glasgow which has
transformed an unloved derelict site into fantastic allotments for the
community. The garden space has now been embellished with haikus
written by the Greyfriars gardeners and the children of St Stephen
Primary School. These have been chiselled into raised beds, embossed

(Re)Imagining Glasgow
© Ross Campbell

into bee houses and integrated into the fabric of the garden area. I
would encourage you to visit this small oasis.
My first task as President was to host a Q&A session at the GIA

I am now getting ready to preside over my first GIA Council

Annual Lecture that follows our AGM. The lecture was given by Murray

meeting and look forward to meeting new Council members and

Kerr of Denizen Works who discussed the passage of his career working

continuing to engage in the Festival of Architecture. The Presidency

for others, the setting up of his practice, its growth and culminating in a

would be a much tougher gig without the help of Michael Dougall,

presentation of the award-winning House No. 7 on Tiree.

as Past President, providing encouragement, guidance and his

One sad event that I attended, with Michael Jarvis (Past President

characteristic enthusiasm.

GIA) and Michael Dougall, in March was the celebration of the life of
Gareth Hoskins. This Memorial event, held at the National Museum of
Scotland, confirmed the hugely positive impact that Gareth had, not
only in Architecture, but also on all those who knew him.

Tim Gray RIAS
President GIA
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Inverness
In recent years, I have enjoyed picking up the RIAS Quarterly with
the contributions from various members and Chapters and seeing
their work and aspirations. It has come as a surprise to be writing this
column following the resignation of Dr. Gordon Anderson FRIAS as
our Chapter President.
Gordon, in his time over the past year and a bit, has contributed a
great deal of time and effort to represent the Chapter and the smaller
practitioner in the debate on procurement and in promoting architects
throughout the Highlands and North of Scotland. This should be
applauded and recognised.
Fortunately, from my point of view, Gordon has also stimulated
enough debate to ensure that we have a full complement of IAA
Council members attending meetings and willing to become involved.
I hope that this greater member involvement will be a legacy of this
centenary year.
Over the next three months we have our own contribution to the
Festival of Architecture and indeed the North Coast 500 Architectural
Guide has already been published and distributed around the route
with many good reviews. It was the brainchild of Catriona Hill and
recently discussed on Radio Scotland’s Janice Forsyth programme,
adding to the publicity for the Festival in general.

Architectural Guide
to the
North Coast 500
with meanderings

We await submissions for the Frozen Music project and Peter
McIlhenny continues to develop his Caledonian Canal journey for the
month of August. The centenary year will finish with our Convention
at Eden Court in November. The programme is being finalised and will
include Kengo Kuma, architect for the Dundee V+A.
The debate over the name and branding of the Chapter has been

Produced by

Inverness Architectural Association
in celebration of Festival of Architecture 2016

painful in recent months and will be revisited again later in the year.
However, it is clear that there is a wish within the membership of
the larger geographical area that the name accurately reflects those
members practicing outwith Inverness.

© IAA

Les Hutt FRIAS
Acting President IAA Highlands & Islands Chapter
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Stirling
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As we edge ever closer to June the Festival of Architecture
contribution from the Chapter comes to the fore. Across the Chapter
we have had mixed teams of architects and students supported
by local firms and local authorities undertaking workshops and
developing designs for their ‘cube’ installations. Each team was
challenged to design a 2.4m ‘cube’ with an open brief to produce an
engaging and emotive object that could generate reaction from as
wide a group as possible. The aim, to stimulate a conversation about
the architecture of the object and to highlight the place of architect in
the wider social context.
The four teams looked at a mix of different sites from High Streets,
parklands, University grounds and train station platforms amongst
others. Ultimately these were narrowed down with each cube taking
to their own site for one week each through June and coming together
collectively at the end of June. Without giving too much away, some of
the concept ideas are shown in the images alongside this piece.
Given the limited number of Chapter members we have and the
dwindling number of Chapter council members it is a testament to the
hard work and dedication of all who took part and contributed that we
have achieved what we have over the course of the six months and
leading up to June.
That commitment to the cause has had unavoidable knock on
affects though. Chapter awards and our normal CPD offering to
chapter members have been delayed due to the time spent on the
Festival. I offer my apologies to our members for this.
That being said the awards judging panel did undertake a day
of visiting the shortlisted projects recently. I extend my thanks again
to the Aberdeen Chapter president, Catherine McKeown and Ruth
Smith for their time on the day and their considered reports after it.
We have the winners for each category and I was delighted to see the
number and quality of submissions rise again from last year. We will be
arranging the awards presentations for late August and we will issue
information on this over the summer. I hope that all members will
support this evening with their attendance at the event.
It is worth bearing in mind the level of input and work that has

The social responses and discussions by the general public I am
intrigued by more. As architects we can be guilty of getting caught
up in the ‘drama’ of creating architecture whilst the rest of the world

gone on behind the scenes by an incredibly small team of volunteers

carries on regardless. However, if through these objects we have

to get us to where we are at in terms of our commitment to the

managed to get people to stop and think about how something

Festival. I hope that all Chapter members can appreciate the time and

‘architecty’ can influence them then I think we have achieved the

energy expended by the Chapter Council in this goal. I hope all can

ultimate goal of the Festival. That is to make architecture relevant to as

take time out to visit a few or indeed all of the installations through

many people as possible. Time will tell!

June.
I am sure there will be a mixed response – that is of course the
nature of architecture! – but indeed that has been the point from the
outset.

We desperately need new faces to join us and contribute to the
team. With more input from you, our members, we can collectively
deliver more to benefit our wider architectural community.

Ryan Marshall RIAS
President SSA
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FREE Heating
Design Service
FREE service that saves valuable time
Full CAD design service
Site surveys available
Domestic, business & commercial
Technical advice on all heating types
Do you know William Wilson and Northern Heating offer a
unique FREE heating design service to their customers and
offer FREE onsite assistance with ﬁrst time Underﬂoor Heating
installations. With over 35 years of experience, we produce
more than 2000 heating designs each year. Each one will save
you valuable time and give you re-assurance the proposed
system has been designed by qualiﬁed designers.

Contact Colin Macgregor on 01738 638323
or colin.macgregor@williamwilson.co.uk
Heating Design Centres throughout Scotland

www.williamwilson.co.uk

Scotland’s leading experts in cornice and ornate plasterwork
Specialists in restoration · Our own unique product range
Digital brochure available

www.reproplaster.co.uk

Visit our showroom
5 Campsie Road, Kirkintilloch
0141 776 1112

Manufacture and installation of rooflights
Skylight International Ltd, 75 Birkmyre Road, Glasgow G51 3JH
Phone 0141 445 6655, 0141 445 4219
info@skylight.co.uk

HADDEN KNOWS HOMES
As a Main Contractor and Residential
Developer since 1992 a large amount of
our workload is on new build housing and
refurbishment projects for local authorities,
housing associations and private clients.
Highland Steading is a RIAS award winning
project completed by Hadden Construction in
2013.
We also carry out our own private residential
developments via our Hadden Homes brand
and offer a quality finished product to meet the
aspirations of our customers.

www.hadden.co.uk

To discuss your next project, contact Stephen Lynas FRIAS
Hadden Construction Ltd
1 Maidenplain Place, Aberuthven, Perthshire, PH3 1EL
slynas@hadden.co.uk 01764 694702
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Outwith

Membership Report
The following deaths were reported
with regret:

Elections to Affiliate Membership:
Robert Marcin Zabicki

John Cromarty Arnott frias
James A Davidson rias
Charles (Chay) Fotheringham rias

Neil McDonald rias
Connor McGinley rias riba
Jenny Louise Metcalf rias riba

Elections to Student Membership:

Angus MacKay Dickson rias

Ross Aitken

Patrick G Herraghty rias

Colin William Begg

Harry Horace MacDonad frias

Philip Andrew Benton

Colin McKerchar rias

Alexandros Bouronikos

Robert David Sinclair rias

Cameron Brown

Wilson Mark Turnbull frias riba

Sarah Jane Carruthers

Iain G Young rias

Chak Sing Chan
Ryan Cole

Resignations reported:

Hannah Dalton

Nicola Mayer

Alexander W Mackenzie

Stewart Archibald Primrose

Andrew Nathan James McDonagh

David Brackenridge

Gabriela Mill

Bradley Craig

Umi Osakabe

Fahmida Joya Zaman

Anwen Regan

Gavin Douglas

Elisa Salvatore

Removals reported:

Julia Soulos

Gavin John William Salt

Nefeli Varouchaki

Elspeth Tayler
Nicola Wilson

Transfers to Retired Membership
approved:

Stuart Munro Mackay rias riba

Elections to Membership:

Mark Morrison Allan rias

Helen Baldi rias riba

Andrew James Anderson rias

John Sebastian Barkley rias riba

Peter Charles Bowman rias

Hazel Ann Birse rias riba

Ian Frederick Brown rias

Diarmuid Bradley rias riba

Irene Chapman rias

Neil M Brady-Campbell rias

Charles Peter Fotheringham rias

Philip Duckworth rias riba

Michael Frederick Miller rias

Paul Stewart Calder rias riba

Hamish Burns Munro rias

Haohao Chen rias riba

Clive David Shephard rias

Ming Ken Cheong rias riba

Gregor McLennan Stark rias

Emily Kathleen Fraser rias riba

Alice Louisa Milligan rias riba
Ivan Jose Marquez Munoz rias riba
Ruaridh Nicol rias riba
Chris Obayda rias riba
Evelyn Morag Park rias
Norman Paterson rias riba
Chryssanthi Perpatidou rias riba
Lydia Robinson rias riba
Craig Stewart rias
Tom Garrett Stewart rias riba
David Sweeney rias riba
Peter MacGregor Tait rias riba
Adam Tierney rias riba
Kaatje Van de Paer rias riba
Kirsty Watson rias riba
Adrian G Wheeler rias riba
Mark Christopher Williamson rias riba
Katie Elizabeth Wilmot rias riba
Jonathan Wisely rias riba

Elections to Honorary Fellowship
Ruth Wishart hon frias

Andrew James Hadden rias riba

Reinstatements to full Membership:
Angus Cowie rias riba
Hina Hirani rias riba
Michelle Farrell rias riba
Graham Jones rias
Ronald Peter Mitcham rias riba

Shanaver Hamid rias riba
Joshua William Hampton rias riba
Henry Harker rias riba
Ross Harniman rias riba
Edward Neil Lambert rias riba
Damilola Olumide Lapite rias riba
Melissa Lawson rias riba
Boyuan Li rias riba
Moray Andrew Mackay rias riba
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Chartered Architect
Council Report

President’s Diary

(At its meeting in March, Council agreed that, given
the number of events planned for May and June this
year, June’s Council meeting should be undertaken
as an email exercise – updating budgets and only
pursuing matters which are time critical).
Ideal Hut Show launch

Council adopted the Management Accounts up to the end of March
2016. The final out-turn figure is (£94,873) compared to the budgeted
deficit of £52,949 – an overall adverse variance of £41,924. This is more
than accounted for by an adverse variance of £44,344 predicted for the
Festival of Architecture at this stage (note: in 2013 Council approved
the establishment of a £100k guarantee fund for the Festival, which
more than covers this projected overspend).
The Membership Report was noted, with 10 deaths, 1 removal, 5
resignations, 10 transfers to Retired, 5 reinstatements, 20 elections
to Student Membership, 44 elections to Membership, 1 election to
Affiliate Membership, 4 nominations to Fellowship and 3 nominations
to Honorary Fellowship. The membership of the Royal Incorporation
has risen to over 5,000, significantly more than at any time, in the
Incorporation’s history. Keen member engagement, particularly with
the Festival of Architecture 2016, has also seen our public and media
profile rise considerably.
Council noted the positive responses to the Incorporation’s
three point RIAS manifesto which was issued to prospective MSPs.
Council also noted that for a number of years, the RIAS Conservation
Committee has lobbied Historic England to grant equal status to RIAS
Conservation Accredited practitioners as it does to other accreditation
schemes (AABS and RIBA). This has now been agreed due to the
significant endeavours of the Committee, particularly its Chair, Jocelyn
Cunliffe and long serving member Robin Kent.
Council noted the update report on the Festival of Architecture
2016 including that over 300,000 visitors have already attended

© Malcolm Cochrane

march
16

RIAS Council / Edinburgh

16

RIAS Fellows Centenary Dinner / Glasgow

april
06
11

Considerate Constructors Awards Lunch / Edinburgh

14

Cycling Scotland – Homes for Scotland Conference / Edinburgh

19

Scottish Government Construction Procurement Team /
Edinburgh

22

CIOB Awards Dinner / Glasgow

28

Barry White CEO SFT, Dundee

may
04

Ideal Hut Show Launch / Edinburgh

11

Kirkin of Parliament / Edinburgh

12

Construction Procurement Implementation Group / Glasgow

13-14 RIAS Centenary Convention / Edinburgh
16

Council approved the revision to the RIAS policy on “The
Role of the Built Environment in Creating Social, Economic and
Environmentally Sustainable Places” as well as the guidance for
Chartered Practice, kindly prepared by Richard Atkins and Sandy
Halliday.

Interviewed on Construction procurement for Business Matters
/ Dundee

20

Homes for Scotland Awards / Edinburgh

25

Dundee City of Design Festival / Dundee

26

Dundee and Angus Chamber of Commerce Business Breakfast /
Dundee

Festival events throughout Scotland – this is a remarkable
achievement.

RIBA Awards Judging / Edinburgh

07-10 RIAS Awards Judging

june
06

George Heriot’s Trust Dinner / Edinburgh

09

RIAS Consultancy Moat Brae House Procurement / Edinburgh

09

Out of Their Heads Launch / Edinburgh

15

RIAS Centenary and Awards Dinner / Glasgow

16

Construction Procurement Implementation Group / Edinburgh

july
05

Visit of HRH Duke of Edinburgh / RIAS Headquarters, Edinburgh

07

National Museum of Scotland Gala Dinner / Edinburgh

Carol-Ann Hildersley

Carol-Ann Hildersley

Senior Manager: Secretary & Treasurer’s Office

Senior Manager: Secretary & Treasurer’s Office
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Honorary Fellowships
The Fellowships on the following pages, with the exception of that to Ruth Wishart, were all presented at the RIAS
Centenary and Awards Dinner on 15th June.

Patrick Doyle
Born in Uddingston, Patrick Doyle is a wordrenowned film composer. He studied at the
Royal Scottish Academy of Music of which he
was made a fellow in 2001.
His first film score, the adaptation
of Henry V with Kenneth Branagh for
Renaissance Films, was written in 1989. He
has subsequently worked with Branagh, a
long-time collaborator, on numerous pictures
including Dead Again, Much Ado About
Nothing, Frankenstein, Hamlet and Thor.
He has composed over 45 internationally
renowned feature film scores including Sense
and Sensibility, Carlito’s Way, Gosford Park,
Bridget Jones’s Diary, Nanny McPhee, Harry
Potter and the Goblet of Fire, Pixar’s Brave and
Caesar, Rise of the Apes. He has collaborated
with a host of internationally acclaimed film
directors including Robert Altman, Alfonso
Cauron, Ang Lee, Brian de Palma and Mike
Newell.
Doyle’s concert works include The Thistle
and The Rose, a commission by HRH The
Prince of Wales for full choir in honour of
the Queen Mother’s 90th birthday, Tam O’
Shanter for the National Schools Orchestra
Trust and the violin concerto Corarsik.
Patrick Doyle has been nominated for
two Academy Awards and two Golden
Globes. In 2013, he received the Henry
Mancini Award in recognition of his
“outstanding achievements and contributions
to the world of film and television music”. In
October 2015 at the Ghent Film Festival, he
received the Lifetime Achievement Award
from the World Soundtrack Academy.

Patrick Doyle receives the
Honorary Fellowship of the
Royal Incorporation for his
services to music – on the world
stage.
© Malcolm Cochrane

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS
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Muriel Gray

© Malcolm Cochrane

Muriel Gray is a graduate of Glasgow School

have been shortlisted for the prestigious

The Lighthouse, The Glasgow Science Centre,

of Art and worked as a professional illustrator

British Fantasy Award.

The National Maritime Museum and the The

before joining the National Museum of

She is the Chair of the Board of

Children’s Parliament. She is a working patron

Antiquities in Edinburgh as Assistant Head

Governors of the Glasgow School of Art,

of Trees for Life, The Craighalbert Centre,

of Design. A full time career spanning over

encompassing the Mackintosh School of

and the Scottish Additional Needs Mediation

two decades in the media followed, from

Architecture and was responsible for leading

Forum.

presenting many diverse network radio

the School through the construction of

and television programmes, to producing

the new School of Design by Stephen Holl

and directing, and then founding her own,

Architects. She was widely praised for her

award winning, production company which

calm dignity and her resoluteness during the

grew into the largest in Scotland. She is also

dreadful fire of May 2014 and is now guiding

known as a political opinion writer in many

the School through the ongoing restoration

publications and continues to contribute

of the Mackintosh building.

regularly to The Guardian. She has won

She is the former rector of Edinburgh

several prizes for journalism, including

University and has been awarded honorary

Scottish columnist of the year.

degrees from the University of Abertay,

Muriel he is the author of five books

Muriel Gray is awarded the
Incorporation’s Honorary
Fellowship for her exemplary
service to the media, literature
and education in Scotland.

Glasgow School of Art and Glasgow

(three novels and two non-fiction) and many

University. She has served as a trustee on the

short stories and essays. Two of her books

boards of Lomond Shores, Event Scotland,

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS
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Sally Magnusson
Born in Glasgow, Sally Magnusson is a
Scottish broadcaster and writer. She started
her career in journalism at the The Scotsman
then joined the Sunday Standard. She is often
seen on BBC television, most notably as a
long-serving presenter of BBC Scotland’s
Reporting Scotland news programme, a role
she shares with Jackie Bird.
In the 1980s, Magnusson was a presenter
on the BBC’s Breakfast Time. From 1989
onwards, she co-presented the programme’s
replacement, Breakfast News. She has
presented many television programmes,
ranging from Panorama to Songs of Praise. In
2005 she joined BBC Two’s The Daily Politics
as its Friday presenter. On 8 July 2009 she
received an honorary Doctorate of Letters
from Glasgow Caledonian University.
Magnusson has written books about the
Scottish runner Eric Liddell, who refused
to run on the Sabbath due to his Christian
beliefs, about the Cornish Christian poet Jack
Clemo and his marriage to Ruth Peaty and
the children’s book Horace and the Haggis
Hunter illustrated by her husband, Norman
Stone. She is also author of the alluringly
titled Life of Pee: The Story of How Urine Got
Everywhere.

Sally Magnusson is awarded
the Incorporation’s Honorary
Fellowship for services to
journalism and the arts in
Scotland.

© Malcolm Cochrane

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS
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Honorary Fellowships
Albert Watson obe

© Malcolm Cochrane

The photographer Albert Watson is

Albert Watson, UFO: Unified Fashion

internationally celebrated for his fashion,

Objectives, a look at 40 years of his fashion

celebrity and art photography. Born in

photographs, and Strip Search, a two-volume

Edinburgh, he attended the Duncan of

set of hundreds of photographs from Las

Jordanstone College of Art in Dundee and the

Vegas.

Royal College of Art in London.
Albert has shot over 100 covers of Vogue

Watson received a Ph.D from the
University of Dundee in 1995. His first

and 40 covers of Rolling Stone. Photo District

exhibition in his homeland, Frozen, was

News named him as one of the 20 most

held at the City Art Centre of Edinburgh in

influential photographers of all time. He has

2006. In the same year he was inducted into

won numerous honours, including a Grammy

the Scottish Fashion Awards Hall of Fame.

Award, the Hasselblad Masters Award and

He was awarded The Royal Photographic

three ANDY Awards.

Society’s Centenary Medal and Honorary

Albert has published several books,
including Cyclops, Maroc, the eponymous,

Albert Watson is awarded the
Honorary Fellowship of the
Royal Incorporation for services
to photography and for his role
as an international ambassador
for Scotland.

Fellowship in 2010. In June 2015 he received
the OBE for services to photography.

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS
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Honorary Fellowships
Ruth Wishart
Ruth Wishart is one of Scotland’s leading
journalists in both written and broadcast
media. A columnist for The Herald, she has
held senior positions with The Scotsman,
Sunday Standard, Daily Record and Sunday
Mail. As a radio presenter, her credits
include Blood Ties, Eye to Eye, Values Added,
Speaking Out, Headlines, and Woman’s Hour.
She chairs The Dewar Arts Awards, and is
a former Trustee of The National Galleries
of Scotland, a former chair of The Centre
for Contemporary Arts in Glasgow and of
Theatre Cryptic, and a former Governor of
Glasgow School of Art.
Ruth Wishart is known to all Scots as one
of our own. She has an excellent and open
mind.
She is a strong voice for Scotland above
and below the border a -stalwart figure with
great reach. She is outspoken, frequently
challenging but always steady and wise. Ruth
describes herself as a “Journalist, broadcaster.
Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS, Ruth Wishart Hon FRIAS and Murray Grigor Hon FRIAS
© Cove and Kilcreggan Festival

Arts, sports and animal lover - a Glaswegian
urban cowboy turned rural birder”! Ruth is
passionate about her adoptive Cove and
Kilcreggan, an area of great natural beauty
and impeccable architectural credentials. She
is a keen participant in community life.
As a human being Ruth Wishart is
straight talking, unaffected and crystal clear
in her thinking. She is also one of the most
fundamentally generous and good-hearted
human beings you could ever hope to meet.

Ruth Wishart is awarded the
Incorporation’s Honorary
Fellowship for services to the
media, the arts and public life in
Scotland.

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS
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Obituaries
Angus Mackay Dickson Dip Arch (Edin) RIAS RIBA

Dennis Forder RIAS

30 March 1936 to 30 January 2016

1924 to 2015
Department, consisting of three main
sections: Industry, Commerce and Housing.
He was appointed to a similar position as
a Deputy Chief Architect to the Coal Board
in 1978, moving to their HQ in Doncaster
as a member of a new team to implement
projects under the industry’s “Plan for Coal”
expansion programme for the eighties. He
was promoted to Chief Architect in 1980
and held this position with the formation of
the British Coal Corporation in 1987 until its
demise in 1997, by which time the HQ had
relocated to Bretby, Burton on Trent.
In 1964 he married Kathleen Ferguson,
a happy and successful partnership. They

Angus Dickson was born in Edinburgh,
the younger of twin boys. Unfortunately his
brother died in infancy. His mother Catherine
Mackay was from Durness, Sutherland, while
his father Thomas Dickson was a Border
stonemason who had worked in the 1930s
on the restoration of Dalmeny Kirk tower
and the Glenfinnan Monument and in his

lived where Angus’ job took them; Edinburgh,
then the villages of Dunlop in Ayrshire, North
Wheatley in Nottinghamshire and latterly
Repton in Derbyshire. On retirement Angus
and Kathleen returned to her paternal home
at Brig o’ Turk in the Trossachs for a short
time before settling at Bridge of Allan, Stirling.
Angus was predeceased by his wife in 2004.

Dennis Forder was born in 1924. After
studies at the Northern Polytechnic School of
Architecture he worked initially for Hereford
County Council (1951 - 54), then moved to
Lancashire County Council (from 1954 – 56),
then to Fife County Education Architects
Department (1956 – 1964). He joined
Midlothian Council (Lothian Region after

later years on Hillslap Tower, Langshaw near

reorganisation). Throughout his career he

Galashiels.

worked on the ‘schools and education’ side of
things. One particularly notable project was

Angus was educated at Galashiels
Academy before going on to the School of

the new Kirkcaldy High School which was

Architecture, Edinburgh College of Art from

completed in 1966.
Dennis retired in 1981 and, by living to the

1954 – 1960.
He gained his first professional

good age of 91, succeeded in his ambition of

experience as Associate with the British

drawing his Local Government pension for

Aluminium Co Ltd at their office near

longer than the period he worked!
Dennis is survived by his wife and family.

Haymarket, Edinburgh in 1960 – 1963. From
1963 – 1968 he was an RMJM team member
on major project development work including
Cockenzie and Longannet Power Stations
and Phase 1 of the New University of Ulster.
He also assisted in the assessment of designs
for the Hunterston B Nuclear Power Station.
Joining Irvine New Town Development
Corporation in 1968, he was subsequently
appointed as Principal in charge of the
Industry Group responsible for the design
and implementation of a range of advance
factories, later to be given Civic Trust and
Financial Times commendation. As Deputy
Chief Architect from 1973 – 1976 he was
responsible for the multi-discipline Architects’

Obituary kindly supplied by the family

Obituary kindly supplied by the family
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Obituaries
Chay Fotheringham RIAS
4 May 1924 to 4 April 2016
Charles Fotheringham, known as Chay, was

studies and then to qualify as a Town Planner.

born in Glasgow on 4 May 1924. His Father

He married Myra in 1952.

Charles worked on Clydeside. His mother

Chay was of a generation of architects

Elizabeth was a strong character who carried

who had adopted modernism as their creed

the family through a prolonged period of

and were being offered the opportunity

illness suffered by his father and established

to contribute to the rebuilding of a nation.

a small drapery business with, eventually, two

Later family holidays were often to Denmark

shops in Govan.

where the latest schemes were sought out

Chay attended Woodside School and

and recorded by camera. In 1953 he was

excelled at maths, art and sport and attracted

interviewed by Sir Frederick Gibbard and

the eye of Myra Campbell, four years his

appointed to work at Harlow New Town

junior. With the support of his mother Chay

where he helped design the main shopping

attended Glasgow University to study

centre. In 1954 a son Peter was born. Soon

architecture from 1941-43 while serving in

after the family returned to Scotland,

the University Senior Training Corps. He

when Chay took a job in the New Town of

was conscripted in 1943, posted to the Royal

Glenrothes. A five year spell spent working

Engineers Offers Training and commissioned

mainly on housing saw the birth of their

in June 1944.

daughter Jan in 1958. Many young families

Travelling to France two weeks after
D-Day he experienced his first live action with
the 3rd Infantry Division as they advanced

were growing up together and forging lifelong friendships.
After a brief spell in Stirling Chay joined

for friends and family with landscapes a

through Belgium and the Netherlands,

the firm of T I Morton & Sons in Dumfries

favourite theme. He showed at various

repairing roads and bridges damaged by the

as a partner in 1960. Over the next 18 years

venues including the RSA with the Society

Germans as they retreated and clearing mine

the practice developed a reputation for

of Architect Artists. Their final move was to

fields laid to slow progress. He was at the

designing housing for local authorities and

Newtonmore in 2007 to be closer to their

very front of the advance and took part in the

private clients but covered a wide range

grandchildren Cara and Robyn. Here he

fierce battles of Operation Aintree, during

of commissions including commercial

quickly made friends and loved to support

which the Allies suffered heavy losses but

developments and refurbishments for a

the shinty team.

captured the strategic region.

number of estates in Dumfries and Galloway.

Chay loved poetry, music, painting and

During this period Chay served on GIA

his work; creating, refurbishing or maintaining

Council and was a committee member at the

buildings. He engaged with everyone he

Dumfries and County Golf Club. He acquired

met. He will be remembered by family and

the reconnaissance of an important Bridge

land and built a family home that had a gate

friends for his generosity, his openness and

in full view of the enemy, who swept it

from the garden to the first tee.

his support, all of which were unconditional.

His Military Cross commendation noted
two specific actions.
“On 27 February (1945) he carried out

with small arms fire, and dismantled the

In 1978, with both children qualified and

He carried no preconceptions and would

demolition charges which he found on the

working elsewhere, Chay and Myra moved

talk to anybody on any topic. He rarely

bridge,” it continues, “During the initial stages

back to Glasgow where he took up the post

mentioned his experience of war but it left

of the Rhine crossing this officer displayed

of Deputy Director of Estates at the University

him determined to build bridges and to make

the utmost courage and determination in

and worked there until his retirement in 1996

friends. He will be greatly missed by those

laying and blowing charges on the flood

(he worked until he was 72). He loved to tell

whose lives he guided and by those who

bank under continual shell and mortar fire”

how, before conscription, he had fire watched

met him at work, play or simply as part of his

and summarises by saying “He has always

during bombing raids from the tower of

community.

exceeded his duty and has shown that his

Gilbert Scott’s main building, within sight of

leadership is only excelled by his courage.”

his home across the park.

After the war in Europe he was sent to

During retirement they moved from

Palestine with the “Empire Mobile Reserve”.

Glasgow to Machrihanish where life centred

He ended his army career in 1947 to return to

around family, golf and friendships. He drew

life in Glasgow to complete his architecture

and painted and produced many works
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Chay is survived by his wife of 64 years,
Myra, son Peter and his wife, daughter Jan
and her husband and his granddaughters
Cara and Robyn.

Obituary kindly supplied by Peter
Fotheringham
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Ian Macpherson RIAS
1941 to March 2016

Ian was born in Edinburgh in 1941. He
worked in many architectural firms in
Edinburgh and also for a short period in
Glasgow. Then he was self-employed for
many years until he retired at the age of 70.
He was also a very able artist and a great
sportsman, participating in many sports. He
was a keen supporter and member of Heriots
FP Rugby club and the Scottish National
rugby team.
Ian died in March 2016 of a debilitating
illness, bourne with great courage. He is
survived by Althea, his wife of almost 45
years, their two sons, Stuart and Colin and
four grandchildren. He was a wonderful
loving husband, father and grandfather, a
kind, loving and gentle man.

Obituary kindly supplied by the family
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Annual Report
President’s Introduction

RIAS Council 2015
© Malcolm Cochrane

At risk of repeating myself from last year, this

the Scottish Government to support

but also of growth and change. Our technical,

Annual Report testifies to an organisation in

and recognise the event. Your Council,

legal and insurance advice has built up an

continuing good health. We remain politically

recognising the potential for such a year-long

unrivalled online and personal service.

connected, engaged with the media and

event to further the Incorporation’s goals, in

Innovations have included RIAS Chartered

determined to improve the industry in which

particular the promotion of architecture to

Practice. Intensive work on procurement

we all operate. The RIAS is an ever stronger,

the public benefit, readily lent its support.

continues. We have better communications

member-led, membership body. All the stuff

The strategy for 2016, by Eleanor

than ever with the Quarterly and our

you will read about here, our events, CPD,

McAllister OBE Hon FRIAS and the late,

e-bulletins serving members well. Our social

awards, tremendous Chapter activity and

lamented Professor Stuart MacDonald OBE,

programme, both national and at Chapter

our detailed responses to ever increasing

went well beyond the scoping of this year’s

level is excellent and our Awards now lead

numbers of Government consultations are,

architectural celebration. In consultation

the way for the built environment sector. As

as I commented last time, the “day job”.

with the six RIAS Chapters, many members,

this report demonstrates, membership too is
steadily on the rise.

In 2008 our then new RIAS Secretary,

senior RIAS staff, particularly the Secretary

Neil Baxter, set the Incorporation a challenge.

and representatives of many of our partner

He argued that simply celebrating our

organisations for the Festival, Stuart

centenary in 2016, while serving the interests

and Eleanor provided a template for the

of members to a degree, would not take

profession and its role in the community. Our

maximum advantage of the opportunity.

next annual report will tell.

He proposed instead a year-long public
facing festival and that we should encourage
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The last eight years have been a period
of consolidation of the RIAS’ core mission

Enjoy your Annual Report.

Willie Watt
President, RIAS
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Annual Report
Report of the Council
for the year ended 31 december 2015
The members of Council of the
Royal Incorporation of Architects
in Scotland (“RIAS”) are pleased
to present their annual report
together with the consolidated
financial statements of the
Incorporation and its subsidiary
for the year ended 31 December
2015.
The report and financial
statements are prepared in
accordance with the Royal
Charter and Bye-Laws of the
Incorporation, the provisions
of ‘Accounting and Reporting
by Charities: the Statement
of Recommended Practice
applicable to charities preparing
their accounts in accordance
with the Financial Reporting
Standard for Smaller Entities’
(“the SORP”), published in
2014, and in compliance with
applicable law governing
Scottish charities.

Structure Governance and
Management

Objectives and Activities
The principal object of the Incorporation is

The Incorporation is operated under the rules

to promote the value of architecture and

of its Royal Charter and Byelaws, originally

architects in Scotland. The full list of Objects

granted in May 1922, and most recently

is set out in paragraph 5 of the Charter. There

revised in December 2003. It is a registered

have been no changes in objectives since the

Scottish charity (reference SC 002753).

last annual report.

The Incorporation is a membership

Much of the activity supporting the

body with six Chapters and six categories

objectives is undertaken by the subsidiary

of membership: honorary fellow, fellow,

trading company, RIAS Services Limited

associate, honorary affiliate, affiliate and

which pays its profits over to the charity by

student membership. Applications for

gift aid. The company provides a range of

membership are approved by the Council

services to individual members, architectural

and members sign a declaration confirming

practices and other organisations. This

adherence to the RIAS Charter and Byelaws.

includes a subscription service for

Management of the Incorporation is the

architectural practices, CPD for members,

responsibility of the members of the Council,

a bookshop, running events including the

who are elected or co-opted under the terms

annual convention and consultancy services

of the Byelaws and who are charity trustees

including architectural competitions. There

for the purposes of charity law. Members of

is also a publishing arm, which publishes the

Council may be appointed by election from

RIAS/Landmark Trust Series of Illustrated

the membership, by Chapter nomination or

Architectural Guides and other titles as well

through co-option by Council in accordance

as the production of an on-line Directory of

with the rules set out in the Byelaws. The

Practices with an associated publication.

names of officers and other members of

The Incorporation itself organises

Council who served during the year are

membership events including annual

shown on page 95.

architectural awards, produces a quarterly

The Council is required to meet at

journal and learned society publications

least four times each year and has overall

and generally promotes the profession and

responsibility for the strategic management

campaigns on its behalf. In particular, in its

and operations of the Incorporation

centenary year of 2016, the Incorporation is

(including governance responsibilities under

playing host to the Festival of Architecture,

charity law). A formal induction for Council

joined by over one hundred partner

members is given at the beginning of the first

organisations including the RIAS Chapters.

meeting each year, which includes training on

Within the Scottish Government’s officially

relevant regulations and the responsibilities

designated Year of Innovation, Architecture

of trustees. Management in specific areas

and Design, the Festival, with financial

is overseen by means of sub-committees

support from the Government and industry,

and day to day management is delegated to

will be the most ambitious year-long

the Secretary & Treasurer and staff of the

celebration ever of any nation’s architecture.

Incorporation with their remuneration being

The Festival’s main goal will be to engage the

set by the Council.

public as widely as possible with Scotland’s
architecture and its potential to improve lives.
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Achievements and Performance

The President led an RIAS delegation on
a ‘Construction Learning Journey’ to Japan,

Membership

largely funded by Scottish Development
International.

Active recruitment of past students, previous
members and new student members saw

system could be improved. It is also seeking
to participate in the oral evidence sessions.
Following the introduction of the new
CDM Regulations the Incorporation has
carried out an update of all its contractual

Events

documents and Standard Forms of

members, 184 students, 2 affiliate members

The Dundee Convention included

attended by over 80 members to inform

and 49 reinstatements. 12 Fellowships and 14

presentations from many major international

architects on the changes in legislation.

Hon Fellowships were awarded. Regrettably,

figures, including Maja Sipus, Eric Carlson,

44 members resigned and 36 deaths were

Sebastien Jouan and Bristol’s Mayor, George

Scottish Affairs Committee’s inquiry into the

reported. Although we had 48 retirals and 10

Ferguson PPRIBA. Our Cross Party Group

creative industries in Scotland, engaging with

removals for non-payment, we are up on fee

at the Parliament hosted lively meetings on

the Scottish Government about the review

paying membership by 51 and by the year end,

Festival of Architecture 2016 and Irish Design

of Scottish Public Sector Procurement in

had 449 more members overall than in 2014.

2015.

construction and facilitating feedback from its

the Incorporation welcome 81 new full

The overall increase means that our member
count reached 4820, once again a record!

Politics and PR and International
Liaison

The Incorporation held a drinks reception
in Edinburgh to celebrate the 21st edition of

The Incorporation has responded to the

members.
The RIAS Conservation Accreditation

the RIAS Quarterly. The Fellows’ Summer and

scheme received 27 applications in 2015.

Winter Receptions were busy and convivial.

14 of these were from new applicants

Sir Kenneth Calman Hon FRIAS addressed

wishing to obtain conservation architecture

the Fellows Dinner.

accreditation, and 12 from practitioners

Our media profile has continued positive,
with excellent coverage on television, radio

Appointment and organised a CPD event

wishing to re-new. One practitioner has

HQ and Governance

successfully upgraded from Accredited

to 174 substantive articles at national level,

Pat Lally, Hon FRIAS, Special Advisor to the
Secretary, retired from the Incorporation

the Secondary Legislation of the Historic

significant social media and a very good
number of items in local press from the

in April after 7 years, Gerry Grams

Chapters. The Incorporation participated in

FRIAS, Co-Director of the Festival left in

filmed interviews for the BBC and STV.

June as did Jane Macfarlane, Events and

and in specialist and general press, running

The President and/or Secretary met

Communications Officer. Laura Sandilands,

to Advanced. The RIAS has responded to
Environment Scotland Act 2014.
In 2015 our Energy Design Certification
scheme continued to grow at an increasing
rate. The number of dwellings covered by a
certificate has now reached more than 6,250

a number of Government Ministers, SNP

Festival Co-ordinator left in October. In

backbenchers and senior opposition

July, Hayley Kyle joined the Finance &

members, including meetings with First

Administration department, followed by

Minister, Nicola Sturgeon, and MSPs/MPs

Emma Lucas who took up the position of

Claire Baker, Sarah Boyack, the Scottish

Events and Communications Assistant. Karen

Conservative Leader, Ruth Davidson,

Cunningham was appointed Co-Director

Fergus Ewing, Linda Fabiani, Baroness

of the Festival of Architecture in February,

Annabel Goldie, Scottish Green Party Co-

assuming the Directorship in June. Project

Convenor, Patrick Harvie, Derek Mackay,

Officer, Elizabeth Baillie, was appointed in

The Incorporation continued to support the

Mike Mackenzie, Mike Russell, Drew Smith

July, followed by Sabrina Leruste and Sheree

Association of Scottish Schools of Architecture

and Jean Urquhart, as well as meetings with

Ramage as Co-ordinators from October.

(ASSA) with financial services and meeting

Cabinet Secretary Fiona Hyslop.

Michael Jarvis FRIAS took over the post of

facilities as required. We also contributed to

Head of Certification from January.

the RIBA’s ongoing consultation on the future

The President and Secretary had
constructive exchanges with A+DS Chair,
Karen Anderson and CEO, Jim MacDonald
and with the RIAI, RIBA and RSUA Presidents.

and the total value of warrantable works
stands at nearly £640m with over 1,600 EPCs
lodged in the Scottish EPC Register. The
scheme’s new website will include the launch
of a non-domestic certification option.

Education/CPD

of architectural education.

Practice
Awards

Liaison continued with international embassies

The Incorporation is participating in the ‘root

and consulates, in particular with the Danish,

and branch’ planning review, gathering views

65 submissions for the fourth year of the

Dutch and Norwegian Embassies/Consulates.

and ideas about how the Scottish planning

RIAS Awards resulted in 12 awards. The
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Annual Report
Report of the Council
for the year ended 31 december 2015
Lifetime Achievement Award went to
Professor Robin Webster OBE FRIAS at the
Awards Dinner in Edinburgh. The touring
exhibition of the 2014 Doolan Award visited 6
Chapter venues.
The RIAS Andrew Doolan Best Building
in Scotland Award 2015 was judged by Willie
Watt PRIAS (Chair), Dame Barbara Kelly Hon
FRIAS, Peter McIlhenny FRIAS, Margaret
Richards FRIAS and Neil Baxter (Advisor).
The award went to Sutherland Hussey Harris
for West Burn Lane, St Andrews, presented
by the Cabinet Secretary and Mrs Margaret
Doolan Hon FRIAS at the National Museum
of Scotland in November.
The annual RIAS/A+DS student awards
were judged by Past President Iain Connelly,
Graham Ross FRIAS, Architecture and Design
Scotland Deputy Chair, Ian Gilzean FRIAS,
Chief Architect, Scottish Government and
Hiroaki Kimura Hon FRIAS who gave the
inaugural Andy MacMillan Lecture at the
presentation. The Rowand Anderson Silver
Medal was won by Holly Gardner from the

Consultations
The Incorporation responded to consultations
on the changes proposed to Building
Standards Better Regulation – Building
Standards Review – 2015 and the Evaluation
of the Performance of Local Authorities as
Building Standards Verifiers. In planning, as
well as the wide ranging Planning Review,
there was a further consultation on Permitted

Glasgow and The Tron, Edinburgh were
concluded, with Simpson and Brown

appointment process was launched for
Knockroon Learning and Enterprise Campus.
The contractor appointment was lodged for
Aberdeen Performing Arts.

Chapters
Chapter engagement and activity is key
to the Incorporation’s engagement with
members throughout Scotland. The Chapters
continue to provide lively and varied CPD,
awards, political lobbying, annual dinners
and other events which are fully reported
in the Quarterly. The Chapters are all to be
commended for the consistent quality and
value of their volunteer endeavour.
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and community based initiatives and
publications. The Festival’s main goal will be
to engage the widest possible public with
Scotland’s architecture and its potential to
improve lives.

Panels and Domestic Air Source Heat Pumps.

RIAS members, who participate in Chapter

The Incorporation participated in the review of
the standards which constitute the ARB Code.
The RIAS’ views were sought on the
Conservation of Cultural Heritage - Guidelines
for Improving Energy Performance of Historic
Buildings, Historic Scotland Grants, Managing
Change Guidance Notes, Measuring Success
of Historic Environment Strategy in Scotland.
Other consultations on accessibility and
design were responded to as was the
Inclusive Design Strategy consultation from
Network Rail.

and HQ committees and activities, RIAS
President Willie Watt, Past President Iain
Connelly, our Committee Chairs, Convenor of
the Festival, David Dunbar PPRIAS, PPC and
Council, the Secretary and the staff team are
commended for their hard work throughout
2015.

Financial Review and Results for the
Year
The results for the year are set out in the
Statement of Financial Activities (SOFA) on

Honorary Fellowships were presented to Sir
Kenneth Calman, Richard Carr, Hugh Dutton,
Prof Hiroaki Kimura, Lorraine Landels, David
Narro and Ian White.

page 102, which shows the consolidated
income and expenditure for the charity and
its subsidiary trading company, RIAS Services
Limited. Separate results for the charity
alone are shown in the Income & Expenditure
account on page 103 and results for the
subsidiary company are summarised in note

Architects and Lee Boyd Architects,
respectively appointed. The Design Team

active part in a series of events, educational

Acknowledgements

Honorary Fellowships

Competitions for the Willow Tea Rooms,

culture. The RIAS Chapters are also taking an

Development Rights on: Non-Domestic Solar

Mackintosh School of Architecture.

Consultancy/Competitions

environment and the breadth of Scotland’s

Future Plans
2016 is the centenary of the founding of
the Royal Incorporation. In addition to a
number of events for members which
will mark this important anniversary, the
Incorporation is also playing host to the
Festival of Architecture 2016. Within the
Scottish Government’s officially designated
Year of Innovation, Architecture and Design,
the Festival, with financial support from the
Government and industry, will be the most
ambitious ever year-long celebration of any
nation’s architecture.
We are fortunate to have been joined
in the Festival by over one hundred partner
organisations with an interest in the built

6 on page 107.
The accounts this year have been
prepared under a revised Statement of
Recommended Practice for Charities in
conjunction with the Financial Reporting
Standard for Smaller Entities (also revised).
As a result there has been some change
to the format of the accounts with more
detailed information on the comparative
figures and the removal of governance costs
as a separate item in the SOFA. There will be
further changes next year with the application
of the Financial Reporting Standard, FRS 102.
The overall result for the year, as set
out in the SOFA, shows an increase in
funds of £95,939, comprising an increase

RIAS Quarterly Summer 2016

of £98,911 in unrestricted funds, a decrease

now include governance costs in line with

of £4,315 in restricted income funds and an

revised accounting practice as set out above.

increase of £1,343 in the Martin Jones Award

Awards & grants income and expenditure

endowment fund. In comparison the previous

both showed a small increase over 2014.

year showed an overall decrease in funds

The Incorporation derives profits from

of £15,843 though expenditure in that year

its trading subsidiary, RIAS Services Limited,

included an exceptional item of £65,519 for

which are paid over to the charity under

refurbishment costs.

gift aid as a contribution to expenditure on

A major activity during the year was

membership activities. The results for the

planning and development for the ‘Festival

subsidiary company are summarised in note

of Architecture’ in 2016, which is also the

6 on page 107 and show an increased net

Incorporation’s centenary year as well as the

profit of £36,939, compared to a net profit

Scottish Government’s officially designated

of £10,875 in the previous year. Particular

year of ‘Innovation, Architecture and Design’.

areas of improvement were in services to

Grant funding and sponsorship of £257,467

architectural practices and consultancy

was received for this in the year, comprising

services including architectural competitions.

£100,000 from Event Scotland for Festival

Work on producing an on-line version of the

events, £50,000 from Creative Scotland

Tenement Handbook (‘Under One Roof’)

for festival development, £50,000 from the

commenced during the year with initial

Scottish Government for staff costs of the

expenditure of £48,851 on subcontracted

Festival director, £37,467 in contributions from

services. A total amount of £105,000 was

architectural practices and £20,000 in other

received for this project during the year from

sponsorship (see note 5 to the accounts).

local authorities and others and £56,149 of

Expenditure on Festival development

this has been deferred as the contract is

amounted to £430,516 as set out in note

expected to break even over its duration

10. This includes £155,700 paid out in initial

and income has been recognised to match

grants to 11 partner organisations for running

expenditure to date.

Festival events, £182,456 in staff costs

21) comprise the awards and prize funds, the

allocation of £49,805 for central support

benevolent fund, the Festival of Architecture

costs. This results in a net cost of £173,049 for

fund, the Scottish Community projects

Festival development but this is more than

fund (SCPF) and the ASSA fund, held for

covered by increased income and reduced

continuing work of the former Association

expenditure in other areas.

of Scottish Schools of Architecture. Income
in the year includes £257,467 for the Festival

Incorporation is membership subscriptions

as noted above, which was all expended

and these showed an increase of 7%

during the year. Other income comprised

providing income of £571,322, which

sponsorship and donations of £52,000 for the

represents 52% of the unrestricted gross

various awards and £3,000 for ASSA. There

income for the year. This reflects both an

was no grant income for SCPF this year and

increase in membership numbers and a

the fund is currently closed due to lack of

small increase in subscription rates as well as

funds. Total restricted income funds carried

some members on a reduced subscription

forward amount to £78,835.

returning to the full amount. There was

The Incorporation relies on advice from
external investment advisers for discretionary
management of its listed investments.
The investment objective is to achieve a
balance between income and capital growth
with a medium risk strategy. The capital
performance of both portfolios fell short of
expectations due to falling world stock and
bond markets and resulted in a net loss over
the year of £2,162 on listed investments held
in the general fund and a net loss of £3,141 in
the Martin Jones investment portfolio.
The Incorporation holds one sixth of the
share capital of Scottish Buildings Contract
Committee Ltd (SBCC) as an unlisted
investment. The estimated valuation of this
investment, based on the latest available
balance sheet, is £27,058 - an increase of
£5,315 in the year (see note 16).
The Incorporation also holds a rare book
as a longer term investment - an original
volume of poems by Robert Burns, ‘The
Kilmarnock Edition’. The current market value
is considered to approximate to its original
cost in 2012 of £40,250.

The restricted income funds (see note

directly attributable to the Festival and an

The main source of income for the

Investments

The value of the Martin Jones Award

a significant decrease in expenditure on

endowment fund has increased marginally

membership activities due to staff resources

to £230,383, which includes investments at a

and central overheads being diverted to

valuation of £194,418. No prizes were paid out

Festival development. Membership costs

this year.

Funds & Reserves Policy
The various funds of the Incorporation
and movements over the year are detailed
in note 21 on page 110, which shows total
funds carried forward of £1,085,593. This
includes £230,383 in the endowment
fund and £78,835 in restricted income
funds, as commented on above. A total
of £329,366 is held in designated funds at
the year-end and includes an amount of
£80,000 which has been set aside from
net income in the year for expenditure on
the Festival of Architecture in 2016. Of the
remaining amount designated, £240,667
represents tangible fixed assets and unlisted
investments, which are not readily realisable
and the balance of £8,699 (including £3,000
designated during the year) has been set
aside as a contingency fund for non-routine
expenditure by the Chapters.
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There remains a balance of £267,955

Risk Management

inappropriate to presume that the charity
will continue in operation.

in the general fund representing the free
reserves of the charity. This is equivalent

The President and senior members meet with

to just over 3 months of unrestricted

staff on a regular basis to review the activities

expenditure in the year and it is the policy

and to ensure that key objectives are met.

for keeping proper accounting records that

of the trustees to maintain this level of free

At each of their meetings, the members

disclose with reasonable accuracy at any

reserves to provide a reasonable cushion

of Council are presented with a financial

time the financial position of the charity and

for unknown contingencies and enable the

performance report based on the agreed

enable them to ensure that the financial

Incorporation to participate in opportunities

budget for the year.

statements comply with the Charities and

for the benefit of the profession. This has

The members of Council confirm that

The Council members are responsible

Trustee Investment (Scotland) Act 2005, the

particular relevance this year in view of the

the major risks to which the Incorporation is

Charities Accounts (Scotland) Regulations

forthcoming Festival of Architecture in 2016.

exposed have been reviewed and that systems

2006 (as amended) and the provisions of

have been established to mitigate those risks.

the charity’s constitution. They are also

Asset Valuation
The book value of tangible fixed assets is
represented by the revaluation reserve of
£179,054 with the balance of £173,359 in the
designated fixed asset fund (£352,413 in total).
The written down amounts of £311,855 for
heritable property and £21,825 for antique
and fine art furnishings include assets which
were revalued in 1987 and 1988 respectively.
In the opinion of the trustees the current
market value of these assets is considerably
in excess of the current book values shown
in the accounts. A valuation for the heritable
property in July 2007 indicated a market value
in the range £1.2 to £1.3 million at that time.

responsible for safeguarding the assets of the

Statement of Responsibilities of
the Council Members in Relation to
Financial Statements and Accounting
Records

In view of the uniqueness of the year 2016 as
the RIAS centenary and year of the Festival,
an overall deficit budget of £53,000 has
been set, which incorporates a contribution
of £155,000 to the Festival by RIAS. Every
effort will be made to contain expenditure
so as to reduce this deficit, which in any
case is covered by the amount of £80,000
designated in the 2015 accounts as above.
Continued grant funding, which has already
been secured for the Festival in 2016, includes
a further £240,000 from Event Scotland,
£120,000 from Creative Scotland and £50,000

100

The Council members are responsible for
and financial information included on the

the charity, are responsible for preparing

charity’s website. Legislation in the United

the Report of the Council and the financial

Kingdom governing the preparation and

statements in accordance with applicable law

dissemination of financial statements may

and United Kingdom Accounting Standards

differ from legislation in other jurisdictions.

(United Kingdom Generally Accepted
Accounting Practice).

Statement of Disclosure to Auditors

The law applicable to charities in Scotland
requires the Council members to prepare

In so far as the Council members are aware:

financial statements for each financial year
•

there is no relevant audit information of

of affairs of the charity and the group and

which the charity’s auditor is unaware;

of the incoming resources and application

and

of resources of the charitable group for

•

the Council members have taken all steps

that period. In preparing these financial

that they ought to have taken to make

statements, the Council members are

themselves aware of any relevant audit

required to:

information and to establish that the
auditor is aware of that information.

•
•

select suitable accounting policies and
then apply them consistently;

Approved by the members of Council and

observe the methods and principles in

signed on their behalf by:

the Charities SORP 2015 (FRSSE);
•

make judgements and estimates that are
reasonable and prudent;

•

state whether applicable accounting

Willie Watt PRIAS

standards have been followed, subject

President

to any material departures disclosed and

£130,000 anticipated from sponsorship and
budgeted at a similar level to 2015.

other irregularities.

The members of Council, as trustees of

from the Scottish Government with a further
other sources. Income from other activities is

the prevention and detection of fraud and

the maintenance and integrity of the charity

which give a true and fair view of the state

Future Prospects

charity and hence taking reasonable steps for

explained in the financial statements;
•

prepare the financial statements on
the going concern basis unless it is

RIAS Quarterly Summer 2016

Independent Auditors’ Report
to the council of the rias for the year ended 31 december 2015
We have audited the financial statements

statements in accordance with applicable law

of The Royal Incorporation of Architects in

and International Standards on Auditing (UK

the requirements of the Charities and

Scotland for the year ended 31 December

and Ireland). Those standards require us to

Trustee Investment (Scotland) Act 2005

2015, which comprise the statement

comply with the Auditing Practices Board’s

and regulation 6 and 8 of the Charities

of financial activities, the income and

(APB’s) Ethical Standards for Auditors.

Accounts (Scotland) Regulations 2006 (as

•

amended).

expenditure account, the balance sheet,
the statement of total recognised gains
and losses and related notes. The financial

have been prepared in accordance with

Scope of the audit of the financial
statements

reporting framework that has been applied

Matters on which we are required to
report by exception

in their preparation is applicable law and the

An audit involves obtaining evidence about

Financial Reporting Standard for Smaller

the amounts and disclosures in the financial

We have nothing to report in respect of the

Entities (effective January 2015) (United

statements sufficient to give reasonable

following matters where the Charity Accounts

Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting

assurance that the financial statements are

(Scotland) Regulations 2006 (as amended)

Practice applicable to Smaller Entities).

free from material misstatement, whether

requires us to report to you if, in our opinion:

This report is made solely to the

caused by fraud or error. This includes an

members of Council (the charity’s trustees),

assessment of: whether the accounting

as a body, in accordance with section 44(1)

policies are appropriate to the group’s and

(c) of the Charities and Trustee Investment

parent charity’s circumstances and have

(Scotland) Act 2005 and regulation 10 of the

been consistently applied and adequately

Charities Accounts (Scotland) Regulations

disclosed; the reasonableness of significant

2006 (as amended). Our audit work has

accounting estimates made by the trustees;

been undertaken so that we might state to

and the overall presentation of the financial

the charity’s trustees those matters we are

statements. In addition, we read all the

required to state to them in an auditor’s

financial and non-financial information in the

report and for no other purpose. To the

Report of the Council to identify any material

and explanations we require for our

fullest extent permitted by law, we do not

inconsistencies with the audited financial

audit.

accept or assume responsibility to anyone

statements and to identify any information

other than the Incorporation and the

that is apparently materially incorrect based

Incorporation’s trustees as a body, for our

on, or materially inconsistent with, the

Springfords LLP

audit work, for this report, or for the opinions

knowledge acquired by us in the course of

Chartered Accountants

we have formed.

performing the audit. If we become aware

and Statutory Auditor

of any apparent material misstatements or

Dundas House, Westfield Park,

Respective responsibilities of
trustees and auditor

inconsistencies we consider the implications

Eskbank, Edinburgh

for our report.

11th March 2015

As explained more fully in the Statement of

Opinion on financial statements

Eligible to act as an auditor in terms of section

the information given in the Report of
the Council is inconsistent in any material
respect with the financial statements; or

•

proper accounting records have not been
kept; or

•

the parent charity’s financial statements
are not in agreement with the accounting
records and returns; or

•

we have not received all the information

1212 of the Companies Act 2006.

Responsibilities of the Council members set
out on pages 9- 10, the members of Council,

•

In our opinion the financial statements:

as trustees of the charity, are responsible for
the preparation of the financial statements

•

give a true and fair view of the state of

and for being satisfied that they give a true

the group’s and the parent charity’s affairs

and fair view.

as at 31 December 2015 and of the group’s

We have been appointed as auditor

incoming resources and application of

under section 44(1)(c) of the Charities and
Trustee Investment (Scotland) Act 2005 and

resources, for the year then ended;
•

have been properly prepared in

report in accordance with regulations made

accordance with United Kingdom

under that Act. Our responsibility is to audit

Generally Accepted Accounting Practice

and express an opinion on the financial

applicable to Smaller Entities; and
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Consolidated Statement of Financial Activities
		
Unrestricted
Restricted
Endowment
Total
2015

2014 as restated

		
£
£
£
£

£

Notes

Funds

Income Funds

Fund

Total

Income
Charitable activities						
Membership subscriptions

2

571,322

-

-

571,322

Membership activities

3

55,526

-

-

55,526

43,573

Awards & grants

4

47,790

55,000

-

102,790

97,000

Festival of Architecture

5

-

257,467

-

257,467

27,500

532,565

Trading activities						
Services to architects

6

220,130

-

-

220,130

Publications & products

6

73,136

-

-

73,136

74,814

Consultancy & other services

6

113,188

-

-

113,188

40,330

209,064

4,450

-

-

4,450

-

7

9,944

-

6,028

15,972

15,883

Total Income		

1,095,486

312,467

6,028

1,413,981

1,040,729

Rental income		
Investment income

						
Expenditure
Charitable activities						
Membership activities

8

406,733

-

-

406,733

497,874

Awards & grants expenditure

9

50,431

59,315

1,544

111,290

104,759

10

173,049

257,467

-

430,516

79,584

Building refurbishment		

-

-

-

-

65,519

Festival of Architecture

Raising funds						
Trading activities:						
Services to architects

6

162,640

-

-

162,640

165,777

Publications & products

6

90,194

-

-

90,194

103,278

Consultancy & other services

6

116,681

-

-

116,681

44,278

Total Expenditure		

999,728

316,782

1,544

1,318,054

1,061,069

Net income / (expenditure)		

95,758

(4,315)

4,484

95,927

(20,340)

						
Other recognised gains and losses						
Net gain / (loss) on investment assets		

3,153

-

(3,141)

12

4,497

Net Movement in Funds		

98,911

(4,315)

1,343

95,939

(15,843)

Funds brought forward 		

677,464

83,150

229,040

989,654

1,005,497

Funds carried forward

776,375

78,835

230,383

1,085,593

989,654

21

The comparative figures for 2014 have been restated in accordance

their accounts in accordance with the Financial Reporting Standard for

with the format prescribed by ‘Accounting and Reporting by Charities:

Smaller Entities’, effective from January 2015. In particular governance

Statement of Recommended Practice applicable to charities preparing

costs of £44,265 in 2014 have been included in membership activities.

The notes on pages 105 to 111 form part of these financial statements.
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Consolidated and Charity Income and Expenditure Accounts
		
Notes

Group		
2015

2014 as restated

Charity
2015

2014 as restated

		
£
£
£
£
Income					
Membership subscriptions

2

571,322

532,565

571,322

532,565

Membership activities

3

55,526

43,573

55,526

43,573

Awards & grants income

4

102,790

97,000

102,790

97,000

Festival of Architecture income

5

257,467

27,500

257,467

27,500

Turnover from trading activities

6

410,904

324,208

4,450

10,875

Gift aid donation due from subsidiary		

-

-

36,939

Recharge of support costs to subsidiary		

-

-

90,769

81,423

15,972

15,883

15,972

15,883

1,413,981

1,040,729

1,135,235

808,819

Investment income

7

Total income

					
Expenditure					
Membership activities

8

406,733

497,874

406,733

497,874

Awards & grants expenditure

9

111,290

104,759

111,290

104,759

10

430,516

79,584

430,516

79,584

Building refurbishment		

-

65,519

-

65,519

369,515

313,333

90,769

81,423

Festival of Architecture expenditure
Expenditure on trading activities

6

Total expenditure		
1,318,054
1,061,069
1,039,308
829,159
					
Net operating (expenditure) / income for the year		

95,927

(20,340)

95,927

Net realised gain on sale of fixed asset investments		

(253)

437

(253)

437

95,674

(19,903)

Net (expenditure) / income for the financial year		
95,674
(19,903)

(20,340)

All income and expenditure is attributable to continuing operations in each financial year.

Consolidated Statement of Total Recognised Gains and Losses

		
2015
2014

Group and Charity		
£
£
Net (expenditure) / income for the financial year		

95,674

(19,903)

Net unrealised gain on fixed asset investments		

265

4,060

Net recognised (losses) / gains for the financial year 		
95,939
(15,843)
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Consolidated and Charity Balance Sheets at 31 December 2015
		
Notes

Group		
2015

Charity

2014

2015

2014

		
£
£
£
£
Fixed Assets					
Tangible assets

15

352,413

355,187

352,413

355,187

Listed Investments

16

265,483

272,549

265,483

272,549

Unlisted investments

16

67,308

61,993

67,308

61,993

6

-

-

100

100

Investment in subsidiary at cost

		
685,204
689,729
685,304
689,829
Current Assets					
Stocks and work in progress

17

56,263

52,856

19,878

13,836

Debtors

18

225,194

78,213

131,333

20,963

Current asset investments

19

75,000

85,000

75,000

85,000

Cash at bank and in hand		

587,083

526,287

578,008

516,287

742,356

605,374

636,086

495,719

Creditors					
Amounts falling due within one year

20

543,151

442,431

403,930

336,261

					
Net Current Assets		

400,389

299,925

400,289

299,825

					
Net Assets		
1,085,593
989,654
1,085,593
989,654
					
Funds					
Unrestricted Funds					
General fund

21

267,955

252,908

267,955

Revaluation reserve

24

179,054

182,054

179,054

182,054

Designated funds

21

329,366

242,502

329,366

242,502

252,908

Total Unrestricted Funds		
776,375
677,464
776,375
677,464
					
Restricted Funds					
Endowment fund

21

230,383

229,040

230,383

229,040

Restricted income funds

21

78,835

83,150

78,835

83,150

Total Restricted Funds		

309,218

312,190

309,218

312,190

					
Total Funds

1,085,593

989,654

1,085,593

989,654

The financial statements on pages 102 to 104, which have been prepared in accordance with the Financial Reporting Standard for Smaller Entities
(effective January 2015), were approved by the Council members on 16 March 2016 and are signed on their behalf by:

Willie Watt PRIAS

Doug Read PPRIAS

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS

President

Member of Council

Secretary and Treasurer

The notes on pages 105 to 111 form part of these financial statements.
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Notes to the Financial Statements
for the year ended 31 december 2015
1. Accounting Policies
Basis of Accounting and Consolidation
The financial statements have been prepared under the historic cost
convention, as modified by the revaluation of certain fixed assets, and
in accordance with Accounting and Reporting by Charities: Statement
of Recommended Practice applicable to charities preparing their

Expenditure and cost allocations
All expenditure is accounted for on an accruals basis. Wherever
possible costs are attributed directly to charitable and trading
activities. Governance costs are attributed to membership activities
and the remaining administrative support and central management
costs are allocated to activities on the bases shown below, which
amounted to the following proportions in 2015:

accounts in accordance with the Financial Reporting Standard for
Smaller Entities published on 16/7/14 (the Charities SORP), the Financial

residue of cost after other allocations

Reporting Standard for Smaller Entities - effective January 2015 (the
FRSSE), the Charities and Trustee Investment (Scotland) Act 2005 and

Festival of Architecture

20% (2014 – 0%)
allocated in proportion to staff costs

the Charities Accounts (Scotland) Regulations 2006 (as amended).
The charity has substantial cash reserves, and this cash position

43% (2014 – 65%)

Membership activities

37% (2014 – 35%)

Trading activities turnover

is expected to continue in the future. Through the nature of its

allocated on basis of turnover

operations the trustees assess that the charity is not unduly exposed
to current general economic difficulties. The trustees consider that

Grants payable to projects are fully charged in the period when

the charity will continue in operational existence for the foreseeable

the award is made, unless the offer is conditional in which case the

future and they therefore continue to adopt the going concern basis of

grant is recognised once the conditions have been fulfilled.

accounting in preparing the financial statements.
The financial statements are a consolidation of the Royal

The Incorporation is registered for VAT and expenditure excludes
VAT. Irrecoverable VAT, arising from exempt membership activities and

Incorporation of Architects in Scotland (‘the charity’) and its wholly

non-business activity related to the Festival of Architecture, is shown

owned subsidiary company, RIAS Services Limited (see note 6).

as a separate item under the expenditure for each activity (see notes

Separate results are shown for the charity in the income & expenditure

8 & 10).

account on page 102 and the balance sheet on page 104.
Since the charity is preparing accounts in accordance with
the FRSSE, a cash flow statement is not required. Some of the

Tangible Fixed Assets and Depreciation

comparative figures have been restated in compliance with the revised

From 1 January 2000 all new tangible fixed assets are recorded at

Charities SORP.

historic cost less accumulated depreciation and any provisions for
impairment. Prior to that date, the company’s heritable property,

Income

and its antiques and fine art furnishings had been restated at their

Grants and donations are included when receivable unless there are

and had subsequently reduced by depreciation on those new values.

imposed pre-conditions on use of the funds or the income is for a

Under the transitional arrangements of the FRSSE (paragraph 19.3)

future accounting period. Any grants or donations received for a

the property, antiques and fine art furnishings continue to be treated

particular purpose are allocated to restricted funds.

on that basis. The assets are stated at open market value at the

Membership subscriptions are included in the year for which they
are due.
Turnover from trading activities is stated at invoice value, excluding

open market values at January 1987 and January 1988 respectively

respective valuation dates less accumulated depreciation to date, and
those valuations have not been updated.
Both the heritable property and the antique and fine art

VAT, and is included in the period when a service is delivered, goods

furnishings are depreciated at 2% per annum on a straight line basis.

are made available or an event takes place.

The land associated with the property has not been depreciated.

Investment income from bank deposits and current asset

Other furniture, fittings and office equipment are stated at cost

investments is accrued to the accounts date. Investment income from

less depreciation which is charged by the straight line method

dividends and other sources of income are included when receivable.

over the estimated useful life of each asset at the following rates:

Income referable to future periods or events is included as
deferred income under creditors.

Furniture & Fittings

10% - 25% per annum

Office Equipment

10% - 20% per annum

Computer Equipment

25% - 50% per annum
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Generally assets costing less than £250 are not capitalised in the
balance sheet.
An amount equal to the excess of the annual depreciation charge
on revalued assets over the notional historical cost depreciation
charge on those assets is transferred annually from the revaluation
reserve to the general fund.

Fixed Asset Investments
Listed investments are stated at market value at the balance sheet
date. Gains and losses on revaluation or disposal of investments are
recognised in aggregate in the Statement of Financial Activities.
Investments in unlisted companies are stated at trustees’ valuation,
based on the net asset value shown by the most recent annual
accounts.
Other investments, comprising a rare book, are stated at trustees’
valuation and revalued at least every five years, subject to obtaining
advice on the possibility of material movements between valuations.

Stocks and Work in Progress

Taxation
As a registered charity, the Incorporation is exempt from corporation
tax on its charitable activities. Profits of the trading subsidiary are
paid over to the charity as gift aid and consequently no provision for
corporation tax is required.

Fund Accounting
The Unrestricted general fund is available to be used for any of the
charitable objects at the discretion of the trustees.
Designated funds are set aside by the trustees out of unrestricted
funds for specific purposes or projects.
Restricted funds can only be used for particular purposes within
the objects of the charity as specified by the donor or by the terms of
an appeal or application for the funds.
The Martin Jones Endowment Fund is an expendable endowment
fund, as more fully described in note 22.

2. Membership subscriptions
Restricted 			

Stocks and work in progress of publications, products and stationery
are stated at the lower of cost and net realisable value.

Restricted

Unrestricted

Income

Total

Unrestricted

Income

Total

Funds

Funds

2015

Funds

Funds

2014

£

£

£

£

£

£

398,965

-

398,965

373,907

-

373,907

Joint subscriptions

Debtors

with RIBA

RIAS only subscriptions 172,357

-

172,357

158,658

-

158,658

571,322

-

571,322

532,565

-

532,565

Trade and other debtors are recognised at the settlement amount due.

Current Asset Investments

3. Membership activities income
£

£

£

£

£

£

Quarterly magazine

40,023

-

40,023

34,039

-

34,039

stated at cost. Interest on deposits is accrued to the accounts date and

Japanese delegation

10,600

-

10,600

-

-

-

included in income for the year.

Other income

4,903

-

4,903

9,534

-

9,534

55,526

-

55,526

43,573

-

43,573

Current asset investments, comprising cash on term deposit, are

Creditors and provisions
Creditors and provisions are recognised, at settlement amount, where
the charity has a present obligation resulting from a past event, which

4. Awards and grants income

& donation

amount due can be measured or estimated reliably.

Sponsorship &
other awards

Pension costs represent amounts payable for the accounting period
under defined contribution schemes
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£

£

£

£

£

-

36,000

36,000

-

36,000

36,000

25,250

16,000

41,250

17,250

15,000

32,250

22,540

-

22,540

26,750

-

26,750

-

3,000

3,000

-

2,000

2,000

47,790

55,000

102,790

44,000

53,000

97,000

Doolan Award grant

is likely to result in the transfer of funds to a third party, and the

Pension Costs

£

Awards entry fees
& other income
ASSA contributions
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5. Festival of Architecture income
Restricted 			

Restricted

Unrestricted

Income

Total

Unrestricted

Income

Total

Funds

Funds

2015

Funds

Funds

2014

£

£

£

£

£

£

Scottish Government Grants:						
received for Director’s post

-

50,000

50,000

-

50,000

50,000

deferred grant released

-

37,500

37,500

-

-

-

deferred in year

-

(37,500)

(37,500)

-

(37,500)

(37,500)

Net amount for Director’s post -

50,000

50,000

-

12,500

12,500

-

-

-

15,000

15,000

for strategic vision

-

Creative Scotland:						
for Festival development

-

50,000

50,000

-

-

-

Event Scotland:						
for Festival events

100,000 100,000

-

-

-

37,467

37,467

-

-

-

-

20,000

20,000

-

-

-

-

257,467

257,467

-

27,500

27,500

-

Contributions from Practices Sponsorship of events

2015

2014

£

£

Current Assets
Stocks and work in progress

36,385

39,020

Amount due from the Incorporation

99,084

37,015

Other debtors

93,861

57,250

9,075

10,000

238,405

143,285

Cash at bank

Current Liabilities		
(34,952)

(20,439)

(205,842)

(125,235)

Net Liabilities

(2,389)

(2,389)

Net deficiency in shareholder’s funds

(2,389)

(2,389)

Creditors & accruals
Deferred income

7. Investment income
Unrestricted

Endowment

Total

Unrestricted

Endowment

Total

Funds

Fund

2015

Funds

Fund

2014

£

£

£

£

£

£

Income from listed

6. Trading activities and subsidiary company

investments

3,394

5,996

9,390

3,288

5,626

8,914

The trading activities of the Royal Incorporation of Architects

Bank & loan interest

6,550

32

6,582

6,947

22

6,969

9,944

6,028

15,972

10,235

5,648

15,883

in Scotland are run by its wholly owned subsidiary company,
RIAS Services Limited, which pays over its taxable profits to the

8. Membership activities – expenditure		

Incorporation by gift aid. The Incorporation owns the entire issued
share capital of RIAS Services Ltd, comprising 100 ordinary shares of

2015

2014 Restated

£

£

Chapter grants

33,594

33,061

to the subsidiary to meet the deficiency in its funds (see below). In

RIAS Quarterly journal

42,660

53,127

view of this, a provision of £2,489 has been made against the valuation

Corporate costs

21,897

25,087

of the investment, which is included in creditors in the charity balance

Events, projects & promotion

23,307

14,721

sheet (see note 20).

Membership staff costs

121,751

126,063

£1 each, which is shown at its cost of £100 in the balance sheet of the
charity. The Incorporation has undertaken to provide financial support

Other direct costs

The summarised results of RIAS Services Limited for the year are

Support & governance costs (note 11) *

as follows:

Irrecoverable VAT
Services to

Publications

Consultancy

Total

Total

architects

& products

& other

2015

2014

£

£

£

£

£

220,130

73,136

113,188

406,454

324,208

Direct expenditure

113,481

73,861

91,404

278,746

231,910

Administrative support costs

49,159

16,333

25,277

90,769

81,423

162,640

90,194

116,681

369,515

313,333

Profit for the year				

36,939

10,875

(36,939)

(10,875)

-

-

Turnover

Total expenditure

Gift Aid payable to the Incorporation			
Retained by subsidiary company				

5,865

23,578

145,493

198,422

12,166

23,815

406,733

497,874

* Governance costs of £44,265 in 2014 have been reallocated to
membership expenditure as ‘governance’ is no longer shown as a
separate cost heading in the statement of financial activities under the
revised statement of recommended practice for charities. Governance
costs are analysed in note 11.

The assets and liabilities of the subsidiary company at 31 December
2015 were as follows:
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£

9. Awards and grants expenditure
Unrestricted

Restricted

Endowment

Total

Glasgow Institute of Architects		

42,000

Funds

Income Funds

Fund

2015

Edinburgh Architectural Association		

28,000

£

£

£

£

-

25,000

-

25,000

Doolan Award prize

1,200

19,300

-

20,500

Awards events, judging & other

Other awards

31,764

11,000

-

42,764

Staff costs

17,467

-

-

17,467

Investment management

-

-

1,544

1,544

ASSA payments

-

4,000

-

4,000

Community project grants

-

15

-

15

50,431

59,315

1,544

111,290

				

Aberdeen Society of Architects		

17,500

Children in Scotland		

14,000

National Museums Scotland 		

14,000

National Galleries of Scotland		

14,000

Royal Scottish Academy		

10,500

Other grants (to 4 organisations)		

15,700

Total grants paid		

155,700

11. Support and governance costs
Support

Governance

Total

Support

Governance

Total

				

Total

Costs

Costs

2015

Costs

Costs

2014

				

2014

£

£

£

£

£

£

Management & admin staff 128,695 21,386

£

£

£

£

Previous year costs:				
-

25,000

-

25,000

1,200

10,000

-

11,200

38,200

11,000

-

49,200

16,781

-

-

16,781

Investment management

-

-

1,561

1,561

Community project grants

-

1,017

-

1,017

56,181

47,017

1,561

104,759

Doolan Award prize
Other awards
Awards events, judging & other
Staff costs

150,081

124,696

25,838

150,534

41,123

2,164

43,287

35,113

1,849

36,962

45,479

2,394

47,873

52,191

2,746

54,937

Other administrative costs29,029

1,528

30,557

23,580

1,874

25,454

Audit fee

-

5,650

5,650

-

5,500

5,500

Council meetings & travel

-

8,619

8,619

-

6,458

6,458

41,741 286,067

235,580

44,265

279,845

Office admin costs
Occupancy costs

Total

244,326

Support and governance costs are allocated as follows:

10. Festival of Architecture expenditure
		

Restricted 			

Restricted

2015

2014

£

£
198,422

Unrestricted

Income

Total

Unrestricted

Income

Total

Funds

Funds

2015

Funds

Funds

2014

Membership activities (Note 8)

145,493

£

£

£

£

£

£

Festival of Architecture (Note 10)

49,805

-

Partnership grants (see below) -

155,700

155,700

-

-

-

Trading activities (Note 6)

90,769

81,423

-

3,000

-

-

-

Total

286,067

279,845

2015

2014

£

£

Cost of events

3,000
115,238

67,218

182,456

42,287

12,500

54,787

Marketing & publicity

-

21,470

21,470

6,011

15,000

21,011

Other development costs

-

13,079

13,079

3,786

-

3,786

49,805

-

49,805

-

-

-

Staff costs

Support & governance
costs
Irrecoverable VAT

5,006

-

5,006

-

-

-

173,049

257,467

430,516

52,084

27,500

79,584

All grants are institutional and payable to partner organisations for
running events in the Festival of Architecture in 2016. Initial grants of
£155,700 have been paid out to 11 organisations during 2015 as follows:

12. Expenditure

Auditor’s remuneration
Depreciation charge
Loss on disposal of tangible fixed assets

5,650

5,500

14,029

13,026

414

131

13. Staff details
The average numbers of staff and costs (including consultant staff) for
each activity during the year were:
		
Number

			

2015		

2014

Cost

Cost

Number

£		£

Membership activities
4.0

139,218

Festival of Architecture

5.0

182,456

1.5

54,787

Trading activities

5.0

139,513

4.5

130,103

(including awards)

Support & governance
Totals
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4.5

142,844

4.0

150,081

4.0

150,534

18.0

611,268

14.5

478,268
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16. Fixed asset investments

Total staff costs are analysed as follows:
£		£
Salaries		
444,995 		
390,598
39,506 		

Pension costs		

12,483 		11,680

Total employed staff		

496,984 		438,228

Less: Disposals at opening book value

Consultant staff		

108,507 		25,214

Net (loss) / gain on revaluation

Other staff costs		

5,777 		14,826
611,268 		

478,268

In 2015 one member of staff had emoluments between £80,000 and

2014

£

£

268,591

261,678

Listed UK Securities

Social security costs		

35,950

2015

Market value at 1 January 2015
Add: Acquisitions in year at cost

350

21,287

(7,931)

(13,396)

(5,050)

(978)

255,960

268,591

9,523

3,958

Market value at 31 December 2015

265,483

272,549

Historical cost at 31 December 2015

229,316

233,341

194,418

198,752

Investment cash accounts

£90,000 (between £70,000 and £80,000 in 2014).
In addition an amount of £ 3,992 (2014 - £3,761) was paid into a

The above investments are held for the following funds:

defined contribution pension scheme for this employee.
Martin Jones Award endowment fund

14. Related parties

Unrestricted general fund

Travel expenses of £6,324 (2014 - £4,458) were reimbursed to 21

Market value at 31 December 2015

71,065

73,797

265,483

272,549

members of Council during the year.
No remuneration was paid to members of Council.

There were no material investments with a value in excess of 10% of

The Secretary & Treasurer, N. Baxter, received loans totalling

the portfolio in either year.

£18,478 during the year under the staff loan scheme in accordance with
the procedure agreed by RIAS Council. The balance at the year-end,
after interest of £298, was £15,776.

SBCC

Rare Book

Total

Total

Note (a)

Note (b)

2015

2014

£

£

£

£

21,743

40,250

61,993

56,955

Unlisted investments

15. Tangible fixed assets

Valuation at 1 January 2015

			Furniture,
Heritable		

Net gain on revaluation

Fittings

Valuation at 31 December 2015

5,315

-

5,315

5,038

27,058

40,250

67,308

61,993

Property

Furnishings

& Equipment

Total

£

£

£

£

402,712

41,375

62,758

506,845

in Scottish Building Contract Committee Ltd, representing a one

Additions

5,462

-

6,207

11,669

sixth share. The valuation has been based on the net asset value

Disposals

-

-

(6,079)

(6,079)

of the company according to its latest available balance sheet at 30

408,174

41,375

62,886

512,435

April 2015.

90,664

18,722

42,272

151,658

5,655

828

7,546

14,029

‘The Kilmarnock Edition’, purchased as an investment in 2012 at a

-

-

(5,665)

(5,665)

cost of £40,250. In the opinion of the trustees the current valuation

96,319

19,550

44,153

160,022

(a) The Incorporation holds 2,500 shares, at a historical cost of £2,500,

Cost or Valuation
At 1st January 2015

At 31st December 2015
Depreciation
At 1st January 2015
Charge for year
On disposals
At 31st December 2015

(b) The rare book is an original volume of poems by Robert Burns,

approximates to the original cost.

Net Book Value
At 31st December 2015

311,855

21,825

18,733

352,413

At 31st December 2014

312,048

22,653

20,486

355,187

Details of revaluations are disclosed in note 24.
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17. Stocks and work in progress
		

21. Movement in funds
Group		

2015

Bookshop stock for resale

2014

Charity

2015

At

Incoming

Resources

Investment

1/1/15

Resources

Expended

Gain/(Loss)

Transfers

31/12/15

£

£

£

£

£

£

(3,141)

-

230,383

£

£

£

£

23,922

24,081

-

-

Publishing stock - completed titles

2,322

4,798

-

-

Publishing stock - work in progress

10,141

10,141

-

-

Stationery & medals

19,878

13,836

19,878

13,836

56,263

52,856

19,878

13,836

18. Debtors
£

£

£

				
Net

2014

£

Endowment Fund:			
Martin Jones Award (Note 22) 229,040 6,028

107,364

16,043

65,592

7,718

71,012

49,447

19,123

842

Prepayments

25,099

5,931

24,899

5,611

Other debtors

21,719

6,792

21,719

6,792

225,194

78,213

131,333

20,963

Trade debtors
Accrued income

Festival of Architecture

-

257,467 (257,467)

-

-

-

Doolan Award

-

36,000 (36,000)

-

-

-

16,000

-

-

10,034
51,646

Other award funds

13,334

Benevolent fund

51,646

-

-

-

-

3,346

-

(15)

-

-

3,331

14,824

3,000

(4,000)

-

-

13,824

312,467 (316,782)

-

-

78,835

ASSA fund

Total Restricted Income 83,150

£

£

£

£

Designated Funds:						
Fixed asset fund

173,133

-

(14,029)

-

14,255

173,359

Unlisted investments

61,993

-

-

5,315

-

67,308
80,000

-

-

-

-

80,000

Chapters contingency fund7,376

-

(1,677)

-

3,000

8,699

242,502

-

(15,706)

5,315

97,255

329,366

Cash placed on term deposit
75,000

during the year

85,000

75,000

85,000

						
General Fund

£

£

£

£

Amounts falling due within one year:

Amount due to subsidiary company

-

-

2,489

2,489

-

-

99,084

37,015

8,628

32,955

2,721

26,891

Taxation and social security

44,019

30,093

44,019

30,093

Accruals & other creditors

82,528

45,235

53,483

30,860

Deferred income (below)

407,976

334,148

202,134

208,913

543,151

442,431

403,930

336,261

334,148

210,549

208,913

94,836

(255,915)

(132,316)

(208,913)

(94,836)

Amount deferred in year

329,743

255,915

202,134

208,913

Closing Balance at 31 December

407,976

334,148

202,134

208,913

Amount released to
incoming resources

Deferred income at 31 December 2015 comprises prepaid membership
and practice services subscriptions, income held for future
publications and advance payments for setting up the ‘Under One
Roof’ website.
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(94,255)

267,955

Revaluation Reserve

182,054

-

-

(3,000)

179,054

Total Unrestricted

677,464 1,095,486 (999,728)

3,153

-

776,375

-

Total Funds

989,654

1,413,981 (1,318,054)

12

- 1,085,593

Notes on Restricted funds:
The Doolan Best Building in Scotland award and ‘other award funds’
are funded by donations and grants and are applied for designated
areas of architectural achievement.
The Benevolent Fund is for the assistance of architects or their
dependents who are in financial need.

Movements on deferred income:			
Opening balance at 1 January

(2,162)

						

Provision for deficiency in

Trade creditors

252,908 1,095,486 (984,022)

						

20. Creditors

subsidiary funds (note 6)

(19,300)

				

Festival of Architecture

19. Current asset investments

(1,544)

Restricted Income Funds:						

Sc. Community Projects

Due within one year:

At

The Scottish Community Projects Fund (SCPF) provides
assistance with feasibility studies for projects intended to benefit local
communities. The fund is currently closed due to lack of funds.
Details of restricted funding (grants and sponsorship) for the
Festival of Architecture in 2016 are shown in note 5 to the accounts.
All was expended during the year.
The ASSA fund comprises funds transferred from the former
Association of Scottish Schools of Architecture (ASSA) and
subsequent contributions, which are to be applied in accordance with
the objects of ASSA.
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Notes on Designated funds:

24. Revaluation reserve
The revaluation reserve represents the following:

The fixed asset fund represents the net book value of tangible

		

Excess over

fixed assets, net of the revaluation reserve. This distinguishes the

		

book value

book value of these assets from the more readily realisable assets

		
£

represented by the General fund (being the value of net current assets

Heritable property at 15 Rutland Square revalued at open market value

and unrestricted listed investments).

of £240,000 in January 1987 (original cost - £14,527)		

225,473

Antique & fine art furnishings valued at open market value

Annual depreciation is charged to the fixed asset fund and
transfers made for additions and disposals in the year and the

of £39,245 in January 1988 (original cost - £1,984)		

37,261

movement in the revaluation reserve.

Less accumulated depreciation charged on revalued amount		

(83,680)

Balance on revaluation reserve at 31 December 2015		

179,054

Likewise the unlisted investment fund represents the valuation of
unlisted investments (see note 16), which is held in a designated fund,

Since the original revaluations, the trustees have adopted a policy

as not representing readily realisable assets.

not to revalue fixed assets which are for the Incorporation’s own

An amount of £80,000 has been designated out of this year’s net

use. However, in their opinion, current valuations are considerably in

income for the Festival of Architecture in 2016.

excess of those included in the accounts. The fixed asset figures (note

A further £3,000 has been added to the Chapters contingency

15) also include the cost of improvements and acquisitions since the

fund, bringing the balance to £8,699.

revaluations were carried out.

22. Martin Jones Award Fund
The Martin Jones Award was originally set up as an endowment fund

25. Government grants

in 1993 from a bequest under the will of Martin Jones. Under the terms

Assistance from government grants (including inter-governmental

of the trust it became an expendable endowment fund after the year

agencies) during the year amounted to £200,000 for the Festival of

2011. The object of the fund is to advance education for the public

Architecture (previous year £27,500) and £40,000 for architectural

benefit by providing an annual award for an outstanding student of

awards (previous year - £35,000).

Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art and Design at the University of
Dundee, who submits the most creative idea for research in historical,
theoretical or modern architecture or a combination of these.

23. Analysis of net assets representing funds
Endowment

Restricted

Unrestricted Funds		 Revaluation

Total

Fund

Funds

Designated

General

Reserve

Funds

£

£

£

£

£

£

Fund balances at 31 December 2015 are represented by:
-

-

173,359

-

179,054

352,413

Fixed asset investments 194,418

-

67,308

71,065

-

332,791

Stocks and work in progress

-

-

56,263

-

56,263
225,194

Tangible fixed assets

-

Debtors

-

-

-

225,194

-

Current asset investments

-

-

-

75,000

-

75,000

Cash at bank and in hand 35,965

78,835

88,699

383,584

-

587,083

-

-

(543,151)

- (543,151)

Creditors due in one year
Net Assets

230,383

78,835 329,366

267,955 179,054 1,085,593
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Contacting RIAS
By telephone

By fax

By email

By post

+44 (0) 131 229 7545

+44 (0) 131 228 2188

info@rias.org.uk

15 Rutland Square
Edinburgh
eh1 2be

Carol-Ann Hildersley
Senior Manager: Secretary and
Treasurer’s Office

Louise McLeod
Senior Manager: Finance and
Administration

Maryse Richardson
Senior Manager: Practice

childersley@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2010. Management of the
Secretary’s and President’s offices,
oversight of communications and
events, administration and minuting
of PPC and Council, research, CoEditor of RIAS Quarterly. Delivery of
RIAS communications, events and
awards.

lmcleod@rias.org.uk
Joined: November 1986. Responsible
for all human resource and central
services functions including
finance, audit, salaries, pensions,
member pensions, annual contracts,
insurances, personnel, recruitment,
membership, staff management, IT,
health & safety, the building.

mrichardson@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2003. Manages Practice
Services, secretariat for RIAS Practice
committees and production of
quarterly Practice Information, legal
and contractual queries, maintaining
the RIAS suite of Standard Forms,
managing dispute resolution expert
panels, management of conservation
and sustainability accreditation.

Liz Baillie
Project Officer: Festival 2016 p/t

Stuart Bryce
Manager: Bookshop p/t

Gordon Connelly
Assistant: Festival 2016

Karen Cunningham
Director: Festival 2016 p/t

liz.baillie@rias.org.uk
Joined: July 2015. Short-term contract
to March 2017. Project management
and delivery of specific major content
of the 2016 Festival programme,
co-ordination of the public appeal
and expert panel liaison on Scotstyle,
taking direction from the Festival
Director and from RIAS.

bookshop@rias.org.uk
Joined: September 2012. Managing
RIAS Bookshop, including sales
of architectural appointments,
certificates, administrations forms
and up-to-date and archived building
contracts. Telephone, website and
direct sale to members and the public
of RIAS publications and a wide range
of architectural books.

gordon.connelly@rias.org.uk
Joined: June 2016. Short-term contract
to September 2016. Evaluation of
Festival content, venue planning and
event liaison, taking direction from
RIAS and working closely with the
Festival Director.

karen.cunningham@rias.org.uk
Joined: February 2015. Overall
direction of the Festival with specific
responsibility for staffing, funding
oversight, media relations, planning
and delivery of core programme,
PR and marketing. Coordination of
the Festival partnershp forum and
support for partner activity.

Valérie Decker
Assistant: Festival 2016

Elaine Dobie
Practice Administrator

valerie.decker@rias.org.uk
Joined: June 2016. Short-term contract
to March 2017. Evaluation of Festival
content, venue planning and event
liaison, taking direction from RIAS
and working closely with the Festival
Director.

edobie@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2013. Practice Services
support, administers conservation
and sustainability accreditation
schemes and the RIAS Energy Design
Certification Scheme. Coordinates
the e-PI Bulletin, Practice Services
website updates and online research.

Jon Jardine
Graphic/IT Designer: RIAS and
Festival 2016

Maureen Johnstone
Senior Finance and Administration
Assistant

jon.jardine@rias.org.uk
Joined: October 2014. All RIAS graphic
and IT design, marketing productions
and coordinating approach across
all platforms and continuity in visual
productions and publications,
particularly RIAS Quarterly, core
aspects of the 2016 programme,
coordination of inputs.

mjohnstone@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2003. Support for
finance and central services, financial
processing and filing, coordination of
internal room bookings, oversight of
RIAS catering and meeting set-ups,
assisting membership, post and mail,
management of office recycling.

Senior Management

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS
Secretary and Treasurer
nbaxter@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2008. Oversight of
RIAS policy, governance, business
planning and budgets. Overall
responsibility for the Incorporation’s
membership services, Consultancy,
Practice Services, accreditation
schemes, events, publications,
outreach, political liaison, CPD,
educational initiatives and awards.
Curator of the Festival of Architecture
2016.
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Veronica Low
Manager: Commercial

Hayley Kyle
Finance and Administration
Assistant

Marilyn Leishman
Receptionist / Bookshop Assistant
p/t

hayley.kyle@rias.org.uk
Joined: July 2015. To provide
additional support to finance and
central services functions, financial
processing and filing, assisting with
catering and meeting set-ups, post
and mail and to provide cover for
reception and other departments.

reception@rias.org.uk
Joined: June 2009. Dealing with
incoming calls, meeting and greeting,
opening and logging mail for
distribution, ordering stationery
and monitoring stock, dealing with
suppliers, maintaining press cuttings
file, bookshop cover and support.

vlow@rias.org.uk
Joined: May 2011. Advertising sales
and sponsorship for the RIAS
Quarterly. Sale and distribution of
RIAS publications and space rentals
in Rutland Square. Also responsible
for sponsorship liaison for RIAS
events and the 2016 Festival of
Architecture.

Janet Nixon
Manager: SBCC p/t

Charlene Rankin
Manager: Membership / RIAS
Consultancy

Lorraine Sutherland
Senior Receptionist / Bookshop
Assistant p/t

crankin@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2002. Management
of Membership and Members’
data, RIAS Consultancy, Scottish
Community Projects Fund, Architect
in the Hoose (charity fundraising
campaign) and the RIAS Clients
Advisory Service.

reception@rias.org.uk
Joined: June 2005. Dealing with
incoming calls, meeting and greeting,
opening and logging mail for
distribution, ordering stationery
and monitoring stock, dealing with
suppliers, maintaining press cuttings
file, general administration duties.
Bookshop cover and support.

Marjorie Appleton FRIAS
Practice Services Consultant p/t

Brian Moore Hon FRIAS
Director: Consultancy p/t

mappleton@rias.org.uk
Joined September 2010. Advises on
Practice Information and matters
relating to its publication, content
and delivery. Oversees the content,
design and development of all
technical information issued to
practices and chartered practices.

bmoore@rias.org.uk
Joined: 1995. Manages all aspects of
architectural competitions, deals with
procurement issues for architects
and improving procurement in
architecture by ensuring value-based
selection procedures in all RIAS
Competitions.

Eleanor McAllister OBE Hon
FRIAS
Director: RIAS Centenary p/t

jnixon@rias.org.uk
Joined: May 2014. Ensuring that
the RIAS contract for the Scottish
Building Contract Committee’s
endeavours is effectively delivered,
including new contracts, online
provision, annual lecture and annual
conference. Support for SBCC
Drafting Committee and Board.

Emma Lucas
Communications and Events
Assistant
emma.lucas@rias.org.uk
Joined: July 2015. Event Management,
internal communication including
website content management,
editorial assistance for RIAS
Quarterly, e-bulletins, media
monitoring, awards coordination.
Responsible for Online Directory and
job ads.

Lily
Office Dog p/t
ldog@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2008. Works to
maintain a stress-free working
environment, occasionally enliven
meetings and ensure a focus on the
key agenda priorities (biscuits and
sandwiches). Introduces a Zen-like
calm by generally wandering about
and sleeping under desks.

Advisors

eleanor.mcallister@rias.org.uk
Joined: October 2015. Overall charge
of the Under One Roof website
project and steering all RIAS
Centenary events and publications.

John Norman Hon FRIAS
Accountant p/t
jnorman@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2008. Annual budget,
quarterly accounts and detaied
reporting to Council, annual statutory
accounts for RIAS charity and RIAS
Services Ltd, VAT returns, ledger
management/supervision, RIAS/RIBA
membership reconciliations, annual
audit, payroll issues, other tax and
financial issues, as required.
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Mozolowski & Murray
Conservatories Orangeries

To find out more call us on

0345 050 5440
Visit our design centre
or request a brochure.

Sun Lounges Garden Rooms

Mozolowski & Murray
Conservatory Design Centre
57 Comiston Road Edinburgh EH10 6AG
Open 7 days 10am to 5pm

www.mozmurray.co.uk

As the building was being
designed, one important
question kept being asked...

...HOW DO I GET

THROUGH THE FIRE
SAFETY MAZE?
SERVICES TO ARCHITECTS
Smoke Control Systems

CFD Modelling

Fire Engineering Solutions

Fire Risk Assessments

Fire Strategies

Fire Safety Design Summary

Bespoke designed systems to prevent the build-up and
spread of hot fire gases and thereby control fire spread.
Bespoke fire engineered designs to meet the
requirements of performance based building codes.
Designed to demonstrate the effectiveness of building
designs in relation to fire safety.

Fire Escape Designs

Demonstrate that all occupants can make a safe escape
in the event of a fire.

The use of computer modelling to predict the movement
of smoke and fire gases within a building.
Provided to architects or project managers as part of the
handing over process for buildings.
Complete the required summary in accordance with
regulation 41 of the Building (Procedure) (Scotland)
Regulations 2004.

Review of Design Fire Safety

Fixed fee review of designs for compliance with building
regulations and fire safety legislation.

For a FREE consultation to find out what fire engineering
can do for you please contact Sandy Killbourn on
T: 01786 449944 • E: enquiry@g-fire.co.uk
www.gartcarronfireengineering.co.uk

FE
GARTCARRON FIRE ENGINEERING Ltd.

Designing buildings to save life

SPONSOR

Professional Indemnity Insurance

PROTECTING YOUR
EXPERTISE FOR OVER
30 YEARS
ARRANGING PROFESSIONAL INDEMNITY INSURANCE AND PROVIDING
RISK MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR THE PROFESSION IN SCOTLAND
For further information contact:
DAVID BATHGATE
RIAS Insurance Services, Orchard Brae House,
30 Queensferry Road,
Edinburgh EH4 2HS.
0131 311 4130
david.bathgate@marsh.com
RIAS Insurance Services is a trading name for Marsh Ltd
Marsh Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Copyright © 2016 Marsh Ltd All rights reserved
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